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Montenegro (M) 19
†
120.147 Excerpt from The Mountain Wreath: An Epic\fn{by Njegos aka Petar II Petrovic Njegos, Prince-Bishop of
Montenegro (1811/1813-1851)} Njegusi, Cetinje Opstina, Montenegro (M) 16
*
[(The Christian Montenegrins are gathered together on the rugged heights of Mount Lovcen—the highest point in
the country (5,738 ft.) at the time this prose-poem was written and also at its historic center—on the eve of the
Whitsuntide Festival. It is the dead of night, and are asleep, except the Prince-Bishop of Montenegro (from 1697-1737),
Vladika Danilo, who meditates the following soliloquy.) So the editor of Petar II’s epic introduces the work. I have set
this foundation epic poem of the Montenegrin State in a prose format, while retaining the original translation, very
slightly modified to eliminate the apostrophed words (receiv’d; ’minished; ne’er; pour’d, &c &c) by simply spelling
them out. The “’tis’s” and “thou’s” and “ye’s” and all the other English archaisms I have retained. The kolas are clearly
songs and I have left them in that form—partly to separate them from the dialogue-text for the sake of a visual clarity
between the two. I have also left the editor’s “stage instructions”—he cast the epic in the form of a play, and I have
retained that framework—largely intact. Everywhere I have followed my custom of inserting explanatory footnotes
directly into the text, that the public may have them easily to hand; and yet, enhanced as they are in gold, capable of
being electronically blocked when it comes time to evaluate the Prince-Bishop’s contribution to world peace with those
of the rest of the world in terms of the Protocol:H.]

*
The Dragon see, with seven mantles red, wielding two\fn{ Emblamatic of the Islamic Power as a whole—the Dragon see—
stretching eastward into Asia, and westward into Europe } swords and crowned with two crowns: great-grandchild of the
faithless Turk, with Qur’an! Behind him hordes of that accursed breed, that they may devastate the whole wide
earth, as locusts pestilent lay waste the fields! Had not the Rock of France its onrush curbed,\fn{ An allusion to the
victory by Charles Martel of France over the Saracens at the Battle of Tours, 732AD } Arabia’s flood had surely deluged all!
Osman\fn{1299-1326}—infernal dream—was monarch crowned.\fn{ Of an independent Turkish state in Asia Minor }
The pale moon wedded, she\fn{Kamerije} his apple fair, from whom sprang Orkan, Europe’s evil guest:\fn{ Their son
(fl.1326-1359) who was the first Turkish ruler to consolidate his power in Europe, capturing Gallipoli and the terrain around it } and now
Byzantium’s\fn{A modern academic title for the Eastern Roman Empire; the Romans themselves never used the term } realm is
nothing more than the youthful Theodora’s dowry\fn{ She was married to Orkan in 1346, and on that account the Turks
demanded Constantinople itself}—the star of destiny hangs darkly over her. Now Paleologos\fn{ John V Paleologos, Roman
Emperor} bids Murat\fn{Sultan Murat I (1359-1389) who in 1389 crushingly defeated the Serbs at the Battle of Kosovo, thus paving
the way for the destruction of the Eastern Roman Empire } in, to bury in one grave both Greeks and Serbs. Their own ends
sought both Brankovic and Gerluka—meet recompense Mohammed gave to Gerluka!
From out far Asia where they have their nest, this Devil’s brood doth gulp the nations up. Each day a nation, as
night-owl takes bird: Murat takes Serbia,\fn{ 1389, where perished Tsar Lazar, perhaps the most beloved of all Serbian heroes }
and Bosnia Bayazed;\fn{1398} Murat Epirus,\fn{1381-1385) and Mohammed Greece.\fn{1453} Then the two Selims
Africa and Cyprus\fn{Selim I ended Mameluke rule in Egypt in 1517; Selim II took Cyprus from Venice in 1570 }—each takes
something till nothing is there left!
Dreadful the deeds that happen day by day; too small is this wide world for Hell’s great maw which, though
feeding ever, never knows repletion! Yanko doth fight for Vladislaus dead; but why fight on when fighting gives
not aid?\fn{Yanko—the Slavic title for the great hero of Hungary, Hunyadi Yanosh—despite desperate resistance, was overcome at the
Battle of Mohacs in 1526, after which the Turks subdued Hungary } Brave heart of Obilic beats in Skenderbeg,\fn{ Who
defended for 25 years (1443-1467) with dauntless bravery the independence of Northern Albania until his death in 1467; Albania was put
under a Turkish pasha in 1478} and yet he pines in pitiless exile—

But what can I! What helper is me nigh? We have but few strong arms; our strength is small; we are as wisps
of straw tossed on the wind. As orphaned sad, forsaken of the world, I see my people sleep a deadly sleep, no
parent’s hand to wipe away my tears. God’s Heaven is shut above my head, giving no answer to my cries and
prayers. This world is now become a hell, and men but demons in disguise.
Oh, dark, dark Day! Oh, outlook ever black, my fearing folk held ever underfoot! Sure I have seen thy woe and
all thine ill, yet ’gainst the worst I now must set my will! When deadly wound is given in the head, the quivering
frame doth painfully expire.
Plague of mankind! May God make end of thee! Is half a world so small, to thee so small—a half-world filled
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with horror of thy deeds—that poisonous stenches from thy demon soul thou now must bring to spew upon our
Rock?\fn{I.e., Montenegro—Crna Gora, “The Black Rock.”}
Is it small offering—of Serbia the whole, from Danube river to the deep blue sea? Thy seat thou hast, all
wickedly to ride; thy blood-stained scepter is thy boast and pride. From sacred altar thou insultest God, and where
was outraged Cross dost rear a Mosque! Our very shades and relics wouldst defile, those relics which to shelter
men have brought, and screened amid the eternal hills.
Dear shrines reminding of our heroes’ deeds? These all have been overwhelmed in blood, a hundred times in
thine, ten times ten in ours! The work of that accursed monarch see—he whom the devil teaches all things bad!
“This Montenegro, which I cannot tame, by means or fair or foul shall own my name: with it, on this wise
must the method be.”
Thus spake the Devil’s Sent One; then began sweets of false faith to proffer unto man. The curse of God be on
this brood unclean! What is the aim of Islam’s creed amongst us? How will ye escape from our ancestors’ curse?
However dare before Milosh to appear, or how before each other Serbian knight, whose names shall last while
ever sun hath light?
While pondering over this council for today,\fn{ The central theme of this work: a plan by Christian Montenegrins to
“ethnically cleanse” their country of all the Montenegrin converts to Islam, thus plunging their country deliberately into religious civil
war} hot horror burns within my soul: shall brother brother ever thus war down; shall not such strife so bloody and

so long destroy the very seed within the womb?
O cursed day!—may God blot out thy light—that thou didst bring me forth upon the world! Last year a
hundred times I cursed the hour those Turks did fail to make an end of me,\fn{ An allusion to his capture by the Turks a
year previously; he was ransomed for 3,000 ducats} lest I should falsify my people’s hope.
*
(Vuk Micunovic, reclining near the Vladika, has feigned sleep, but has heard everything, and proceeds to rouse the
bishop to action, jerking him awake with trenchant sentences, from his purely contemplative poise .)
*
If God thou knowest, Bishop, ’tis not so! What miseries are these now come on thee, that thou shouldst weep
and wail with woman-soul, and sink beneath the waves of all our woe? Is not today a solemn festival, a day to
counsel take with all thy people, that they may rid their land of Islam’s yoke?\fn{ Titles mentioned in the epic: Vladika
(bishop); Iguman (abbot or prior); Serdar (an authority, sometimes civil, sometimes military, having the power to punish and imprison);
Knez (a prince, leader, chieftain); Volvoda (a marshal, duke, leader of a host); Popa or Pop (the ordinary, non-celibate, parish priest or
clergy); Hadji or Hadzija [a pilgrim, either to Jerusalem (if Christian) or to Mecca (if Muslim)]; Sultan (the ruler of the Ottoman Empire);
Pasha (the chief Turkish civil authority of a province in the Ottoman Empire); Aga (a Turkish chief officer); Beg (a turkish nobleman);
Kavaz (an attendant upon a Pasaha, but also in Montenegro a guard in authority at a door of entrance); Kavazbasa (chief guard; the term
basa was often given out of respect or in honor to people lower in rank than an aga or beg); Hodja (or muzzein, he who calls the Muslims
to prayer)}
Apart from that, our Slava\fn{Feast day of a patron or saint} falls today, when all our noblest youth do gather their

strength to test and put to trial their worth, their biceps’ power, the fleetness of their feet, and with the bow
contending skill to show; who best can strike the knife through roast ram’s shoulder; to hear also the liturgy at
Church; and round about the precincts dance the kolo; and chests expand in knightly exercise. Best incense this to
every hero-soul, forging in supple youth an iron heart!
Banish, Bishop, all these black discourses; for men should bravely bear while women weep: what wailing chief
e’er wrought his people’s good! Thou art not chief without some good support: see these five hundred agile lads,
what feats of manly strength and power were on this field displayed today! Have they not winged the arrow to her
mark? With what agility they played at grada!\fn{In Montenegro and Herzegovina a game played with a ball usually made of
cattle-hair closely compressed, and resembling somewhat the Western schoolboy’s game of rounders, there being the same aiming at one
another with the ball, and the same nimble dodging to escape being hit. } How nimbly all did catch the capitsa!\fn{In Montenegro
the national game of grab-the-cap. A circle having been described upon the ground, half the players enter the circle, each on all-fours; those
who remain outside the circle then have to try and snatch the cap from their fellows who are on all-fours, and who use their “four-legs” in
defending themselves and their caps, sometimes with considerable effect .} Soon as wolf-cubs around the she-wolf sport, full

well they know in roughish gambols how their teeth to sharpen on each other’s throat; or when on
falcon\fn{Throughout Yugoslavia, Slovakia and the Czech Republic, agile and athletic youths are known as falcons } the first feathers
sprout, doth he still rest contented in his nest? Doth he not pick and peck and pluck at it, Pulling at twigs and
straws time after time, then, twittering seeyutchouchee, seeks the sky?
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In all these things a lesson is to find! Beside these youths who now appear before thee, six times as many like
them are at home: it’s their strength, Bishop, should be thy strength too. Before the Turks have brought such to
their knee, sure many a Turkish wife shall wear deep black. And to this struggle no end shall ever be, until the
Turk has disappeared—or we!
What right has any one of us to Hope—except in God and in his own right arm! Our Hope it was all buried
long ago, in one great grave on Kossovo’s broad field. When Fortune smiles ’tis easy to be good; adversity is e’er
the hero’s school!
*
(The scene switches to the probable site of an ancient Pravoslav church on Mount Lovtchen, to the summit of which
various Montenegrin officers and soldiers have migrated, carrying crosses with them. The men are reclining on the
mountain summit, firing their rifles and counting the echoes.)

*
(Serdar Yanko Djurashkovitch):
What wondrous gun! ’Tis worth a manly head! Each gun of ours makes half a dozen echoes, but Vuk
Tomanovitch—his jeferdar\fn{A flint firearm of finest Damascus steel} brings ever nine times ringing echo!
(Serdar Radonya):
Lend me your ears now, Montenegrins! Full fifty years I’ve spun of my life’s thread, and summer on this
mount have ever spent ascending quite to this commanding peak. A hundred times I’ve gazed at floating clouds,
sailing as phantom ships high off the sea and casting anchor on this mountain range! Now here, now there I’ve
watched them break away, with darts of lightning and with rumblings dread—and sudden roar of all the sky’s
artillery! A hundred times have I watched from these heights and quietly basked beneath the genial sun while
lightnings flashed and thunders pealed below. I saw and heard how they did rend the skies; downpours from
heaven of most hostile hail robbed Mother Earth of her fertility.
And now a wonder new comes into view: observest thou—if thou thy God dost know!—how much is sea and
how much is of shore. View Bosnia’s plains! Herzegovina see! Albania spreading straight unto the waves! Seest
thou how much is Montenegrin soil? One single cloud doth surely cover all!
All around doth peal the crashing thunder. Behold beneath us how the lightnings flash; alone on us doth smile
the cheering sun. Kindly the air doth greet our faces now—’tis wont on Lovtchen to blow somewhat cool!
(Obrad)
Didst thou mark the wonder and the omen—how in the sky two flashes made a Cross! One flash there was
from Kom\fn{A mountain in eastern Montenegro} straight on to Lovtchen; from Scutari another—unto Ostrog!\fn{ A
mountain southeast of Niksik, at the foot of which is a monastery } They made a cross of living fire, most beautiful indeed to
view. Never before in this wide world was like unto it seen or even heard. God help us Serbs in all our misery, and
let this Cross be unto us good omen!
(Vuk Rslapchevitch)
Say, Drashko, say! Whereat dost point thy jeferedar?
(Voivoda Drashko)
Tempted am I to shoot a little cuckoo, but rather grudge to spend on it the bullet!
(Vuk Raslapchevitch)
Save it, then, Drashko! Let life more precious be! From shooting cuckoos there can come no good; doest thou
not knw—if the Devil hath not thee?—that cuckoos are the daughters of Tsar Lazar?\fn{ It is said that after the tragedy
of Kosovo, the five daughters of the Tsar were transformed into cuckoos in order to bewail his fate with loud lamentations of mourning }
(Serdar Vukota)
What cause for this ado? Why uproar thus? Such babbling were a shame to any children!
(Vukota Mrvalyevitch)
A flight of partridges upon us came, and every bird of them we took alive; on which account this uproar great
amongst us!
(More shouting)
Let these birds go; I swear it is God’s will! For ’twas distress that brought them here; how could ye captive
make of one of them, since they do fly to you for kindly care. ’Tis not God’s will that ye should them all kill!
(They let the birds fly off, and the young men return to the crosses, with the aid of which they had caught the birds )
*
(We now go to an assembly at Cetinje on September 8, on the occasion of the Festival of the Nativity of the
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Blessed Virgin Mary. Some disputes are to be settled. The chiefs go aside; the people dance the kolo—the national
dance, a circle dance involving both men and women holding hands—and sing the following song :)

*
Our God hath poured His wrath upon the Serbs,
For deadly sins withdrawn His favor from us:
Our Rulers trampled underfoot all law,
With bloody hatred fought each other down,\fn{So Nemanja (1169-1196) in order to unite all the Serbian countries, fought with his elder
brothers. His son, Stephen the First Crowned, had to contend with his younger brother, Vukan, who robbed him of most of his power. The
son of Stephen the First Crowned (c.1234) was banished by his brother Vladislav, while the third son, the successor of Vladislav, was
banished (1276) by his son Dragutin; who in his turn very probably gave the crown (1281) much against his will to his brother Milutin.
Milutin’s illegitimate son, Stephen Detchansky rebelled (1310) with the object of dethroning his father, but the son was conquered and
punished with blinding. Eventually he becme king; but in his turn he had to fight first with his cousin, Vladislav (1324), and then with his
son Dushan the Mighty, who conquered him and suffocated him to death}
Tore from fraternal brows the living eyes;
Authority and Law they cast aside,
Instead chose folly as their rule and guide!\fn{By which is meant the endowing of many monasteries and churches and yet not governing
justly}
And those who served our kings became untrue,
Crimson they bathed themselves in kingly blood!
Our noblemen—God’s curse be on their souls—
Did tear and rend the Kingdom into pieces,\fn{ Perhaps a reference to the nobility of the time of Tsar Ufrosh (1355-1371) who repudiated
their vassalage and sought to be independent rulers in their own districts}
And wasted wantonly our people’s power.
The Serbian magnates—may their name rot out!—
They scattered broadcast Discord’s evil seed,\fn{Some of them united with the Hungarians agains tTsar Vukashin, defeated him, and left
him to struggle unaided against the Turks, who killed him in battle (1371) and annexed all the serbian lands south of Skoplye}
And poisoned thus the life-springs of our race.
Our Serbian chiefs, most miserable cowards,
The Serbian stock did heartlessly betray.
Accursed be Kossovo’s Evening Meal;\fn{The tradition is that Tsar Lazar drank a toast to Milosh Obilitch on the eve of the Battle of
Kossovo, calling him a traitor, incited by the denunciations of Vuk Brankovitch—who, however, was himself the real traitor, and went over
to the Turks with 40,000 cavalry}
Far better had it been if from that hour
Pour magnates all had disappeared for aye!
If only Milos still remained unto us,
With his two valiant pobratims,\fn{A kind of sworn friendship between brothers}
Then Serb would be with Serb today.
Thou Brankovic, of stock despicable,
Should one serve so his Fatherland,
Thus much is Honesty esteemed?
Who, Milos, would not envy thee?
A victim thou to thine own truth and worth!
All-Puissant spirit in the things of ar;
A thunder mighty which did shatter thrones!
The deeds thy knightly soul hath wrought,
Outshine all luster of the Past—
The fame of Sparta and of mighty Rome!
Their valiant and heroic feats
Are all surpassed by thy proud arm.
Where is Leonidas, where Scaevola,
When Obilic doth enter the arena?
That arm of thine with but one only stroke
Brought down a throne and made all Hell to quake!\fn{A reference to his killing Sultan Murat in 1389, on the field of Kossovo, which he
did by stealing into his tent and plunging a poisoned dagger into his body}
Yet Milos fell, most marvelous of knights,
A victim fell unto the world’s great Scourge.
In proud repose the puissant Leader lies:
There from his veins did spurt his noble blood,
Where he so proudly trod a while before,
His breast possessed by one sole dread intent,
As he did press his way through Asia’s hordes.
He swallowed them with his great eyes of fire
Where he so proudly trod a while before
Seeking his hallowed tomb and life immortal,
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Scorning alike the failures of small men,
And all that false and senseless company.
Our God hath poured His wrath upon the Serbs!
A seven-headed monster He sent forth
To plague and extirpate the Serbian Name,
Be they betrayers or be they betrayed.
On falling ruins of a realm heroic
Did Milos shine with firm and constant justice;
Crowned be too, with an undying glory,
Those pobratims who steadfast were to Milos;
Not less the lovely Jugovitch bouquet!
So passed the Serbian Cap and Name away:
Warrior lions gave place to ploughmen,
While selfish poltroons took Mohammed’s creed—
Their Serbian milk shall ever bring them plague!
All those who escaped from death by Muslim sword,
All those who still held true to Christian faith,
Who with abhorrence thought of bonds and chains,
All such as these took flight to mountains gray,
To wane and perish and pour out their blood;
’Mid mountains, trust and heritage to guard,
Our sacred Freedom and our glorious Name.
Thereto our leaders Providence hath called.
Our Serbian Youth as radiant as the stars,
The children of these mountains wild,
In bloody combats falling day by day,
For sake of Honor, Faith, and Freedom dear;
Yet all our tears are wiped away
When skilful gouslar comes with rousing lay.
Oh, let our losses all be light,
If the hard mountains of our land
Become the grave of Muslim might!
Lo! What the cause, that long time now,
Our homeland hills have silent grown,
No longer echoing to heroic shout?
Our idling armor is consumed by rust,
And without chieftains is our country left,
Our hillsides reek with tramp of Muslim feet—
In the same fold behold both wolves and sheep!
United now the Turk with Montenegrin,
The hodja calls upon Cetinje’s plain;\fn{Because the tribe of Checklitche were all, or nearly all, Muslims}
The artful Turk hath run the lion to cage;
The Montenegrin Name is underground,
The Cross with fingers three\fn{A reference to the custom of the Orthodox in making the sign of the cross with three fingers, instead of
two, which is customary in the Latin church} is no more found!
(Voivoda Miliya)

The kolo ye have heard; how they have sung, and all that has been set forth in their song? Of the whole nation
there ye hear the wisdom! Good reason sure have these our countrymen to hurl upon us, while they curse, a heap
of stones.\fn{It was customary in Eastern countries to put to death by stoning persons against whom accusation was brought by the
people} We dare not any high emprise begin to fire our folk to deeds of note and valor, to joyful make our fathers’
sacred bones until they live and sport upon their graves—woe unto us! We only quack like geese! Hew down the
Devil! Leave of him no trace, or ye shall forfeit this world and not less the Next!
(Voivoda Stanko)
Thou givest reason sound, good Voivoda! Of our loved race may God remove all trace, if we should live in
cowardice and disgrace!\fn{ The Serbian reads literally: when we should live under a woman’s head-covering } What will this
Dragon in our Christian land? Why nourish we a snake within our breast! What “brothers” these?—’tis God alone
can tell!—who mock and scorn our very honor, and openly insult the Cross revered!
(Serdar Ivan)
What now may be! That they have not yet come—the Ozrinitzi,\fn{ A Montenegrin tribe living to the north of Cettigné,
on the southern boundary of Herzegovina } they who dwell by us? For without them our parleys sure will fail: in
multitude of counselors wisdom lies!
(Voivoda Miliya)
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They all set out to meet some Turks, that they might make exchange of prisoners. But envoy have I sent to
them, that on returning they may hasten here. Let them speed on, so waste we not the day; for this our business
brooketh no delay!
(The Ozrinitzi arrive)
(Vuk Tomanovitc)
By what misfortune are ye come so late? Brothers, we famish, waiting here for you; no longer have we food
without our wallets, nor yet tobacco in our pouches. My neck is all awry through peering after you—gazing far
over the fields of you to catch some view.
(Serdar Voukota)
With haste came we, that we might quicker come! By no means whatsoever more early wer ewe done. The
Petzirèpè and the old Baleta—some twenty, thirty comrades have collected and hid in ambuscade by Douga,\fn{ A
mountain and defile between Gatsko and Nikshitch } there to wait a caravan from Nikshitch,\fn{ A town and district which, until
1878, was in Herzegovina; but since then has been in Montenegro } and stoutly fight the Turks upon the road. Heads of Turks
fourteen have they cut off, and seventy horses taken from them, too; of women they have taken two or three!
Moreover, came to us dispatch from Nikshitch, wherein were offers ten of pobratimstvo; request that we should
meet at Poliana;\fn{A spacious meadow between Nikshitch and Ozrinitch } and render to them hostages for ransom—so
with these Turks in conference we sat. Good reason that, why we’re a little late!
(Knez Baiko)
How spake Hamza\fn{A Turkish word meaning an official head or chief of a town} and the Turks of Nikshitch? Our word
of honor, was it good to them, that they should climb to Roudiné\fn{ A mountainous district around Nikshitch field } in
peace?
(Serdar Voukota)
Thou knowest, Baiko, it so might have been—who from good things doth flee away? And how should not the
Turks wish goodly things and space to spread their flocks wide out in peace?
(Knez Rogan)
Perchance there were some words between you concerning prisoners—or some other thing?
(Knez Yanko)
Rogan, ‘’tis true that there was roughish speech! Dost thou not know these Turks of Nikshitch? A little more,
and Death had all in reach! Then, down the ages had men told the story of our affray and how it had been gory!
(Vuk Martinovitch)
How came about this little quarrel? Who first with ill-will clouded the assembly?
(Knez Yanko)
It was but as in joke that things began. Muk Manduchitch and Vuk Mitchunovitch with Captain Hamza first
fell on to talk on things relating to religion. Their speech did then all of a sudden thicken, and one affront received
another back. The Captain said to Mitchunovitch,
“Thou Vlach! Better am I than thou! Dost hear? Knowest not that better is my faith than thine? I mount my
steed and gird me with sharp sword, and I am captain, too, of royal town. Three hundred years my line has
governed there. At the sword point my grandsire did it gain, who so were fixed the destinies of States: to me to
rule it cometh down by right.”
Then Vuk Mitchunovitch up straightway fired, and Hamza [he] thus addressed as he drew near:
“Villain am I? thou hog and renegade! Is traitor better, then, than knight? How cast thou talk of ‘sword’ and
‘Kossovo’? Were we not there together on that day? I wrestled then, and still I wrestle now, but thou has ever
traitor been, both first and last: thyself hast thou dishonored before the world—thou hast denied the faith of all thy
fathers, and hast enslaved theyself to strangers!
“Why boast then of thy town, or of thy lordship? All Turkish towns that neighboring are to us: have I not
girdled them with marble tombs—so that for men no loner are they towns, but rather prisons for unhappy
captives? I am a scourge of God, for thee prepared, to bring to mind the evil thou hast wrought!”
(many voices)
Mitchunovitch! He acts as well as talks! Serbian mother never haqth born his like since Kossovo—nor yet, I
trow, before it!
(Knez Yanko)
Methinks I have not nicely told the reason why we almost came to blows. Vuk and the Captain we did seek to
soothe, but well ye know how youths of Ozrinitch, whoever they go, how much they like a joke! Bu fortune ill,
there came unto this meeting the aged hodja Brountchevitch, having his little carbine—which scarce might be a
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cubit long.\fn{About a foot and half} He slung the weapon on his shoulder and then he wandered as he willed across
the fields like all the rest. One of our youths then from us slipped away, went siding up unto the hodja, sticking a
horn full cubit long into the barrel of his gun!
O my goodness! Our three hundred fellows did split their very sides with laughter. The hodja wondered as he
walked what had befallen all these people, till in his carbine he spied the horn. Then on a sudden clouds did gather
black. Out from our rifles living fire was poured. Fifteen stretchers quickly were prepared: stretchers six for ours,
nine for men of theirs!
(Bogdan Djurashkovitch)
Sure time it is we counsel took together: time it is we did resolve on something. Our business is onall hands
talked of. When some inkling reach the Unbelievers, they will not fritter time away as we!
(Serdar Radogna)
Each one is here who needs must be with us, saving the five Martinovitch,\fn{The five sons of Martin Bayitsa,
from the village of Bayitsé, on the field of Cettigné} to whom has come, I doubt not, some mischance; but lacking
them, sure nothing can be done!
(Knez Baiko)
Come, my comrades, let us get to business, or else let each away to his own house, lest we should be a
laughingstock for children. Now, with the Turks, let each do how he may. I myself shall know, should one fall in
my hand!—yet here are we no better than those mice, who thought to take a bell and hang it on the
cat!\fn{According to Serbian fable: mice agreed among themselves to hang a bell about the neck of a cat, in order to be warned of its
coming, but no one of them was brave enough to actually do the deed, and so nothing came of all their plans }
(the Martinovitch brothers arrive)
At last you come, and sure we’ve waited for you! Here now, comrades, are we now all gathered, like tipsy
wedding guests of which the story tells;\fn{ Another Serbian story of the wedding guests who drank too much and forgot their
duty according to Serbian custom: to bring the bride to the house of the bridegroom, part of the custom being for the groom to have chosen
a bride some distance from his native village } this is on you most certainly some shame, since all of you have shortest

way to come!
(Tomash Martinovitch)
O Vuk, reproach us not, nor you, my brothers! We were already long time with you here, had fortune ill not
met us on our way; therein the reason of our brief delay!
(Knez Rogan)
Wine sure has stirred the guests to quarrel! Holds not your patron saint his feast today?
(Tomash Martinovitch)
There was no quarrel among our guests: a wife of ours was captured by the Turks!
(Vuk Mitchunovitch)
Some joke of thine!—what wife? Prithee now tell us what the day has brought! Have no concern, we lend to
thee our ears for tales like these all ears have ever caught!
(Tomash Martinovitch)
The story I will tell—a very devil’s venture. Our guests and we danced merrily the kolo, and passed all round
the bowl of ruby wine, when suddenly, high up from Pishté stream, a rifle shot cracked forth, and someone cried:
“Where now some knight! Where now some hero bold! Our Montenegrins are led off for slaves.”
No serious thought gave we, and little heed we paid—“For slaves,” forsooth! in the very heart of Montenegro!
He’s drunk, said we, and thinks he sings. Then sure two shots, one sharp upon the other: tzeek! tzeek—the sounds
attacked our ears, while, as before, the man did shout.
A serious something sure is in the air. We seized our guns and started off to run. Gaining the spot, thou hast a
sight to see: Mouyo Alitch, of the Turkish guards the chief, has run away with rose, the wife of Kasan, and with
him taken, too, her youngest brother. And now, behold, full year it is and more since they did put their heads
together. Yet who on earth had ever dreamt a Serbian girl could marry with a Turk?
(Knez Roban)
What woman does is ever smiling wonder. In creeds she bothers not of “which” and “what”; a hundred times
she’d change her faith, so she might have he longing of her heart.
(Tomash Martinovitch)
I have not spoken to you all my mind. Eternal woe unto that soul which did bring such fate on Rose!—which
such a rose did give to Kasan.
Shutting a fairy in a very prison; this Kasan is a good-for-nothing. And listen well, ye Montenegrins! Might all
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my stock be blotted out, had any Serb run off with her, and I had simply glanced to see—however painful ’twere
to me! But when I heard she’d gone with Turks, no time was there for vain reflection. Full after them in chase we
straight did go.
By Simouna\fn{Another mountain} did we find the nuptial party, and killed the brothers Alitch on the spot. But,
fell mischance among the Turks the bride; so horribly our reputation’s blackened. Henceforth from God we wait
no grace or favor.\fn{I.e., they could expect no favor from God, for among the Montenegrins the greatest shame and the worst crime is
to kill a woman}
(Knez Yanko)
O dear my Lord! What mighty fruit of counsel! Children sure have done this business. What we would dare,
we dare not do; we have no stomach for our resolutions. Mere thoughts we load upon our neck, as if to think were
all our business, and it mattered not to act! Whenever I have overmuch debated, my deeds have ever lagged
behind: He who says always, “Not today!” will never, never find a way!
(Vladika Danilo, seeing that all are gathered, comes amongst them)
(Vuk Mitchunovitch)
Hold us not back on this wise, bishop. Send rather all this crowd away. Each looks to hear what thou wilt say,
but thou art tangled much in blackish thoughts: nor dost thou summon nor dismiss us. B;lack as the earth thy brow
hath come to be. Alone thou walkest out, without companion. Thou does not eat nor canst thou fall asleep; thou
turnest over great thoughts within thy mind; thy crowding dreams are ever of the Turk—but I grow numb with
over-long reflection!
(Vladika Danilo)
Now, listen, Vuk, and ye my other brethren! At what ye see in me ye should not wonder that I so tortured am
by blackish thoughts—that things of horror heave within my mind. Who on the mountain height doth take his
stand sees more than he who stays upon the plain. Some things I see more clearly than do ye. At times this
bringeth joy, at times but misery. I fear them not, this Devil’s spawn,\fn{ The original Turkish stock, outside Montenegro }
though they be thick as autumn leaves.
But I have fear of ills at home! Our kinsmen wild have owned Mohammed’s Name; and if the
renegades\fn{From Christianity} we should attack, their Serbian kindred\fn{ Many Serbs, over the centuries, had become
followers of Islam since the battle of Kossovo in 1389 } never would desert them. Our land would be overwhelmed in tribal
strife, and there would rule red carnage and great gore. Satan doth come unto satanic wedding, to quench in
blackness all our Serbian light: our ills we bear lest worse on us should come. The drowning man will catch at any
straw, his hands expose if he may shield his head!
(Knez Radé, brother of Vladika Danilo)
Why blacken hands, if not to strike the anvil? Why call assembly, if thou fearest to speak? Last year thou
scarce escaped a hanging: God grant thee still to swing on Turkish hook! Something thou mournest, yet thou
knowest not what; warrest with Turks, yet treatest them as friend, and showest thus thy love to thine own folk!
But err thou not, nor ever be thou deceived: if thou into their hands shouldst ever fall, they would upon the
instant take thy head; or, holding thee in life, would bind thee fast and make great sport in torturing thee!
Raven plucks not eye from raven, and Turk is ever brother unto Turk. Strike while thou hast arm to strike, and
tears shed not in empty lamentation. Upon the Devil’s road have all set out. Our land is foul—reeks of this False
Religion!
(Voivoda Batritch, to Knez Radé)
Some right hast thou, though not unmixed with wrong! What thou hast said could have been friendlier said, so
not to make his wounds to burn, and gall him with an alien arrow!
(all are silent; scarcely dare they breathe)
*
(A clear, moonlight night. They sit around the fire. The following kolo is being sung upon the big threshing floor )
*
None yet ever drank a honeyed draught
Unmixed with cup of bitter gall,
And cup of gall for honey equally doth call,
That so, the mixture one may easier drink.
Beg Ivan-beg of ancestry heroic,
Like tawny lion fought against the Turks,\fn{He was generally in alliance with the Venetians, as in 1474 and 1478, when he assisted in the
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defense of Scutari against them.}
On every side, and deep in gory woods:
Half of his lands the Turks did take from him,\fn{In 1483 the Turks conquered his stronghold of Sablyak, together with the entire plain of
Zeta, driving him into the heart of the mountains, where he entrenched himself with his faithful followers.}
The country deluged was with blood,
These Moslems slew\fn{In 1413, in a fight with the Turks} his doughty brother—
Ferocious dragon, Urosh Voivoda!—
On the broad fields of Tchémovo.
Ivan his only brother mourned,
Mourned him more—the Voivoda Urosh—
Than were he mourning both his sons;\fn{George, ruler of Montenegro, after the death of his father until 1496, when he was obliged to flee
to Venice; and Stanisha, who, jealous of George, converted to Islam and was given the name Skender-beg}
Mourned him more, the Voivoda Urosh,
Than he could mourn a whole lost land;
Mourned him more, the Voivoda Urosh,
Than he could mourn the loss of both his eyes;
Not dearer they to him than brother Urosh.
Full many a time and oft the hero may
Excite high heaven unto mighty laughter!
Ivan with cup on high vowed direful vengeance,
Drinking the toast with consecrated wine.
He lets his white hair fall upon his shoulders,
His white beard curling down unto his waist;
With his old hands he grasps his sword and lance;
Blood-sprinkled both his weapons and his arms,
At every step he fells a Turkish foe;
The old man bounds as were he nimble youth!
O dear my Lord, it sure must be a dream,
That on this wise an aged man can leap!
Good fortune past returns to him again:
At Karoutché\fn{A village} upon Tsrmnitsa’s boundary,
Of a whole band of fifteen thousand Turks,\fn{In 1477}
Not one of them escaped alive;
Their marble tombs, which men still see,
Attest the glory of Prince Tsrnoyèvitch:
God grant mercy to the soul of Urosh,
Wondrous offerings made men to his memory!
(all lie down to sleep)
(Vuk Mitchunovitch)

Apart from Suffering never can be Song; apart from sweat of brow no sword is forged. Heroic spirit conquers
all life’s ills: deeds nobly done are sweet unto the soul, and wine most rich for those who follow on.
Thrice happy he whose name rings down the years, for he had reason in this world to come—a flaming torch is
he when times are dark, a torch never burning low, never diminished to a spark!
(Vladika Danilo, with them, but speaking as if alone)
There where the seed doth first begin to sprout: there may it quietly grow and bring forth fruit. Is this mere
instinct, or the spirit’s leading—mere human knowledge finds quick aerostation! As wolf doth on the sheep
impose his might, so tyrant lords it over feebler fellow. But foot to place upon the tyrant’s neck, to bring him to
the consciousness of right—this of all human duties is most sacred! If thou canst calmly bloody sword embrace—
if thou canst swim through waves of blackest night—such sacred strife shall sanctify thy dust. Europa’s cleric
from his Christian altar doth scoff and give at Asia’s Minaret: with thunderous strokes the Asiatic club shatters
those fanes where Cryucifix is reared. Blood innocent is shed within our shrines, and relics scattered to the winds
in dust.\fn{As when the Turks burnt the remains of St. Sava and scattered his ashes to the winds }
Above a world of travail God keeps silent. The Crescent and the Cross, great symbols twain, do no advantage
gain save in a world of slain! It is our lot to sail this crimson stream, tossed here and there upon life’s laboring
ship. The equal fate is this of Christian and of Turk; when renegades blaspheme our relics blest—relics of saints
who gave our childhood light—the netherworld doth rise into my soul. Men brook no flaw upon the sapling
straight. Should there be blemish on the Day’s Bright Eye—\fn{ I.e., the brightness of the Christian revelation }shall
Crescent rival be of Jeu’s agony?
Oh my true faith: how orphaned poor and wretched. O hapless tribe, how long shall last thy sleep? One little
race—that one as good as none. For thou art only martyred but the more. Force diabolic every side doth threaten:
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oh, had we brethren somewhere in the world to weep for us, ’twould be some kindly aid. Dark night holds firm
her heavy sway. The moon to me now seems to be my sun. alas, my leaden thoughts, what waters have I swum?
Young corn of Serbia, ripen into ears: all premature shall harvest come on thee. Holocausts all precious piled
high I see before the altar of our church and nation. While our dark mountains echo lamentation, we must uphold
our honor and our name, all unremitting though that strife endure. Let come those things men thought could never
be—let Hell devour; let Satan swing his scythe. Still graveyard shall bring forth many a flower for coming
kindreds in Time’s later hour!
(Serdar Vukota)
God be with us, He and all His angels. Vladika, behold how thou art driven by all the wanton, wandering
winds that blow; by gales of early spring when rules the witch; by somber autumn gusts the wizard doth control.
(the bishop starts from his dream)
(Vladika Danilo)
Strike for the Cross! Strike for heroic name! Whoever girds on his shining arms, whoever hath heart within his
breast—strike these blasphemers of Christ’s holy Name! Baptized be they, with water or with blood! Hunt we the
leper now from out our fold; Let chanted be some terror-bringing song. Let the true altar rise on bloodstained
stone!
(the chieftains leap to their feet and loudly shout)
“Let it thus be, or never be at all!”
(Vladika Danilo)
Nay … nay … sit down, let us discuss yet more. Brethren, now let us with accordant voice invite the heads of
Serbo-Islam’s tribes—our brethren—to confer on all these matters, with word of honor for their safe return.
Perchance they may unto our faith revert, and thus extinguished be this blood-feud shame.
(Serdar Yankovitch)
So be it, bishop, this will we essay. But on my faith in God, ’twill be in vain. He who was nurtured by the devil
black abides him faithful to the very end. Even without pledges will they to us come, and will before us very
stoutly stand—chieftains, in truth, thou hast them called. But they do call themselves the Sultan’s sons.
(three or four men are sent to invite the Turks to a meeting; meanwhile, the scene ends with the following kolo performed:)
A bitter curse fell on a renegade:
Against her will a mother cursed her son.
The Princess-Mother, wife of Ivan-beg,
Laid curse on Stanisha, her son,
Because he bit her breast when taking milk—
So heavenly nurture down her bosom poured!
The parent’s curse did fall upon the child:
Stanisha played false to Faith and Honor,
Proved traitor base unto Christ’s holy Name;
On Tsernoyé’s brave tribe he cast foul slight;
Embraced the faith of blood Muslim foe,
And thirsted even for very kindred blood.
What thunderings dread above Lieshko-Field:
Two brothers fight on question of Religion,
A thousand warriors drawing sharpest sword!
The mother’s curse falls sure upon her son:
That son’s whole army perished on the field!
Stanko fled headlong—straight to Bazayèd,
To dine with him on dish of Magyar noses.
Thou Mountain-Nest for Freedom’s Quest!
On thee God’s eye hath kept a constant guard;
What sufferings hast thou not endured;
What victories yet brings Time as thy reward! …

(Turkish chieftains come, seven or eight, and sit down with the Montenegrins. They all keep silence, and do not venture to raise
their eyes)

(Knez Yanko)
Ye wretches, are ye petrified! Why do ye not begin some sort of speech, or night will overtake you in your
sleep!
(Hadji-Ali Medovitch, Kadi)
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Sure, right art thou, Knez Ozrinitch! I will begin, seeing no other will.
One hundred chieftains are now gathered here, chiefs of ours and chieftains Montenegrin. Full well I know
why we are come: to make a peace and end our mutual strife. Come now, O chieftains of the land! Some method
should we now devise to reconcile two warring families: the Velestovtzi\fn{ I.e., the Christians from the village of
Velestova} and the Turks of Tcheklitchi; then the Baitzi and the Alitch clan. Let us now try to make a peace
between them, or some good step at least let’s make towards peace! First will I be to stand among the sponsors,
and for life taken to hand a solemn wergild;\fn{The sum paid over by the murderer to the family of the murdered an by way of
indemnity and reconciliation} let peace but rule again! the dinar cut in twain,\fn{ The murderer and the nearest relation of the
victim take a silver dinar to the village chief, who halves it with a knife, giving each part one half as pledge and token of reconciliation }
and hang upon the wall these murderous rifles!
(Knez Rogan)
Effendia, thou dost not divine the wherefore of our meeting here; of problems great thou touchest smallest end.
Learned and wise art thou, ’tis said, hast out of books in Istanbul read, and gone as pilgrim to some sort of Mecca;
yet more of wisdom still must fall on thee if in our school thou wouldst good scholar be!
(all again are silent, with eyes upon the ground)
(Vladika Danilo)
O God of Mercy, Thou Who rulest all, who sittest Governor on Thy heavenly throne, Who light and warmth
dost give with glance of power; Who wheelest the planets in their orbit bright, and to vain dust hast given
beauteous form, Who spreadest this Earth beneath Thy throne of light, and hast thought fit to name it world of
Thine—Thou puttest life in particles minute, and addest thereto intelligence and mind. The Book of all Creation
Thou dost hold—that Book in which the destinies are writ of sentient things and beings spiritual.
Thou art in bounty graciously inclined the agile members to endue with power, both of proud lion and of the
little ant. Send cheering light on Montenegro’s Mount; forbid dread thunder and the lightning’s bale; hold back all
clouds outpouring cutting hail! So greatly maybe they have not transgressed: unfaithful souls\fn{ The Montenegrin
renegades to Islam, the descendants of the followers of Skender-beg } seduced them from the faith—entangled them—all in
the Devil’s Net!
But what is Man? In truth, a feeble creature!
(the Turks view one another askance)
Even to chill lip of age is honey sweet, and how much sweeter unto youth’s warm taste: sweet was the bait,
though it had likewise hook—“Either take sherbet from the Prophet’s cup, or wait his stroke of axe between thine
ears!”
Life’s honor may be stained through fear of death; we creatures frail—we cleave unto the earth; though slight
the bond, it yet may firmly bind. The fragile bird falls helpless down before the light that glistens in the fox’s eye,
though she has gazed unharmed at soaring eagle!\fn{ The fox fascinates only the smaller birds; so also the Turkish faith may
fascinate the weak, but not the hero } Sad news concerning brother or of son deepens threefold affection felt of yore;
sweeter to find the lost than never to lose at all, as after hailstorm clearer is the sky, so after sorrow more serene
the soul, and after tears more joyous is the song!
Oh, that these eyes of mine might but behold requital made for all my country’s loss. Then could I deem that
right had sway—light from Lazar’s Crown might on me shine, if unto us bold Milos might return!\fn{ Lazar and
Milosh are Serbian heroes, symbols of her glory and heroism } All tranquil then would be my soul, as some fair morn in
vernal Spring, when gently moving winds and fleecy clouds do sleep upon the bosom of the sea.
(the Turks look darkly at each other)
(Skender-Aga)
In name of my fair faith, I marvel that such reproach, O Bishop, thou shouldst make! What cup at once yields
diverse drinks—what cap at once upon two heads is worn? The lesser stream doth run into the larger, and mingles
with it, losing even its name, till nameless both, when they do meet the sea!
Say, wouldst thou with thy cap be hunting bees, and in gray mountains beehives tend? Honey from thence no
man would budge to eat! Huge stone thou rollest vainly up high hill; old boughs bend not, they break before they
straighten; the woodlands wild show parables to men; each several folk hath its peculiar faith. Neither about eagle
nor about cock 1 ask, but about a goose—fears lion the goose? Tell me!\fn{ He will not dignify the Montenegrins by even
suggesting the former comparison; they are but geese compared with the Turkish lions }
(Knez Rogan)
I marvel also at this talk! The priest the sinner on his sin doth question if Satan hath not led him from right
way? But never have I seen the Devil making confession to the priest!\fn{ As there is no mention of the repentance of the
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Dvil, so the apostates do not repent their change of faith }
(Knez Yanko)

Should question me my wife where I have been, I shall tell her: “I have been sowing salt.”\fm{ I.e., I have been
to her if she should not believe!

engaged in a futile conference} And woe
(Knez Baiko)

There cometh now a story to my mind: The Devil, when he from the pit was drawn, had face half white and
face half black!\fn{The following story will throw light upon these lines. There was a prolix and shrewish woman who gave great
trouble to her husband, so he threw her intro a pit in a moment of excitement. Some days after, repenting, he let down a rope, and drew up
the devil instead of his wife, half of the evil one being white and half black—he had been turned half white by worry! }
(Obrad)

Into my nose hath flown a fly; dome sort of ill will come to me!
(Vuk Raslapchevitch)
Why, sure I have an itching palm. If anywhere there should be quarrel we would demand a handsome ransom.
(Voivoda Miliya)
A gun indeed! Is anywhere a heavier! In name of God and man, what dost thou with it, Stanko?
(Voivoda Stanko)
Alas! my brother, I am weary of it; for long time now no worth hath it for me.
(Serdar Yanko)
Last night how I did shake with laughter! Into my house from somewhere came two handsome youths of
Bielitsa; and, as their wont is, they began to joke. They told how, one time, ancestors of theirs upon a certain place
did build a mill, where there was neither stream nor pond. When all was built, then thought they about the water!
(Vuk Mandushitch)
My brother’s wife, alas! she lost her reason, and without cords she could not be held in. The Books
Prophetic\fn{Magical books written by wizards; exorcising evil admixtured ancient superstitions with Christian revelation }
straightway I did open: Some said, “Where dogs have scrapped, sure she hath trod!”\fn{ A popular belief that people
stepping upon a place where dogs (or foxes) had fought would become affected in their minds, sinking into a dull melancholy } But
others cried, “By magic arts she is bewitched!” I took her round to all the monks, who read; upon her poured their
holy oil; in every cloister I besought the Devil to grant some respite unto our Angelia. Alas! the Devil I did vainly
conjure.
At last I took my whip of triple thong, and scourged her garment right into her flesh. The Devil said Adieu; he
came not back; and so was healed Angelia!
(Voivoda Batritch)
My brother Turks (may the winds take the word!), why hide we truth, or wherefore wrap it up? Our little land
is pressed on every side. Hard task it is for us in her to stay. Mighty the jaws that open to devour her—who then
should dream to split our stock in twain? But take ye once again your Fathers’ Faith, in order with us to defend
our honor! The wolf needs not the cunning of the fox, nor hath a falcon need of glass to spy!
Have done with minarets and mosques! Let flare the Serbian Christmas-log. Paint gaily too the eggs for
Eastertide; observe with care the Lent and Autumn Fasts,\fn{ The longest and most important fasts of the Orthodox Calendar }
and for the rest—do what is dear to thee! If ye take not the counsel that I give, why, then, I swear by name of
Obilitch, and by these arms in which I put my trust, that both our faiths—they both shall swim in blood, and that
which better is—it surely shall not drown! Bairam\fn{ A Turkish word meaning “feast-day”; a reference to two great Muslim
festival: Little Bairam, following the Fast of Ramadan, and Great Bairam, commemorative of Abraham’s sacrifice of Isaac } agrees not
with our sweet Noel—Brothers Montenegrin, is it not so?
(all cry)
“’Tis so! ’Tis so!”
(Mustai Kadi)
“Is it so? Is it so?” Ye surely are all mad? Would ye give noxious prick to healthy leg! What mean ye—“eggs
and fasts and Christmas logs”? Would ye graft such upon our Prophet’s Faith? Night is the time for torches to be
lit: away with torch when comes the light of day! In Allah’s name, what parleys these for wisdom! Of “Cross” or
“Unbaptized” they ever talk—dream of a way that we can never walk!
Allah be praised! Two hundred years have passed, since first we took the true Faith of our Prophet, since first
we bowed within the sacred mosque: By the Holy Kaaba, there’s no trickery here! Of what avail the weakly faith
of Christ against the edge of our sharp, supple steel? When the true saint brings down but once his club, the land
doth tremble underneath the stroke like empty pumpkin bobbing on the water!
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Handful of mortal men: why thus so blind? All ignorant of sweets in Paradise to find, ye fight with God and
also fight with man; [so] go without hope’s kindly light ye live and die, owning Christ’s Cross, yet living after
Milos!\fn{The Kadi implies that the Cross is weak, and Milos Obilic, the glory of Serbia, has long since passed away, and so his force is
spent} “The Cross”—it is with you an empty phrase. Your Milos throws you into some strange stupor, or else
intoxicates to wild excess. Better one day of prayer within our mosque than four whole years of making Christian
crosses!
O Hurias, with those eyes of blue—in age-long rapture might I gaze on you! Where is the cloud-shade that
could rise to shield me from those star-like eyes? Those eyes from which keen arrows dart—their burning rays
would fire cold stone: Then what of me—a weakly weight made but to melt beneath their light! Such eyes are like
to crystal water in which, as in two pearls of dew, thou gainest of God some deeper view, see more of God than on
some clear Spring morn, when from the mountains shimmers silver sea!
O Istanbul, thou delight of Earth, thou honeyed Cup, thou Mount of sugared pleasures, thou sparkling bath of
life and light, where in sherbet bathe the fairies! O Istanbul, palace of the Prophet! Thou sacred source of strength
and might, from thee alone finds Allah his delight By his Great Prophet earth to rule—could aught sever me from
Thee!
How many hundred times in days of youth, fresh from my sleep I’ve stepped towards the Dawn, Thy sea of
light all wonderingly to greet—reflected there Thy visage fair, fairer than sun or moon or morn—in silver mirror
there to greet the sky, and all thy towers and minarets sharp pointed—to hear uprise into the azure blue, at break
of day in all the peace of dawn, a thousand, thousand holy voices, proclaiming to high heaven,
“Allah alone is great.”
And upon all the Earth Mohamed’s name and dower—what Faith with ours could ever bear compare? What
other altar Allah’s favors share?
(Knez Yanko, raising his cup)
Thus, Effendia, thank I thee! Pretty sermon hast thou preached: What we sought, that we have surely found!
(Vuk Mitchunovitch)
Let Cross and Club together strive, but woe to him whose forehead shall be broken: A whole egg gains over
egg that’s cracked. Ye’ll hear of what I do—shall I so will!
(Knez Yanko)
Upon my Faith, for my own part, No more of this I’ll hear! This hodja who’s from Cheklitche, he crieth out
“Do-hoo!” High-perched upon his hollow stem,\fn{ Deprecitary term for minaret} as hoots an owl upon some age-worn
tree. Whom calls he so, on high, from morn to morn, as day cloth dawn? I trow he now hath called enough! I must
confess it easier were for me, if standing on my head were he!
(Knez Rogan)
My left ear, how it now doth tingle! It means, I hope, some joyful news.
(Vuk Mandushitch)
Come now, Baiko, blow into mine eye; a grain of dust doth make it very sore!
(Serdar Yanko)
Strike now some fire that we may smoke; for smoke is Islam’s very soul: Effendia will not be displeased.
(Tomash Martinovitch)
Now do the ravens croak and fight; cheap meat shall quickly come to sight!
(Voukota Mrvalyevitch)
Over my rifle step not, Baiko, unless to step again—step back across it!\fn{ A superstition—that should someone step
over a rifle it loses its accuracy of aim, and to restore this, the person must step back over it }
(Vuk Mitchunovitch, whispering in Yanko’s ear)
He holds on to the tail of Hadji-Hadja,\fn{ A derisive term for Mohammed} nor will ever lose his grip till either dog
or millstone go!\fn{When a dog begins to lick the flour from a millstone he wants to keep on doing it; to stop it one must wait either
for the death of the dog or the breaking of the millstone, after the Montenegrin saying: “Kill the dog, or break the millstone” }
(Skender-Aga, diuspleased, seeing Vuk whispering)
What meaneth this, my brothers Montenegrin? Who is it so hath fanned this flame? This thought unhappy—
whence can it ever be to converse thus of vile apostasy? No perverts ask we; we can brothers be; do we not fight
and fight together, share we not good and ill as brothers? Doth not veiled Moslem girl,\fn{ When lamenting the loss of
her nearest male relative} like Serbian maid,\fn{Saving the loss of her husband} offer fair tresses on the hero’s grave?
(Serdar Voukota)
O Land, thou art accurst, and fallest all to ruin! Most dread and horrible thy name is now to me! O Land, if I
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some knightly son may have, in youth’s first blush thou takest him from me; or if perchance I have some valiant,
dear-loved brother, he too is snatched away before his time; or if were mine some lovely bride—a bride more
sweet than any wreath of flowers—she too would victim fall to thy fell scythe. My Land, I see thee deluged in our
blood. Now thou art nothing more in very truth than heaps of bones and mouldering tombs, whereon our youth,
resolved and without fear, holds solemn festival with War and Death!
O Kossovo, thou field of ever tragic name, no heavier doom had Sodom in her flame!
(Vuk Mitchunovitch)
Shame on thee, Serdar, for such show of speech! Why all these young and ardent breasts, why all these eagerbeating hearts within, whose quick blood courses through warm veins of pride? Say, what are they? Sure sacrifice
most noble, from fields of battle taking flight into fair realms of poesy; like unto sparkling pearls of dew, which
the sun takes in joyous light to heaven! What greater shame than growing old, with faltering step and heavy eye,
with brain grown cloudy in its bony case, with peevish look upon the deep-lined face, and brow all wrinkled, ugly
to the view, the dim eyes sunken in perplexed head—death’s ghastly grin upon the parchment skin—as peers the
tortoise from beneath his shell!
Why spakest thou so of Kossovo and Milosh? Our common weal collapsed in ruins there, yet Montenegro’s
name and strength of arm came forth again from Kossovo’s dark tomb, beyond the gloom into a realm heroic,
where Obilitch with knightly souls holds sway.
(Serdar Ivan Petrovitch)
Mohammed gives you all a stupid head! Ye Turks, woe be unto your souls! Why deluge all the land in kindred
blood? Two steeds make one too many for one manger!
(Ferat Zatchir, Kavaz-bacha)
Thy rifle, Serdar, findeth not the target! He cannot hear his faith blasphemed, that Turk who still hath head on
shoulders! Small enough is this our land, Yet two faiths there still may be, as in one sàhan\fn{Soup-plate} soups
agree. Let us still as brothers live; of further love no need have we!
(Knez Yanko)
Fain would we, but it cannot be; such love as this were laughing-stock! No mutual love doth light our eyes, a
brother’s glance we never exchange, our looks are those of vengeful hate: what saith the heart, the eyes must
state!
(Vuk Mandushitch)
Brothers, see! How fine a sàrouk!\fn{Turban} Where hast bought it, Aga?—by the Prophet say!
(Arslan-Aga Muhadinovitch)
By purchase, Vuk, it did not come to me; the Vizier gave it me as present, this summer when I went to Travnik.
(Vuk Mandushitch)
Upon thy love, such sàrouk get for me, then ox from out the yoke I’ll give to thee.
(Arslan-Aga Muhadinovitch)
I’ll give it thee for present, Vuk, if to my son thou koum\fn{Godfather} will be. It will great gladness for us
make true-hearted koum like thee to take.
(Vuk Mandushitch)
Without baptizing, how can there be koum? But to the font four times I’d go with thee.
(Arslan-Aga Muhadinovitch)
’Twixt baptism and haircutting me the difference tell?
(Vuk Mandushitch)
Koum I’ll be—a real koum; a mere stand-by never!
(A great uproar between Turks and Montenegrins,. the wiser intervene to prevent slaughter. Then all are silent, as the following
kolo is sung)
Serdars three and Voivodas two;
Three hundred heroes coming with them keen;
And Falcon Baio\fn{A famous Haidouk chief. The Haidouks were the Robin Hoods of Serbia} with his thirty dragons—
His name must live as long as Time endures!
Up they came on Suliman the Vizier,\fn{Pasha of Scutari, who attacked Montenegro and after having defeated them on the plain of Vrtielka
set on fire the monastery of Cetinje as well as the palace of Ivaqn-beg}
Beneath Vertielka, there upon the plain;
There they fought from summer dawn to noon:
No Serb by Serb was falsely there betrayed;
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At none shall After-time cast word of shame,
Nor speak with scorn of one dishonored name—
Not shame as that to Brankovitch once came!—
All fell there; fell one beside the other;
Fell each a-singing, Turks the while still killing:
Three alone came forth from out the slaughter,
Out from all the heaps of Turkish slain,
Bleeding from wounds—the Turks had galloped over them!
Many a glorious death repaid maternal pangs!
Unto these our heroes will God amply dower
Memory most fair and fragrance over their graves.
Heroes three thousand all steadfast together
Against Suliman the Vizier measured forces
By Krstatz Field before break of day;
God helps the strokes of him who strives:\fn{Fortune favors the brave}
The Vizier’s might was broken quite!
Happy the man whose spirit urged him there,
To him Kossovo’s Field no pain shall yield,
Nor against the Turk shall futile anger flare!
Hail, Serbian knights of Vertielka Field!
The torch so lit shall never, never wane;
It shall illume the tombs in Memory’s sacred wane!

(Ten Gavaz come from Podgorica, sent by the new Vizier, who is making a tour of the Ottoman Empire; they give Vladika Danilo
a letter, which he reads thoughtfully.)
(Voivoda Batritch)
Say, Vladiko, what writes the Vizier? We will not anything be hid—though even it were that all the Turks had
wings!
(Vladika Danilo reads, word by word}
Selim Vizier, slave unto the Prophet’s slave; servant of the Brother of the world’s great Sun, Envoy of him who
ruleth all the Earth:\fn{The Turks used to say: “Mohammed is the sun of the world, and the Sultan is his brother”}
Now be it known, ye Nobles with your Bishop, the Ruler of all rulers me hath sent to make a tour of this round
world; to see how every State doth stand; to see that wolves do not overeat; To see that lambs, escaping care, do not
their fleece in thickets tear; to shorten that which is too long; to pour out what is over-full; to cast an eye over teeth of
youth; to pluck the roses way from thorns; to go from out the mire to pick the pearl; to bridle well the raya herd—this
raya herd of village cattle.
Well, of your mountains ever much I hear; the kindred of the Holy Prophet can rightly prize true heroism. Men
speak false, if they should say “The lion ever fears the mouse!” Come under cover of my tent. Thou, Bishop, and ye
Serdars bold, appear before the Imperial Sign; take from my hand all goodly gifts, then live ye on, as ye till now have
done.
Strong tooth can crack the hardest nut; sharper good sword than spiked war-club. Then how much more than
cabbage-head! Is it not enough the reed to train, that it bend not before the storm? Who can leaping torrents stay from
onward rush unto the sea? Whoever should leave the pleasant shade of the Prophet’s dreaded flag, the sun like lightning
will him shrivel up.
Did feeble hand yet ever forge tough steel? Doth pumpkin make not prison for the mouse? Why champ the bit?—it
only breaks the teeth! What use were heaven, if therefrom came no thunder?
Eyes have the rabble like to dirty water; the common folk are awkward sort of cattle, docile only when they feel the
whip. Woe to the land over which an army marches!

(Knez Yanko)
With a smile, the trader lies; woman lies the while she cries but the Turk in lies all rivalry defies!
(Serdar Yanko)
These envoys must not be detained. Let them go hence with all due haste, for fear the Pasha anxiously debate:
let him know soon; then do whatever he may!
(Vuk Mitchunovitch)
Make answer, Vladika—as well thou canst—and save his face as he hath saved thine!
(Vladika Danilo, writing the answer}
From the Prince-Bishop and from all his nobles,
To Selim Pasha:
Greeting responsive to the letter!
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This hard nut is fruit that giveth wonder. Thou crackest it not, except thou crack thy teeth. The price of wine is not
what once it was, nor is the world as you have thought it. Europe to give as present to the Prophet—a sin ’twould be
to think of it: that luscious fruit sticks half-way down his throat.
The blood of men is monstrous nourishment, already to the nose it choketh up: overfull the measure of your sins!
Mohammed’s mare hath snapped her saddle-girth! Duke Charles the Valiant of Lorraine, John Sobieski; Prince
Eugene the Noble—they broke the Turkish demon’s horns!\fn{Duke Charles the Valiant of Lorraine, Generalissimo of the
forces of the Emperor Leopold I, and Ivan Sobieski, King of Poland, defeated the Turkish Army besieging Vienna under the Grand
Vizier Kara Mustapha in 1683; in 1697 Prince Eugene, Duke of Savoy, at the head of the Austrian forces, defeated the army of
Sultan Mustapha II at Senta on the Theiss; and from this time the Ottoman Empire began to lose international prestige } The scroll
of fate reveals not the same lot for two brothers having the same name!\fn{ Muhammed II, who conquered Constantinople
in 1453; as opposed to Muhammed V, whose army was defeated at Vienna in 1683 } Muhammed’s horse\fn{Burak} did

stumble at Vienna, and down the hill his chariot rolled.
What good is empire to inhuman men, except to spread them shame through all the world! A mind all wild with
virulent desire becomes well a wild hog, but not a man! Along his path who maketh might his right rise stenches of
inhuman cruelty.
I have divined what thou wouldst wish to say! Footprints are many to the cave: for guests well hated is no feast
prepared.
I know full well you have no other thought than greedy tooth to sharpen on your neighbours, and only your own
flocks to guard from wolves!
Narrow the way of entrance to the hives; for use against the bear is forged an axe. Of sheep and fair domain ye
have enough, yet still you would both man and beast despoil! Wherever ye come, rise groans on every side; bad men
oppressed by worse; good men by bad!
I have essayed descent upon your rope, and, truth to tell, I was most like to choke. Friends at a distance since are
we; into my head some wisdom have you put!

(The letter finished, he reads it aloud to all the Montenegrins and the Turks)
(Knez Rogan)
There is the letter, and now let’s see your heels! Give it to him, and let it talk with him!
(The Vizier’s envoys sadly begin to leave)
(Vuk Mitchunovitch)
Here! Take this cartridge, servant of the Sultan! Take it, I say, as present to the Vizier, and tell him,
too, that such shall be the price of every single Montenegrin head!
(Ridjal Osman)
What sayest thou? A cartridge for the Vizier? Thou insolent and unbelieving haidouk! This is no
language for a Vizier. Where Viziers come, they bring the aching fever, then lighten only tears each
mournful eye, and all the land reechoes lamentation!
(Vuk Mitchunovitch)
If guest thou wert not in our house, I could give thee pretty answer! But this I’ll tell thee, anyway:
Haidouks both, say men, are we?—Haidouk he of slaves enchained; better he, since he took more! But
haidouk I, who hunts haidouks, Haidoukship more famous far—I waste not fair lands and peoples;
though many a fiery-hearted tyrant has fallen on his nose before me, and many a wailing Turkish wife
behind me has unwound black wool!\fn{Turkish women, and sometimes Montenegrin, used to unwind a skein of
black wool after a foe, in order that bad fortune might pursue him .}
(The Vizier’s envoys depart. Two cockerels fight before a ring of men )
(Knez Rogan)
What devil’s tricks these birds do play! Wherefore fight they thus each other, and tear out so each
other’s eyes? Thirty hens do watch behind them: these two cocks could live like Sultans, did not some
ill luck plague them ever—but why concern their quarrels me—though I’d wish victory to the smaller!
And thou, Aga, by the Prophet’s beard?
(Skender-Aga)
I’d wish victory to the bigger: wherefore else should God give size? He is bigger; let him have more
power!
(In the moonlight, while all are sitting round the fire, the following kolo is being sung)
O Novi Grad! O Novi Grad!
Thou art seated by the sea;
Blue waves thou countest on the Main,
Like gray old man on grey stone seat,
Counting his beads with rosary!
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Glorious dreams must thou have dreamed,
Till came Venetians off the sea,
And Montenegrins from the hills,
To greet each other beneath thy walls!
With blood to sprinkle and with water holy,
Since when thou hast not smelt of Infidels!
With twenty thousand men did Topal Pasha\fn{Vizier of Boshia} come,
In hottest haste with help for Novi Grad:\fn{Since 1483 in Turkish hands}
Our young Montenegrins met him
On the narrow Kamen Field,
Where perished fame of Turkish fez!
The Turkish host—they sank all in one grave,
And still today is seen the place of skulls! …

189.89 Autobiographical Statement\fn{by Milena (1887-after 1990)} near the Albanian border, Montenegro (F) 4
I had six sisters and three brothers. Five of my sisters and one brother died during this past war.\fn{ World War II}
No one is left from my brother, except a daughter. His wife remarried, and she wanted to take her child with her,
but my other brother refused to let her go.
“I will raise her,” he said.
And that is what he did. He educated her and had her married. She has two children who finished school and
served in the army. No, her mother could not take her. She had to do as she was told. The child belonged to her
father’s family, and that is where she stayed.
Only we children and our parents lived in the house. My grandfather was killed in the war, and my grandmother died. My mother had no one, except a brother. My father was killed in the war in Skadar.\fn{ In Albania,
where heavy battles were fought and numerous lives lost during the Balkan War s} He was a good man. He was good to his wife
and children. For a week after he left for Skadar, I did nothing but cry, and I ate nothing. I cried all day long. He
treated me better than he did any of the other children because I obeyed him. Whatever he told me to do, I did.
Oh God, no! He never hit my mother. She was an orphan at a young age, without a mother or father. Other
mothers, rodbina,\fn{Relatives} raised her and her brother. She got married when she was 17 years old.
*
I was 21 years old when I got married, and my husband was the same age. I knew him before we were married.
I am going to tell you something. I fooled my mother. I will tell you how.
My father-in-law came to my uncle’s house to ask if I would marry his son, and go with them. Later, my
mother went to him\fn{My uncle} and he said,
“Stane, I am asking for your daughter. A good home has turned up for her here, and if you will give her to
us,\fn{Mother’s male relatives} we can get her married.” She asked me if I would marry him.
“Not me, my God. I do not want him,” I answered.
“Really? Are you sure?” Again I told her I would not marry him. And my uncle said to her,
“What did she say?”
“She does not want him,” my mother told him.
“Well, Stane, ask her again,” said my uncle. When she asked me, I said,
“Mother, do whatever you want with me.”
See, I had already made up my mind to marry him, but I tricked her into believing that I did not want him. If I
really did not want him, I guess she would force me into it, and I could not protest. Luckily, I liked him.\fn{ The
interviewer then asked if she kissed him when she first saw him }
What? Kiss him? Oh, my God! Of course I never kissed him. Never! We would not even think of doing such a
thing. Never! Oh God, no!
*
We had a very large wedding. We danced the oro and had lots of food and drink. I did not bring gifts to
anyone. Everyone was very poor, and no one expected anything.
After everyone left, my brother-in-law, my husband’s parents, and I went to bed. There was only one room in
the house. I knew what to expect that first night. I knew that the husband and wife sleep together. First, I slept
with my brother-in-law, as is the custom. After I fell asleep, he slipped out of the bed and went home. Then my
husband came into the bed, and he did what everyone else did when they got married.
Why should I be afraid? Of what? My father-in-law and mother-in-law slept in the corner of the room. They
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could not hear us. Besides, we waited until they were asleep.
I loved him. We loved each other. I always felt sorry for him. He worked for a daily wage.\fn{ I.e., he worked for
someone else, for which he was salaried, in a country in which most people tilled a little piece of land, selling some of what they grew, and
where few people were employed by others}

My husband’s parents were sickly people. She had one leg, and he went blind. I took care of them for many
years.
*
I had nine children—five daughters and three sons. No, I had eight children. My first child was born two or
three years after I was married. I had him in the house. He died when he was three. He just got sick, and I took
him to the hospital. The doctor said,
“Take him home.” There was nothing they could do for him.
There was a war when that little boy was born, so no one fired a gun for him. There was no one to welcome
him like they did all the other boys. I felt so sorry for my husband when that little boy died. I was especially sad
because of my blind father-in-law. He was used to him. He took him out and brought him in.
Some of my children were born outside, and some near a bed or on a bed. It was very difficult. I suffered for
15 days with the middle one.\fn{The interviewer then asked whether her husband helped during the birth}
What? My husband help? God forbid! He stays in the house. Someone called a friend or a sister-in-law to help
me out. I never gave birth alone. Some woman was always there to help me. I raised all my children on my
breasts. There was no other way.
My second child, a daughter, was born two years later. She is still living. They would not fire a gun for her, if
there was a war or not. Girls were not received in the same way as boys. No man is happier than when he has a
son. I was always very sorry and sad when I gave birth to a girl, and as I told you, I had five daughters. That is
true in every house. Girls are not welcome in our land. Mothers also feel sad because they know how much she
will suffer and how much of a rob\fn{Slave} she will be all her life. Always thinking of others. She will be really
miserable if she does not have sons.
That situation is very difficult. She could work until her dusa oozes out, but if she does not produce sons she
will not be respected or appreciated. Women without children, or women without sons, suffer more than any other
women in Crna Gora. We all suffer, but her life is terrible.
Mothers of sons are as happy as any woman can be in this land. And if she has no children at all, her life is a
nightmare. Everyone feels sorry for her husband, not for her. That is true. Ask anyone. He also suffers. He is
angry and ashamed. He knows he has to do something about it.
There is even greater pressure on him if he is an only son. If he has no sons, then his family will die out. No
family can allow that to happen. That must not happen here. So he takes another wife and sends the first one
home. Her parents also feel ashamed and are not happy with her or her return home. Those women spend their
lives in terrible misery.
I tried to tell my husband that I cannot have any more children. I was tired and could not take it anymore. What
is the sense? It does not make any difference what you say or want. It is just like talking to a donkey. Men are like
donkeys, you know.
I cannot think about that now. Things are no different now. Today, it is the same. Men are men, and you cannot
change them. They do not listen. He does not have to do all the work and take care of them\fn{ The children} I really
do not care. It is all over for me.
*
When my son died I told you how sad everyone was. But I never cried for him in public. That was not allowed.
No mother is allowed to cry for her son. In your greatest pain, you could not cry. It was a sign of weakness if you
did. I would go under the house to cry.
My heart would be breaking, but I had to be very careful so that no one would hear me. I would wipe my tears
and my face before anyone could see me. I had to go around as if I did not bury a son. Do you know how hard
that is? I hope you never know. May your son live long and bring you happiness. Sons are happiness. Losing a
daughter is sad, but not as sad as losing a son. That is the worst.
My husband died when he was 60 years old. I did not cry for him either. Oh God! If they saw me cry, they
would laugh at me. I really never cried for him, even when I was alone. The loss of a son is the most painful thing
in the world, and for him I always cry. But, as I told you, I will never cry for him in public.
The loss of a brother is worse than any loss in this country. A sister loves a brother more than anyone else in
the world. You can imagine what happens when she loses him. Oh God! It is so painful. My heart aches when I
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think of my brother.
There is nothing a sister will not do for her brother. She will kill for him if she has to. She will gladly give her
life for him. Unless you have lost a brother you do not what that pain is like. I cannot explain to you why we feel
that way, but we do. From very early, a girl is taught to love her brother, and she does. Ask any woman in this land
about that and she will tell you.
Of course I scratched my face at my brother’s funeral. You would, too. I wished a thousand times I had died
instead of him. I wished I was dead. My face was all full of blood. Can you imagine how my mother felt, the one
who raised him? Every one around her was crying, screaming, and beating themselves, and she could not even
shed a tear.
Our people watch for that. If she cried, people would talk about it forever.
My poor father was killed in the war at Skadar. When I heard that he was dead, I threw my son on the stairs.
My mother said,
“Milena, why did you throw him?”
But I did not even know where I was at the time. We have had so much death in our land, yet we never get
accustomed to it. When someone goes to war, you almost have to expect that he will never come back. Yet when it
happens it is horrible. Unbearable!
Even men mourn and cry at the cemetery. We cried over my father’s clothing. My mother always kept it in
sight to remind us of our brave father. Tears and pain. Pain and tears. That is Crna Gora!
*
There was a lot of hunger around here. During the time of the Austrians\fn{ 1878-1918} I worked in the fields,
and sometimes I did not eat for three months. Well, I ate grass and nettles. I picked the nettles out of holes, cut
them up, and cooked them without salt. No one in my family died of hunger, but we came close.
*
One of my daughters had a baby out of wedlock. After a while she married. Today she lives with her son,
whom she had married.\fn{I.e., she, his mother, arranged his marriage} He goes to work, so does his wife.
Of course I did the honorable thing; I threw her out of the house. She could never stay here after she disgraced
us all. You know how bad that is in this country? It is one of the worst things that could happen to a family. We
are an honorable people. We may be poor, but we have obraz.\fn{“Cheek,” i.e., “face” (in the oriental sense); to have a
“white obraz” enables one to meet a person publically and look him or her in the eye, and is perhaps one of the most widely used
expressions in Montenegro} Everyone here lives that way, and then, when something like this happens, it is horrible.

My daughter went away and lived in the home of some woman, and that is where she gave birth. She then got
married and became a widow. She never got anything from the first one.\fn{ The father of her bastard} but the second
one\fn{Her husband} left her his house. She sold it and bought a house for her son. You see, even here, where a
good reputation is what is most important, things go on that are not supposed to.
An unfaithful wife has a miserable life. Some husbands keep it quiet, but her life is worthless. He could beat
her as much as he wants, and she has to take it. Some men send her back to her parents, where her life is not any
better. She could be beaten there, too, and treated with disrespect.
Either way her life is over, even if she stays alive. This is no place for someone like that.
*
The first war I remember was the Turkish War. I also remember the Austrian War. My father was in the war in
Skadar. All the men went there; only women and children stayed behind. Even some old men went. We had to do
all the work, inside and out, and provide food for our children. But that was nothing new to us. We worked if there
was a war or not. Whatever we could gather from the land we took to Cetinje\fn{ Then the capital of Montenegro} and
sold it for bread.
I also went to Skadar to take food to my father. That was very far away, in Albania. We\fn{ Women, often as many
as 20, who traveled in groups} walked and rested, then walked some more. There were no roads. We took him bread,
potatoes, meat, and stockings.
When we got to some villages near Skadar, we saw our army. The ones we first saw were not wounded, but
they were dirty, unwashed. Who knows when they last washed. Why were they unwashed? Who is there to wash
them? There were not any women there. We were all at home.
Men are fighters. Who would protect us? Everything else has to be taken care of for them. That is what women
are for.
I will tell you a story about my brother. Two women in my family were kidnapped by Turks when they were
taking food to their men in Albania. My brother swore that he would avenge them. He decided that he would find
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the men and cut off their noses. No Crnogorac\fn{Montenegrin male} was taking heads then.
But he could not find the men. One day he came across a Turk, but could not cut off his nose because he did
not have a knife on him. So he did what he could, he bit off the Turk’s nose.
That is the way it was then. I told you before that nothing is easy in this country. Everybody suffered.
*
I never heard of any woman being raped, even by the Turks, who would do something like that if they could.
We protected ourselves, and our men protected us. Men protect women in this country.
One time, when we were up in the katun when I was young, a man ran after me. I told my father, and he ran
after him with a scythe. If he caught him, he would have killed him. I never gave him any reason to chase me. If
we did not behave properly and modestly, we would ruin not only our reputation but also that of our families.
Women knew how to behave then. Three of my sisters got married in the same year. My family has a good name.
*
Today it is better to have one of your children die than your husband. Mothers are not looked after now the
way they were at one time. I took good care of my mother-in-law. Before she died, she said to my husband,
“Son, are you there?”
“Yes, I am.” She continued,
“Listen to what I have to say.”
“What?” he said.
“Take a piece of my clothing for Milena, because I caused her a lot of trouble,” she said. She was so weak she
could not get up to give it to him. She was bedridden and near death.
Today’s children do not do that. They do not take care of their parents. In the old days, three- and four-year-old
children tended to the goats. Today’s children are taken care of. They are educated. Today’s children are not for
work. They are for school.
No, that is not good. Children should listen to their parents. No parent wishes his child ill. They would drown
themselves for their children. But I must tell you, this woman\fn{ Her grandson’s wife} is good to me. I am happy
here. As long as they are alive\fn{Her children and grandchildren and their families} I am happy.
I wish to see my sister-in-law’s granddaughter have a baby, even if it is a girl. The next one will be a boy. I also
wish to die, so I remove myself and do not bother them. I do not think I bother them, but still I feel as if I am
more work for them.
189.93 Autobiographical Statement\fn{by Petrana (1887-after 1990)} near the Albanian border, Montenegro (F) 3
Today, on St. George’s Day, I am 103 years old. I have lived many years, and I was always poor. I was born
here in the mountains. I have nothing now, nobody. They all died. When I was young I had many. I had two
uncles, mother and father—I had all of that. Now, I have no one from my rod.\fn{Birth family} I also had seven or
eight brothers. Yes, seven or eight brothers and three sisters. I was the oldest in the family. I even went to Skadar
during the Balkan Wars.
What can I talk to you about, jadna?\fn{“Poor thing”; frequently used as a term of endearment } I cannot say anything
except that my life was hard. I suffered when I was little, I suffered when I grew up. Oh, when I think of what I
lived through! The best thing is to forget about it. But when you ask me, I have to tell you.
There is nothing I can say that is good. My uncles were good. They were my father’s brothers. My father? Like
every other father. He hardly ever spoke to me, unless he wanted me to get him something. Now that you ask me,
I cannot even remember if he ever said a word to me.
He did not speak to my mother either. None of the men spoke much to the women. They talked to one another.
During supper?
We never sat together. We did not eat with the men. The men sat and ate by themselves, while the women were
always doing something. Most of them never sat down, even to eat. Now you know how much we suffered, and
how hard it is here.
We were many in the house—my uncles, two aunts, father and mother, and my 10 or 11 brothers and sisters.
But I am the healthiest, and here I am. I have never had a headache. We lived in three rooms. Three rooms; most
lived in one room. My mother, jadna, died. She was in the Turkish war\fn{Montenegrins were perpetually at war with the
Montenegrin converts to Islam; Petrana’s mother lived through perhaps one of the more intense battles } and suffered a lot. We
worked very hard.
We had 200 sheep, 20 cows, and oh, how hard I worked! Some children went to school, but I was never in
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school. It was not our custom for girls to go to school. Even the boys went for only a few years. Now everybody
goes to school.
*
I was 20 years old when I got married. After that I went to Skadar. Someone just came and asked for my hand
in marriage. My God, they were big men. They came from far away, across that greda,\fn{Divide} those large
rocks. Across the greda.
See my husband before I married him? No! No! Believe me. I never saw him. His family and others came to
ask for me. My uncle did not want to give me to them. But when your father promises you to someone you have
to go. A man’s word is respected, and when he gives it, he gives it. His word is his honor. My father said to them,
“I never lied in my life. I give her to you.”
My husband was 22 years old, so he was not much older than me. And here I am today, St. George’s Day, and I
am 103 years old!
*
They\fn{The husband’s family} came to get me, and they took me to their house, where I was married. My parents
treated them very well when they came. They prepared a nice meal, and the men who came to get me ate. Then
they took me away.
I had a big wedding, with a lot of barbecued meat and other things. There was music, and I sang and danced. I
weighed 93 kilos\fn{C.200 lbs.}. I was a big woman, and here I am today—103 years old on St. George’s Day!
I spent the first night of my married life in bed with my two brothers-in-law. In the same bed, of course. They
were married, so their wives slept with us, too. All in the same bed. And then, the second night I slept with my
husband for the first time.
We did not sleep in the same room with the others. We had a separate room. Did we kiss a lot? What a
question! A joke!
He never said a nasty word to me. He never said, “Crne ti oci.”\fn{May you never see daylight} He never hit me
either. God forbid!
*
I had 14 children; 14, my God! The first one was born a year and a half after I was married. It was a son. My
husband and all the villagers fired their guns and celebrated. I was happy, too. But, my God, my two oldest died.
The oldest one was 12 years old when he died. He flew out of school.\fn{ Came home from school suddenly} Oh, if I
only knew from what he died, he would not have died. I would not let him die. He died from zutica.\fn{Infectious
hepatitis}
My second son died from the same thing when he was four years old. Many people died from that sickness. We
had no doctors. We did not even know what it was. It just came and killed so many, even my two sons. Ah, God!
My third son was also very sick, and they\fn{ The village women} told me to take him to water where there are
fish and to keep pushing him into it. And look! Today I have four or five grandsons from him.
I also buried a daughter when she was little. I do not know from what she died. I nursed them all. And here I
am, 103 years old. Today is my birthday; 103 years! But she died. There is no one to tell us what kind of sickness
people died from. All of a sudden they get sick and die. That is how it happened with my daughter. I cannot
remember how old she was, but I know that she was little—little.
After the first two sons I had a daughter. My husband liked her very much. Of course he did not fire his gun,
nor did anyone else. We only do that when a son is born. No one would fire a gun for a girl. Those were the old
days. That is the way it was in those times. Sons are special. So they fire guns for them. Not for girls.
*
Have a baby in a hospital? What hospital? We had no hospitals, not even doctors. Hospital? No doctor. No
woman. I did it all by myself. I had them in the house and out there. Where would I have them if not in the house?
I just go into the house, and in that corner over there I gave birth, with no one’s help. I did not go to the mountains
with them over there.
Oh, God! So many children, 14 children, 14 children, so many children, a lot of children. Oh, God! Today I
have six daughters, four sons, five grandchildren, and others.
*
I never heard of an unmarried girl having a baby. That never happened in my time. Today it happens every
hour. Now they are freer. They do not listen to their parents. They do whatever they want.
We could never do that. If a wife cheated on her husband, she was in a lot of trouble. He could chase her out of
the house. Once that happens, the only place she could go is back to her parents. That would not be easy for her
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either. They married her as an honorable girl from a good family, and now she brings disgrace to her rod and her
dom.\fn{I.e., to both families} Do you see what she did?
That never happens here. Maybe it does, but not to anyone I know. Imagine, she will never see her children
again, just because she could not control herself. Never see her children. Never!\fn{ The interviewer asks what happens
when a woman can not have children at all}
*
What can her husband do? What can he do? She cannot, she cannot. No, he does not leave her. Look here! I
have a daughter-in-law who has no children, and here she is. It is very difficult among Crnogorci when there are
no children, especially if there are no sons. So it was hard for my son and his wife. It was hard for all of us. But it
is too late now. Too late. It is difficult. Difficult.
*
I went to Skadar during the Turkish war. Oh, jadna ja!\fn{Poor me} At first, they did not let my father go to his
son in Skadar. After a while, he went, too. So I went there on foot.\fn{ About a six-day walk from where she lived}
How else? How would I get there? That is the only way for all of us, even soldiers. We went everywhere on
foot. We do not know any other way. Do you hear me? You hear? I was about 20 years old when I went to Skadar.
My two uncles, my father, a nephew, and Vlado.\fn{ Her brother, the only person she calls by name during the entire interview }
Oh God, I carried so many things to them, meat, cheese, and other things.
Later, they would not let me go. My family would not let me. I had to work in the fields and light the fire.
After Skadar was taken,\fn{By the Albanians} the army came back. I went with them and about 20 women to
Mojkovac.\fn{A town where vicious battles were fought against the Turks in August 1911 } We came near Pljevlje, and then to
Metak, where we met the army—the Svabe.\fn{ Austrians} They did not bother us, but there were three or four
border guards who had escaped and drowned in the Drina. Those were our men running away from the Svabe. My
uncle also ran with them, and when he returned the Svabe captured him and put him in prison.
Oh, joj!\fn{Woe is me} My father sent me home because I had to cut hay. There were no men around. They were
all taken as prisoners. All captured!
*
Oh God, my Vlado died in an unfair way. He was so handsome, my God. The peasants betrayed him. They
betrayed him to the Svabe, and the Svabe killed him. They wanted him to tell them something. I went up there to
where they had him. They wanted to kill me—to kill me. Oh God, when I saw him, it was so pitiful! He had no
hands! He had no hands! No hands!\fn{At this point she sobs uncontrollably for her brother, who died more than 75 years ago.
When she is speaking of the deaths of her children and other family members, she sits resigned, never shedding a tear }
Do you hear me? My brother had no hands! No hands! He held on to a rock while they cut them off. Up to here
—his hands, up to here. No, no, not with guns! He kept circling around the rock, and they forced him to keep his
hands on the rock. As he circled, they kept beating him with the butts of their rifles until they broke every bone,
and he kept running around the rock. He was no more guilty than I was, yet they, the seljaci handed him over to
them.
I was all alone, and when they cut off his hands I went up to him. The Svabe did not try to stop me. I picked
him up, put him up over my shoulders, and carried him home.
I carried him so that I could bury him. I could see he was going to die. I did not cry or wail. Oh God, I was
strong! And I carried and carried, never crying nor wailing. I carried him home by myself, over my shoulders. My
mother had gone into the town with my aunt, where she asked someone,
“Do you know anything about him? He was killed? How was he killed?” He said,
“Out of a gun.” She was very brave and strong-hearted, and said,
“That is good. As long as they did not break his bones with a chair.”\fn{ It was considered an honor for a warrior to die
by a bullet} When she came back from town-my poor mother, when she saw him, when she saw him! She sat next
to him and said,
“Sine, srecne ti rane.”\fn{“Son, may your wounds be fortunate”; Srecne ti rane is also a metaphor, wishing him a speedy recovery
from his wound so he can go into battle again} He looked up at her, enough to say to his mother,
“Zdrava bila, Majko.”\fn{May you be healthy, Mother}, and he let go of his soul. “Zdrava bila, Majko,” and he
never said another word.
We dug him a grave.\fn{She illustrates how they did this with their hands } My mother and aunt and I did it. His mother
dressed him in traditional Montenegrin attire. Three Svabe came along and saw what we were doing, saw us in
this way. Then my mother took a large cloth, and two of the Svabe gave their guns to the third one. They took the
cloth from my mother, and they wrapped him up in it. We did not have a coffin. We buried him just like that, in
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his Montenegrin clothing, wrapped in a cloth. My mother, my aunt, and I, the three of us, carried him to his grave.
I carried him in the front, and they carried him in the back. When we got him to the grave, the Svabe helped us
push him in, pushing the cloth around him into the grave. And I kept pushing him into the grave, without a coffin.
Did you hear? Without a coffin! Oh God, oh God! I keep thinking back on that. Oh God! Now I have no one. I
buried them all. Sickness came and took them.
*
Cry for my husband?\fn{When he died, she was asked, did she cry for him? } Why? I had my children to take care of. I
had no time for anything else. I took care of them. Why should I cry? He was born, so he had to die. Laka mu
crna zemlja\an{May the black earth lie lightly on him}. Why should I cry for him?
Yes, it is true. I mourn more for my brothers than for anyone else. And I have buried so many, even my
children. I grieve day and night for my brothers. They\fn{ Her family and the villagers} make fun of me. I know all that
has passed, but it does not go away. It will never go away. It hurts, hurts. Oh God, it hurts, hurts. It hurts too
much. Too much!
*
Oh God, so many died over there from hunger! Over there. What the devil is the name? They had nothing to
eat, and so they died—so many of them, you could hardly count them. Many were killed, and others just died. The
Svabe killed my brother. May the devil devour them. The devil devour them!
*
The Svabe rape women? Oh, my God, they were better than our men. Neither did our men rape the women.
But I have to tell you that the Svabe never bothered us until our peasants betrayed us. We suffered more because
of our own people than we did from the Svabe. I am telling you that is the way it was.
*
Oh, the older women were much better. Today women walk on their toes.\fn{ I.e., on their high heels—implying that
modern women are not prepared to work, as are the older women } They do not even raise their own children. They go to
work and leave the children for others to raise. We had to work, and work hard in the fields and in the house. Still,
we had to take care of our children. Today they have one child, and they cannot take care of it. That is why
women were better before. Do you understand?
Women have it much easier today, but they are not the kinds of mothers we were. We cared for our children all
the time. We never had any time for ourselves. Never! All of our time was spent taking care of everybody in the
house. Nobody helped us. You had your children, and you raised them yourself. That is the way it was.
*
I want nothing. I just want my sons to be healthy, and my daughters-in-law. My time is finished. They are
beginning, just beginning. I would rather die. I need to rest. I am going into the next life, and I never had a
headache or saw a doctor. I have lived too long. I just curse myself because I continue to live.
I have no natal family, just one grandson from my brother. He lives over there in Titograd. Why should I live
deaf, blind, without a leg? I would rather die. If I could only run to the place where my sons and husband are, and
my brothers.
My brothers, brothers! Oh, God! My brothers!
189.98 Autobiographical Statement\fn{by Vidosava (1887-after 1990)} near the Albanian border, Montenegro (F) 5
Before I was married I lived with my parents, a brother and four sisters. They are all dead now. We, like
everyone else, did not have much. Still, we were not too poor. I tended sheep and sewed on a sewing machine. We
were one of the few who had one. My brother was in America. He sent me money to buy it.
I made everything on that sewing machine. Underwear for everyone, plus dresses and skirts. We also went to
the Katun,\fn{The Katun nahiya, a small (nahiya) province during the Ottoman rule in Montenegro } all of us, except my brother
who was in America. He was killed during World War I in France, and we never found him.
He was a soldier in the American army. He got married here, left for America and never came back. He made a
lot of money. He was from my father’s first marriage. My father also had a daughter. His wife died, but I do not
know what from.
My mother then married him, even if he was a widower with children. She married him because he was very
good looking. He went to her village, saw her, and she married him. She came into a house with children. You can
imagine the work she had. Then she had her own children, which meant even more work.
Like everyone else, she had to get permission from her father to marry him. No woman married without
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permission from her family. Marrying a widower was not too common in those days. Today it is no problem. They
do everything today.
I never fell in love when I was young, or ever. Neither did my sisters. They were all serious girls, and they
married well, to fine men. One sister was killed in Bosnia during the partisan war\fn{ This was the civil war in which
Tito’s Communist partisan forces fought guerilla nationalist forces during World War II, and both fought the Germans—a war within a
war:H} as they were fleeing.

*
My father-in-law came to my father’s house to ask for my hand in marriage for his son. I did not want to marry
him, but they said,
“By God, you will.”
And that was it. That was during the Austrian war. I never saw him before. He was in his twenties, but I did not
want to marry because you never knew if he would be killed. I did not like the idea of being a widow. But it was
my fate to be one—twice.
*
My djever and barjaktar\fn{Brother-in-law and Standard-bearer, respectively} came to my house. My brother brought
me out of my house, handed me over to them, and they took me to my husband’s village. We went on foot because
there was a war and all the horses were taken by the army. His village was not too close to mine.
I took a few little gifts with me. We did not have too much. Besides, because we are all poor, nobody expected
too much of a gift. Just something little, out of respect.
The wedding lasted two or three days. They roasted pigs and lamb. There was plenty of beer, but no dancing
because we were in a war. Also, the men kept firing their guns, which is a tradition among Crnogorci.
Are you going to have a similar wedding for your son in America?\fn{ She asks the interviewer} It is different now.
Today they first try out the girl for a year or two, and if they do not like her, they send her back to where she came
from.
No, that is no good. It is much better to arrange a marriage. At least you know who you are marrying. Or, at
least, your parents know before you do.
My God, nothing is sweeter or dearer than pure love. When you have someone you love, you are never alone.
But people in the big cities can tell you more about this than I can. In my day, very few people knew about love.
We marry strangers, all of us—male and female.
Males have a little better chance. He can refuse to accept his family’s choice of girl. A girl cannot do that.
Whatever she is told to do, she does. You probably cannot understand this. But it is the way it was.
I did not sleep with my husband for two months. Maybe it was even longer than two months. Sometimes I
slept with my father-in-law, and sometimes with my sister-in-law. We slept in one bed. I did not have a mother-inlaw. My husband had a brother who married earlier, but he did not live with us. My husband would tease me
about him,
“Heaven help you if that bear comes here. He would tear you apart.”
I never knew what he meant by that. But I am happy his brother was not around. Or maybe my husband was
trying to scare me.
Was I afraid his brother would touch me? You do not know our customs. He would lose his life if he did. I told
you before, this is an honorable land. Men were honorable then. Our people have good character. You could sleep
with them for a year, and they would not touch you. That is the way it was then. No woman has to be afraid that
someone will insult her. Women are protected here. I do not know how it is in America, but that is the way it is
here. Things may be different today, still men protect the women in their families, and other men respect that.
Before you sleep with your husband, everyone in the house kisses you, male and female. You are dear to them
until they see you with your husband, then they treat you differently. They are not as friendly. While you are still a
virgin they are more playful with you. Once you go with your husband, they treat you more seriously. You are
now truly married, and things are different. You are a married woman, even if you were married months ago. Now
you are no more an innocent virgin.
Once, they once saw me with my husband, and they thought we were doing something. Oh, I was so afraid,
because I was not supposed to have contact with him until they told me I could. We even avoided looking at each
other. There was always someone watching how you act. So you could not take a chance. Neither could he.
First of all, he did not want to embarrass you in front of his family. I told you, our men show a lot of respect.
After a couple of months, his sister told me to go to him when the time came. I do not know how they decided
that.
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He was such a good man. I can never forget him. Eighty years have passed since he was killed, and not a day
passes that I do not think of him. I loved him because he behaved in an honorable way toward me. He never said a
cross word to me. He never used an obscene word, nor did he ever insult me.
Some men are dangerous. He was not one of them. We were only married for five years before he was killed. I
cannot ever forget how kind he was. Such a good man!
After my first husband died, my daughter and I went back to my parents. My brother had been killed, leaving
behind three orphaned children. I raised them. My parents were very old, so I had to take care of them.
When I was 30, I married a man who was not more than 27 years old. We had a simple wedding. He lived right
here in the village, where he had a house. It was just a few houses away from mine. His family asked for my hand
in marriage, but I refused him because I did not feel like getting married. Anyway, I liked him a little, so I married
him.
He was young, and he listened to me. If he was much older, maybe things would have been different. The first
one is difficult, but the next one is like a body without a head. He, too, never laid a hand on me. Once he went to
kill a pig and got his clothes all bloodied and dirty. I shouted at him, and he said,
“I bet if you could, you would hit me.”
My job was to take care of the house and the animals. I also had the sewing machine, so I sewed a lot. He did
other things.
After he died, I never remarried. Two times is enough.
*
I had one daughter with my first husband and three sons and a daughter with my second husband. Few of them
were born in the house, in bed. They were born away from the house in some shed, and when there was no one in
the house, then in the house. We did not have children in hospitals.
Having children is difficult. I did not give birth standing up, like some women. I leaned against something. I
did see some women giving birth lying down. That cannot be easy either. There was usually no one around to help
me. Afterward, some neighbor would help.
My husband was of no help. When he saw me giving birth he would run away, because he was so frightened.
He would call the neighbor. By the time he returned I would have wrapped up the baby already, and be sitting up
like nothing happened.
Most men are useless with anything to do with the home and children. I never heard of a man helping his wife
have a baby. I do not think anybody else has either.
Men are good for wars. Our men are good fighters. Brave soldiers. Thank God for that! I gave birth to three
children in two years, and I said to my husband,
“You cannot come near me any more, so go wherever you want. I cannot keep giving birth constantly. If you
want it, find someone. I cannot go on this way.”
If he found another woman, so be it. As long as he comes home to work I would say nothing. And when he
wants to go, just let him go. Some men went then, as they do today.
Not one man is normal. I am telling you. Not one. He would rather have a strange woman than his own wife.
When they wanted to find that kind of woman, they could, because they were around. But some women go crazy
when they learn their husbands go with other women. They say,
“If he can go with other women, then I can go with other men.” And some did.
Men always went to married women. It was safer.\fn{ In the event she got pregnant, she could always claim the child’s
father is her husband}
*
There were illegitimate children. She\fn{ The unmarried girl} gets pregnant and leaves the baby in front of city
hall. They look for the mother, then they hand it over to the government to raise.
I never heard of a mother killing her child in this part of the country. My son’s first wife told me that in some
poor countries they kill such children at birth. Sometimes, even when the wife runs away with another man and
leaves her husband and children, the husband kills the children.
No, that does not happen in Crna Gora, only in other countries. When a Montenegrin finds out that his wife has
been unfaithful, he leaves her, but many pretend they do not see what is going on. Some even kill their wives. Last
summer, a man in this village killed his wife with an axe in the head, then he slit her throat, and disappeared. He
came back a little while later and hanged himself near the church.
All kinds of things go on. Even here.
*
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The Svabe took away both males and females, and we never saw them again. But I never heard that they raped
the women.
First of all, we never went out in public. Some women were afraid, but the Svabe never caught them. They
were more interested in having you work for them than anything else. They always treated those who worked for
them fairly.
There was a girl here who gave herself to anyone, and a song was written and sung about her:
A Girl. A girl gave birth to a girl
In Banok, in Bjelopavlice.
She called to everyone in Babinje
To everyone she gave a shirt.\fn{To “give a shirt” is an expression used when a single woman has premarital sex or a married woman has
extramarital sex. So important are children that people in Serbia and Bosnia have been known to indulge in vicarious paternity. Milenko
Filipovic, an ethnologist, writes in Among the People that in some villages in Serbia and Croatia a childless married woman, with the
permission of her husband and mother-in-law, can go to the local village priest, whom she asks to pray for her, and “after prayer was over
she asked him to ‘turn her shirt over’”. She would then be taken to the monastery, where prayers were said for her and where she remained
alone with the monks, who impregnated her. The child is treated by everyone as though it were that of the husband. Priests are chosen for
such tasks because they can be trusted to keep a secret. There is no record of such a practice in Montenegro }

Women like this were destroyed. That one made a mistake and none after her. That is the worst thing a woman
can do.
Still, some were suspected of going with men, even married women. Most times, when a husband finds out he
divorces her or pretends he does not know what is going on. He just closes his eyes.
*
Oh, yes. We never socialized with women who flirted or went with other men. We knew who they were
because our husbands told us about them. The men would come home and make fun of them. I am sure what they
said was true.
No one would dare say anything about an honorable woman. That would be reason enough for krv\fn{Blood
revenge} if it came to the ears of the husband, his brothers, or her brothers. These are a very respectable and decent
people.
You could always pick out those other women. No one bothered with them, except the men when they wanted
to have a good time.
*
Some of our men married Muslim women. The families were very upset. She had to convert to our religion
before he married her. But if Turks ever found one of our men looking at their women, they would kill him.
Muslim women always wear white and live in cages.\fn{ I.e., behind walls} They even cover their eyes, so no one
sees them. Now they go out without a veil.
We never socialized with them or had anything to do with them, only our men did. When the Turks went to
Skadar to fight, their women beat their\fn{I.e., their own} chests. No, we never did that.
Sometimes one of our men would steal a Muslim girl and take her as his wife. Even if her family looked for
her, they could never find her. She never went out of the house. She never worked outside the way we did. She
had to stay inside all the time. Maybe her life was easier than ours, because she did not have to work outside.
But you never know what goes on inside the house. No one ever saw her, except her children. I heard that
sometimes she would meet with her family, but I do not know for sure. I just heard this.
*
I remember the Albanian wars,\fn{ I.e., the Balkan Wars} two world wars, and the civil war.\fn{ Between Communist
and Royalist partisans, a time of many atrocities, which took place during World War II } I went to Skadar during the Albanian
war, just as it was ending. My brother was there as a cannoneer. My uncle, mother, and I went.
We crossed over the Skadarsko Jezero\fn{ Lake Scutari} on a raft. We took him meat, eggs, bread, and whatever
we had in the house.
We found them\fn{The soldiers} in some hollow near the water. They were all black.\fn{ Dirty} They had been
there for months. When we gave them the food and other gifts, they acted as if we had given them gold ducats.
Some were dead, some were wounded. Many of the dead were still on top of the ground. There was no one to
bury them.
When it was over, some came home. Others went to Russia, and we never heard from them again. This is not
an easy life. It is not easy.
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My first husband was killed right there, right there in the woods. The guerillas saw him, got scared, and killed
him. My family grieved for him terribly—they could not ever forget him—but I did not, though I could not eat for
15 days. I was angry with him for going up into the mountains where the bandits would see him and kill him.
When we found him, he had a smile on his face. You would think he was still alive. You will not believe it, but
he did.
When the Svabe were here, we could never give our soldiers any food. Our men were held in camps, and when
we went to see them we could not even give them a glass of milk. They were allowed to eat only what the Svabe
gave them. If one of our men was caught taking food from us, they would beat him. I saw that happen. We went to
see our men who were captured up there, and one of the Svabski oficiri thought we had given one of them
something. They grabbed him, threw him to the ground, and began to beat him mercilessly. They beat him, but
they could not kill him. They could not break him. He was down, and they kept beating and kicking him.
Then they let him go, and another officer shot him by the side of the road. You see how we lived?
Did you know the Svabe would kill 100 of our men for one of theirs? Sometimes there would be 500 men in
one pile. Then they would set them on fire. First they would take the ones from the camps. Then they would
gather others from the villages. A truck would come and take them away. If they could not gather enough men,
they took women and children. Of course children. They would then burn down the houses. They even put our
men in a boxcar and set it on fire.
We were always afraid, but you know how man is. What will be, will be. That is it. There is nothing else to do.
They were stronger, so they could do whatever they wanted with us. But they had to leave after a while.
I do not know what all of these people wanted from us. You could see we have very little. We even had less
when they were here.
Now we are rich. No one is hungry or naked. We have everything, and we have peace. Peace!
*
During the rat sa Svabama\fn{War with the Austrians} there was a lot of hunger. Anyway, we were never really
hungry. Wheat was very expensive, and people were so poor that some unfortunate mothers watched their
children die of hunger. People gathered nettles, which they cooked in whatever milk they had, instead of eating
bread and cornmeal, none of which was around.
You could not buy bread or wheat. Women made some kind of soup with a little salt and some little flour to
thicken it. The soup looked a little better than water.
People lived terrible lives then. I saw many people die of hunger. A few men died right here. They found them
on the side of the mountain. There was no bread or cornmeal for three years. Not only did our men die on the
battlefield in Skadar, but they died on the way home. Their bodies were found alongside the roads. I saw it
myself. Many of them.
They\fn{Passers-by} would only cover their heads with a little soil, but their legs and everything else were
visible. At some spots I saw 25 dead men. That is a lot of dead bodies.
I especially saw them during World War II and the civil war, when they were killed by their own people. Killed
by their own people! During every war I saw dead people. War is war. War means killing and horror for everyone.
During the war, when the Svabe were here, even children caught stealing something like cabbage were killed
by them. Do you know what cabbage is? The child was hungry and had nothing to eat, so he would take the
cabbage or kale from someone else’s garden, and they would kill him. That is the way it was here. They would
kill a child for a head of cabbage.
A hungry child! Auuuuuuuuuuu! Kill a child for a head of cabbage! It must be hard for you to believe what I
am telling you. It is the truth, Bogami.\fn{By God}
Of course children died from hunger. Piles of them. Whenever and wherever there was no food, they died: Of
course they died. Those who lived in the mountains or near the mountains had a little wheat and some nettles.
Those people had it better than those who lived below. In the mountains they could even have some animals and
milk. Many of those people lived a lot better than those down here. In those houses down there\fn{ In the valley} no
one could live, because there was nothing to eat. Nothing! People buried their own children as soon as they died,
before they began to smell. Imagine rushing to bury your child before he rots!
Our people had to do whatever they were ordered to do, like prisoners. Whatever they\fn{ The enemy} wanted to
do, they did. You know how it is. For them this is a strange land, an alien religion. Montenegro was always
struggling with some foreign power. That is why it is called Cerna Gora.\fn{Black Mountain}
Why is it called black? Because everything was done here. Everything was black here. Look what I told you.
Everything black.
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During the civil war, sometimes a son would kill his parents. If he did not do it, they would kill him. It was
terrible here. Sometimes brothers were on two different sides. Who knows, maybe one even killed the other. The
Italians and Germans were here, and the Cetniks and the partisans. They were all killing each other.
Everyone was here at the same time. So you can see how it was. It was crno\fn{Black}—Cerna Gora! Now you
know why it is called that. What else could they call it?
Sure, bombs fell around here. There was a neighbor who was running across the road with his cow when the
bombs were dropping. He made it across, but his cow blew up with the bomb. Oh, yes. Cows were important.
There was not much to eat anyway. During wars everything happened.
One thing I have to tell you. I have to tell you that the Germans behaved as adult men. They were fine men.
They were brave soldiers. They did what they had to do and did not bother the people unless they were attacked.
They were brave men.
*
Peace. Today we have peace. I do not have to be afraid that someone is going to rob me. During the war you
never knew when someone would come into your house and take everything. Here I am, all alone, and I have
nothing to be afraid of. No one could strangle you now, here.
189.96 Autobiographical Statement\fn{by Jelena (1888-after 1990)} near the Albanian border, Montenegro (F) 2
I never went to school. There were no schools then, hardly anywhere—certainly not in this village. Not only
was there not a school here, but there were also never any roads here. They built roads after the war.\fn{ World War
II} Anyway, we had no cars. We walked everywhere. Most of us never left the village.
I never dated any men. God, no! I did not want to because something always stopped me from doing so. There
was too much work to be done around the house. That was most important.
Too many people depended on us. There were many of us. I had parents and brothers and sisters. They all had
to be taken care of, so we all had to work as soon as we could. Even children worked, especially girls. Girls
always worked hard.
*
I was old when I got married—22 years old. I knew my husband because he lived around 30 meters from my
house. He was three years younger. No one really cared if he was younger or older. I liked him.
What? What? God forbid! I never kissed him! I give you my word. It was the custom. There was no love.
When they\fn{The husband’s family} asked for a girl’s hand in marriage, they never asked her if she wanted to get
married at all. Parents decided that, and you had to respect their wishes.
All that parents want to know is if she comes from a good family. Family reputation is all that matters. When
the time comes for both the boy and girl, others make the arrangements. Not even do they ask the young man if he
wants her or not.
Liking each other did not matter. Parents never asked that question. The young man’s family decides that it is
time for him to get married, so they ask around to see where there is an available girl, and that is it.
You know, my parents did ask me if I wanted him, and I guess I could have refused him, but I did not. I could
not refuse him. My God, after my father, brother, and mother gave me to him! I had to obey them. To continue to
obey, work, care for, stack hay and anything else that needed to be done.
We are never told what to do. We know what has to be done, and we do it, without complaining, arguing, or,
God forbid, refusing to do it. We just keep quiet and do what we are supposed to do.
*
Six men from my husband’s family arrived on horseback, and they stayed at my parents’ house, where my
family had prepared a nice meal. After several hours, they took me to my husband’s home. I wore the traditional
Montenegrin dress, all embroidered in gold. I was beautifully dressed. My brother bought me everything.
For a wedding gift I gave my mother-in-law a blouse, which I had made myself. There was no father-in-law.
He was dead. I did have a brother-in-law, but he was forced into the army in Hungary, where he died. They\fn{ The
family} gave him everything they had, and he sold it for tobacco. His body was never returned. So, only my
husband, his mother, and sister lived in the house.
My wedding lasted two days. There was no music because we were always at war. But they played the
gusle,\fn{A single-stringed musical instrument} and everyone danced the oro, including me.
A month passed before I slept with my husband. I slept with my sister-in-law, and my husband slept with his
mother in the other bed. That was the custom. When they\fn{ The husband’s family} brought the bride home and she
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slept with her husband immediately, she would be disgraced.
Why would she be disgraced? Well, because they will say she cannot wait to go to bed with him. Oh, God!
That would be a terrible disgrace! There were very strict customs, and you had to do whatever they said. So his
family decides when you sleep with your husband.
The women do that. Yes, I did it too. I cannot remember how it happened. After a month passed, my sister-inlaw said to me,
“I do not want to sleep with you anymore.”
After that, I slept with my husband, and my sister-in-law and mother-in-law slept together in the other bed, all
in the same room. I was not frightened when I first slept with my husband. It was dark, and no one could see
anything. It was a large room, like a barrack. Later on the army burned it down.
*
I remember four wars, Turkish, German, Austrian, and Bulgarian. We were always hungry and thirsty. We were
always running away from an army, and when they left, we went home. That is the way we lived most of my life.
My husband was home the whole time. He was never in the army, except for a short time. I remember when
the Svabe came here. I was in a little shanty, lying down with my children. Two soldiers came in and went right
for the mattresses, looking for something. They found some bread I had hidden under them. They took the bread,
and I said,
“Why did you take my bread? My children will die.” They said,
“Shut up, old lady!”
They took the bread and left. There was also a little lard, but they only took the bread. The German army
always behaved honorably when they were not attacked. When they were attacked, they took whoever they came
across—women, children, even animals. I do not know what they did with them. They took them away, and we
never saw them again. Their soldiers never raped the women. They were very honorable.
*
I had nine children—two sons and seven daughters. My first child, a daughter, was born a year and a half after
I was married. My husband was not too upset because I had a girl. No one was angry. But when a son is born they
fire guns. But times were difficult, so there was little celebration even when a son was born. Those were bad
times. Sons are always special, especially in Crna Gora.
I had all my children at home. We never went to a hospital to have a baby. There was not even a hospital
around here. All the women had their babies at home. No doctors either. I went into a corner of the room, where I
stayed until the baby came. Some neighbor or relative would help by bathing the child and wrapping it up.
Sometimes I gave birth lying down, at others I would stoop.
What could we do? We did the best we could. No, not many children died when they were born. Even if we are
poor, we are a very healthy people.
*
I buried four children. Three died when they were very young. One of them was three or four years old. I even
buried a grown daughter. She was 40 years old, married with no children. She just became ill, went to the hospital,
and died. Just like that.
My husband died about 30 years ago. I did not mourn for him much. Why should I mourn for him? He died, he
died. What could I have done? I did not even cry for him; not even for the children, let alone him. Some women
carried on when someone died. They even scratched their faces, but not me.
I never wanted to remarry after my husband died. I could not leave my children behind. You know, I could
never take the children with me if I remarried. The children always stay in the family and the house where they
were born. When a woman remarries she goes alone with her new husband. The children stay where they are.
She knows that, but she leaves anyway. I guess her husband is more important than her children. Some women
I know did leave their children and went away to another village with their new husband. Sometimes, she never
sees her children after that. Never! Never!
There are all kinds of mothers in this world. I am one of those who could never leave her children to go with a
man. Never!
*
Women were rarely unfaithful here. She would not dare be unfaithful. If she were, she would not fare too well.
He\fn{The husband} could kill her, or beat her every day. That happened. Sometimes, he would first kill his wife,
and then leave. No one knows where he went or whether he is alive or dead.
That is a terrible disgrace here, and everybody knows it, so it does not happen often. A good woman knows
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that.
The children stay behind and are raised by their aunt, their father’s sister, or whoever is living in the house.
When they got older, they got married.
*
Women always got together with other women for talk and coffee. The older women even drank. Mothers-inlaw mostly.\fn{Older women, of whom most are widowed, enjoy considerably greater freedom than do younger women. Some drink
and smoke, enjoy listening to and telling jokes of a sexual nature, even use obscene language, for which a younger woman would be
severely ostracized and punished} We younger women just worked, and worked hard. There was no coffee and talk for

us. Oh, no, not for us.
Husbands and wives used to argue and fight a lot. We never did, nor did my husband ever hit me. The young
people of today have everything, so there is no need to fight. Poor people fight.
Today, young women have everything they need in the house. We never had anything. When you are poor,
there are a lot of arguments. Even children fight when they are poor. No one is happy. How can you be happy
when you have nothing? Nobody has anything. I do not think most people would fight if they had what they need.
In my time, most people had barely enough to survive, and we had lots of children. You had nothing to give
your children. You were glad when you could feed them. It is never easy in a poor land. And we were poor—as
poor as they come.
Right now we have everything. You should have seen how it was when I was young. You would not believe it.
*
Fate. What else could it be? The way I lived I should have died years ago, like my daughter did. But it was not
my destiny.
Now, I am tired. I have been here long enough. It is time to go. But it looks like it is not my time, even if I
wish it.
Fate. My fate. I cannot explain it to you because I do not know myself. I did not die, and that is all. My fate.
189.106 Autobiographical Statement\fn{by Jovana (1888-after 1990)} near the Albanian border, Montenegro (F) 8
I really cannot tell you the date when I was born. I know I was born in May, but I do not know the date because
I never went to school. Yes, I know the year. In May I will be 103 years old. I had a cousin who was born at the
same time. He died, and on his tombstone is written how old he was. Since I was born in the same month and year
as he was, I know I am 103 years old.
I had brothers and sisters, but I do not have any now. They are all dead. I am the only one still living. There
were six of us, and then our mother died. I was almost nine years old when she died. All I know is she got sick
and then died. She never went anywhere.
I was the oldest of the daughters. Two of my sisters died when they were little. One died at birth; she was not
even baptized. The other was a little older. Thank God they did not live.
Why thank God? Because they died when they were little. Why should they live and suffer in poverty? Do you
think it is easy living in this land? You do not know what it is like in this land for a girl. Everyone is sad when she
is born.
Why? They know what her life will be like. Outside of the work they can do, nobody really cares much for
them. I do not mean they beat her, but no one pays any attention to her. The men in the house treat her as if she is
not there. Even brothers do not pay much attention to her. They only notice her if they need her to do something
for them.
But she gets used to that. Maybe it is a good idea to be treated like that. Then you are prepared when you get
married. You know what you have to do. You also know that everything you do will be for someone else. Even
though my mother died when I was nine, I already knew what I had to do.
But you know what? Every man in the house would protect her with his life if anyone did anything to her or
insulted her. That is true. Everyone will tell you the same thing.
Mothers cry when they give birth to a girl. Fathers are even more unhappy. Everybody wants sons. After a
daughter is born the house is sad, like when somebody dies. It is like a funeral. Poor mothers blame themselves
because they disappointed their husbands and the clan. You will not believe this, but it is true. Ask anyone.
Fathers apologize when a girl is born. How does he apologize? Sine, I will tell you. They still do it. When
someone asks him what was born in his house, he says,
“Forgive me, I had a daughter,” or
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“Forgive me, I had a child.” See that? Do you understand? He is ashamed that he has a girl!
Eeeeeee, it is different when a son is born. He never calls him a child. He calls him sin.\fn{Son} He will
proudly say,
“Rodio mi se sin!” A son was born to me.
Everyone knows it by that time anyway, because the first thing he does is fire his gun. The whole village
knows what happened in his house.
The only thing they do when a girl is born is cry. At least the women do. This happened to me just as it did
with every other girl.
Crna Gora is not an easy place for any of us. My brother also died when he was little. He was four years old.
He died from his stomach. He got sick and died. That is all.
Only three of us were left, two brothers and me. Even though I was little myself, I raised my brother. Oh God,
how we suffered! Terrible suffering. That is why I said my dead sisters are lucky. I know you cannot understand
this because you were born in America.
In this land, if you live you suffer. The lucky ones die.
My mother gave birth to her children wherever she could. There were no hospitals then. The children were all
born outside of the house. Where else? How else?
You were not allowed to have children in the house. Everybody knows that. You could not dirty up the house,
so she had to have her baby outside, even in the snow. Then she brings it in, takes it to a priest to get holy water.
She washes the baby in that water for 40 days. That was the custom.
My poor mother! Her marriage was arranged like everyone else’s. She did not know her husband either. She
was no different from all the other women. She did not like the person she married either. But who asked her?
My father stayed a widower for three years. My uncle and his wife took care of us. My uncle was very good.
My father married a woman who had no children. She raised us and took care of us. It would be a sin to call
her maceha.\fn{Stepmother} She was so good.
We played as children, but we worked more than played. I began working the moment I could pick something
up with my hands. Peasants and my relatives paid me to work. I cleaned fields and spread manure for a little
money.
My father never hit me. Never! Well, he did once, but I deserved it. I cannot remember what I did. I just know
it was my fault. I guess I remember it because fathers did not usually hit their children. Mothers did that. That is
because she is tired and overworked.
My mother, like all women, was the first one up in the morning and the last one to go to bed. She could never
be sick. She is in charge of the house. When she got sick, she died. No one ever heard her complain. We are not
like that. And what good would it do if you did?
You work until you cannot work anymore, and then you die. Work, then die. That is what life is like in Crna
Gora.
The father is almost like a guest in his own home. He was a brave man; both my uncle and father were good
men. During the war my father received the Milos Obilic medal.\fn{ A medal for bravery} That was when Crna Gora
was at war with the Turks.
*
I do not even know how old I was when I got married. I must have been around 18 years old. My husband’s
family made an agreement with my father and uncle, and they gave me to him.
Refuse? Refuse to marry him? I could never say no to my father. In those days whatever your father told you to
do, you did. You could never say you did not want to marry the man they picked for you. They made the
arrangements, and you went along without complaining. So I got married. Just like that.
My husband gathered his family and relatives for the wedding. We were together for six weeks.
On a Sunday, six weeks from the day I entered their house, the Svabe captured him and took him away. He was
imprisoned for three years. Those who lived were released from prison, and he was one of them. He started on his
way home through Serbia and was never heard from again. No one knows what happened to him, or where his
bones are. Our lives are nothing but suffering. I told you that.
I was not pregnant. I had to wait seven years before I could get married again. That was because I did not have
my husband’s death certificate. Of course it was the custom for a bride to spend the first night of her marriage
with her brother-in-law or some other member of the family, anyone except her husband. Some women sleep with
their mother-in-law, father-in-law, or a sister-in-law. Most times it is with a brother-in-law. But I did not have to
do that.
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They would not let me sleep with my brother-in-law. Yes, I had one, but they kept me away from him. Yes, it is
strange, and I never found out why. No one ever told me, and I would not dare ask. So they let me .spend the first
night with my husband in a small room of our own.
My mother never told me what to expect when I first slept with my husband. I did not know what was going to
happen. No, I did not tell my daughter either. In those days people did not talk about such things as they do today.
That is a big change.
Today they meet on the road and get married. If I had ever gone somewhere away from my home, I could
never return. That is the way my parents were.
I really was not afraid of my husband, because I already knew him. He was my neighbor. As a matter of fact,
he used to say to me before we were married,
“I would rather grab a snake by the tail than touch you.”
That is the kind of person I was. No one could say a word to me. I mean, no man could say a word to me.
Did I love him? Well, I can tell you there were many men who wanted to marry me. But he was a good man.
Yes, I know that some men covered the faces of their brides when they wanted to sleep with them, but my
husband did not do that.\fn{When a man wants to have sex with his wife, he may cover her head with a heavy, lace-like scarf,
hanging near the bed, and she silently submits}
What? A husband rape his wife? Refuse him? You could never say,
“No, I do not want to!” He is stronger, and he is your husband. Sure he\fn{ The second husband} would hit me.
You do not ever refuse your husband. You just do as he tells you. There is no other way for us here.
He hit me with a broom we kept in a corner of the room. Sometimes the day would pass, and I would say,
“Spasoje, we did not do anything today.”
Then he took the broom and beat me. Just for saying that! But it did not happen too often. He never hit the
children. He never wanted to, even if they needed it.
*
After my first husband was taken away and did not return, I stayed on living with my brother-in-law and my
father-in-law, who was 100 years old. They both died within two days of each other. Imagine that! My
jetrva\fn{Brother-in-law’s wife} stayed here with me for two years after her husband’s death, until she could not take
it anymore.
This was not a happy home. Too much tragedy and death. I did not return to my parents, but stayed on in my
dom.
Once the seven years were up after my first husband’s disappearance, another marriage was arranged for me by
one of the most famous men in Crna Gora. He was, how would you say, a legend. He gave me away without even
asking my father or me. My father, a mailman, went to the pijac \fn{Marketplace} and he\fn{The famous man} said to
him,
“We gave away your daughter.”
“To whom?” he asked. They told him, and he just scratched his head.
“Do not scratch your head. We gave her away,” they told him. He merely answered,
“Well, since you already gave her away, I also give her. Uzela je mutna voda.\fn{“Let the muddy water take her,” or
“To hell with her,” used as a display of manliness, a show of strength before this hero, respect for a “legend.” In reality, however, his heart
may have been breaking. In this tribal warrior patriarchy any public demonstration of affection, especially toward a female, is a sign of
weakness unbecoming a warrior}

My second marriage was good. He was 50 years old when I married him. I was around 25 or 30. He was a
widower, with a child from his first marriage.
Many women died in childbirth. This is not a good place for women. The lucky ones leave only one child
behind, but, sadly, some leave many children for someone else to take care of. It would have been very hard for
me to get married if I had children. It is much easier for a man, even if his life is not that easy either.
But he keeps his children. A widowed mother has to leave her children behind if she remarries. They belong to
their father’s family. Anyway, no man wants to raise another man’s children. He will take the woman home so she
can take care of his children. But she cannot take hers with her.
Do you know how hard that is? Leaving your children behind, maybe never to see them again? Always
thinking of them, but never able to say a word. That is the custom here. Men do not want what other men made.
I found a three-month-old child here, and I raised him with a coffee spoon.\fn{ A metaphor for careful nurturing}
There he is today, with his own children.
*
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I had five children with my second husband, two girls and three sons. My first child was a son. Having only
daughters is terrible here. One of my relatives had 10 daughters and no sons. That was not easy. She raised them
all and married them, except one stayed with her, and one she lost when it was a child.
The birth of a daughter does not bring much joy. The first and second can be tolerated, but having a third is
very bad. Females are not too welcome. We Crnogorci delight in males. Yes, even women. Sons are wealth and
joy in a house. Even having 10 sons is not too many.
Oh God, my first son was happiness and good fortune! How would he not be? I gave birth to him in the
kitchen. I knelt down on my knees, and with help of my jetrva, who knew what to do, the baby came out, and
everything was fine. I had another son in the kitchen also, the same way as my first. I had prepared thread and a
knife beforehand, then I cut the cord and tied it. I had sons, two daughters, and a stepson. I love this boy as much
as my own. If I was ever able to get any candy, I would divide it among the children, but not before I gave him
some—he before my own children, always.
I gave birth to one daughter right over there in that field which you came over. It was winter and the snow was
deep, almost up to my knees. I had her, took her home, and nothing happened to her. I had tied some firewood to
my back, and my pains came. I could not take the wood off my back because I would only have to tie it back
again. So I went up to a tree, put my arms around it, stooped a little, and the baby came out. Then I raised myself
a little, so the baby would drop and pull out the afterbirth. I wrapped her up in my apron and brought her into the
house.
My oldest daughter was there, along with my second child and my husband’s child, the one I raised. They took
down a straw mattress for me to lie down on. They found a knife so I could cut the umbilical cord, which I did
before I lay down.\fn{Obviously, she walked home with wood tied to her back, carrying a newborn baby still attached to her }
Believe it. That is the way it happened.
My jetrva learned from a doctor that when a child comes out with the umbilical cord, it also pulls out the afterbirth, and everything is clean. I remembered what she said, and that is what I did. My husband, who had been
working in front of the house, came in and said,
“Why are you lying down, Jovana?”
I told him why, and I knew he was not going to be happy because the baby was a girl. And he was not. He just
walked away when I told him I had a girl. So I got up immediately, went over to do some wash, and bring in some
water.
*
He, help me? I felt ashamed that I was lying down, even if I was so tired. I know I brought home firewood and
a baby, but that does not matter. A woman is expected to do all that, and everything else. And do you know what?
Nothing happened to her or to me. We are both still alive.
My other daughter was born in the barn. I was so tired from the day before. I had done the work of three or
four people, when a cousin came to visit and sat around for hours. He asked me to make him some coffee, but I
did not have the strength to do it, so he left. The next day my husband, knowing how much I had worked and how
tired I was, said,
“This morning, do not work down there on the plums. It is raining. I will go.”
And he left, but I could not sleep. My cousin came back, asking for a crowbar he needed to drive in a post. I
thought about where I could get a crowbar. And I am beginning to get labor pains. He is calling, and I am in pain.
Terrible pain. I go to the barn to look for a crowbar, and the pains are getting worse. I leaned against a saddle to
get some relief from the pain.
No sooner than he went into the house, my girl was born. What am I now going to do? I pulled it out, and it
drops easily. Pains? Who asks you? I bathe it, wrap it up, and let it sleep. I first put her in a pail of cold water. She
started to move around, and she is still that way. Yes, cold water, that is all I had. I bathed her, and then I lay
down. Spasoje came home and said,
“Why are you lying down?” And I said,
“Because I feel like it.” He looked at me,
“What do you mean, you feel like it?”
“Yes, my God. Here she is,” I said. And I stayed where I was.
Oh, how I suffered giving birth to these children. No, he was not angry when I gave birth to a girl. Maybe he
was, but he never showed it. He loved the oldest daughter more than he loved his sons.
I breast-fed my children to the very end, and I did not do it not to get pregnant. I just felt sorry for the little
ones. The son that was killed used to call me, when he was two or three years old, as I left to visit my family,
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“Jovana, give me your breast and then go.”\fn{ It is not unusual for male children to call their mothers by their first names. It
is something of an adult, manly gesture}

*
I lost my oldest son when he was 18 years old, during what I call the Albanian and Austrian war,\fn{ The Balkan
Wars and World War I} which ruined this area. We were refugees here, and they beat him with the handles of their
guns. They broke his lungs. He suffered for 15 days, and we had nothing and could do nothing. I went among the
people, begging something for him. As he lay dying, he spoke to me. He started to move his lips. I called to him
by his nickname,
“Datko, do not be angry with me. But I do not hear you very well. You said something to me, but I could not
hear it.” He answered,
“I did not say anything, Jovana.” Again I said,
“Did you call me, son?”
He called all right, but his dusa was gone. Tears formed in my eyes, but I did not want to cry in front of him,
and then he quietly gave up his dusa. He suffered so much. They did not kill him with lead, so he had to suffer
long. Everything happened here; I never shed a tear. But I cried wherever I went, but not so anyone could see me.
At his funeral I sat next to his coffin, and I said to myself,
“Let him go. I will not cry, even if he is my first.”
But I did cry, wherever I went. He did not want to come for me.\fn{ I.e., to take her with him in death}
“You will know,” he said before he died, “if I recover, how a mother should be taken care of.”
He never had a chance to show me. That was our fate.
My husband died when he was 63 years old. He died in my arms. There were other people in the house at the
time. I held him until my arms ached, and I said to someone,
“Ljubo, take him.”
He took him just as his dusa left him. He had an ulcer, which burst. Oh, my God, yes! Many people here have
ulcers. Something latches on and makes an ulcer.
He had a huge funeral. No one had more people. And the people said,
“How are these children going to grow up?”
It would have been easier if they had been about 10 years old. The oldest was about 10, and the youngest was
in the cradle. All so young and poor!
Oh, there was a lot of wailing at his funeral. That is our custom. All the people in the village and all the refugees were there. Men and women go to a funeral and wail. Here, we do not have tuzbalice. Why should I scratch
myself and beat myself? Some women do it because they are stupid. Why else? He was here and left, so let him
go.
They carried his body on their shoulders to the grave, which was far away. We wear black practically all our
lives because we are always in mourning for some relative.
The death of a son or a brother is the worst pain in the world. Oh, my God! My God! To a sister no one can be
dearer in this world than a brother. Maybe a grandson could be equally as dear. A grandson is dear to everyone.
Still, no one can be nearer or dearer than a brother. A brother is a brother! My brothers died on me. Oh, oh, oh, my
God! To be without a brother! To lose a brother! Not to have a brother any more! When he is no longer there!
When you lose a brother you cannot get another one. Neither can a son be replaced.
Well, a husband is different. You could always get another one if you want to. But a son or brother? Never!
*
We socialized on special days like our slava. My maiden slava was Nikolj Dan\fn{Saint Nikolas’ Day} and here
\fn{Husband’s slava} it is Elijn Dan.\fn{Saint Eli’s Day} It was a big celebration, like a wedding. We prepared a lot of
food and had a good time. I especially had a good time when I went to my relatives for their slava. There were
many guests in the room, and I was very well liked by the whole clan. I would take a glass of rakija and sing.
I still have a glass of rakija every morning, before I have coffee. Like then, we always have guests in the
house. No, it was not shameful for a woman to drink. They drank a glass or two. That is not drinking.
I started to smoke much later. I have been smoking for 30-35 years. Now, I cannot be without it. It is as if
somebody is forcing me to do it. Misko\fn{A grandson} tells me to cut down on my smoking, but I cannot. Can we
stop now, so I can have a cigarette and, maybe, a little drink?
Ever since I started to smoke, I smoke these factory-made cigarettes. Before, I used to roll them, but I never
smoked them. Oh, yes, I smoke a lot. My grandson keeps telling me that I am going to poison myself. Poison
myself! There is nothing wrong with me. He keeps saying,
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“But, Raba, you will poison yourself.”
Look, I am still here. He buys cigarettes for me. Who else would buy them? Just Misko and my greatgrandchildren. I also get a lot of tobacco as gifts. I have a pile of it right over there. I do not do anything, so I get
bored and smoke. I sometimes watch TV, but when we go to the katun there is no TV. I just go home to sleep.
During the day we stay at the katun, where we make slivovica\fn{Plum brandy} and do other work. I come back
here to sleep, but my grandson and some of the others stay up there.
Oh, I am so lucky. No, I cannot have that one; it is too strong. I do not like strong rakija. No, no, you cannot
get through there, I will get it. I know which one I like. Just stay seated. 0oooooooo, this is good! This is good
rakija! Good rakija! No, no, I will pour it myself. There is plenty of rakija. Take some for yourself. It is good.
Zdravo bila!\fn{May you be healthy!} U zdravlje!\fn{In good health!}
*
Yes, when my second husband died I was still young, and many men wanted to marry me. But how could I
leave five or six children behind just to get married. I am not crazy. Who would take care of my children if I got
married? They had no grandfather or uncle. No one. I would rather hang myself than leave them behind.
Some women committed suicide when they left their children behind. They do it by drowning. Something
happens to her, and she kills herself. I could understand that. I personally do not know of any cases, but I heard it
happened.
Leave my children? How could I leave my children to cry and to go hungry, just to be married? Even if having
a man was important to me, it is more important to have a house full of children than one man.
*
When a woman cannot have children, sometimes her husband feels sorry for her and keeps her. And sometimes
a good wife tells her husband to take another wife. The first wife goes back to her parents. They arrange a
marriage for her with a widower who already has children. She raises his children and is not a burden to her own
family.
Even when a woman only has daughters it is hard for her. She suffers very much. It is hard for Montenegrins
when there is no male child. Some men keep these women, some get rid of them. Such women resign themselves
to their fate. Their lives are not easy. You can imagine what it must be like for her. Everybody knows she cannot
have sons. In a land where sons are prized and daughters are not, her life is hell.
When he brings in another wife—that is, when the first is childless—the two wives stay in the house. The first
one to have a son stays with him. The other has to leave.
That is a terrible situation. God forbid! You would not wish that on the worst person. What a life!
*
When a single girl gets pregnant, she gives birth to a bastard. She has to keep the child, but nobody wants her.
She cannot do a thing about it. Sure, some of these babies were killed. I know of such cases. She has a baby and
drowns it. Dead babies were found, and nobody knew who they belonged to. She sure is not going to say
anything. All she can do is hope that nobody finds out that it is hers. Then she would have to kill herself, or maybe
her brother would.\fn{I.e., would kill her}
An unfaithful wife disgraces everyone, just like the single girl who gets pregnant. The wife is thrown out of the
house. Her parents do not want her either. But sometimes they take her back, and she becomes a rob, without
respect. No one pays any attention to her. They ignore her as if she is not alive. And that is how her life passes.
Sometimes they kill themselves, or some member of the family kills them. Honor and reputation is everything
in this country. So you have to protect it.
*
Some Montenegrin men did marry Muslim girls. It is too bad! But our women married Muslims more than
Muslim women married our men. That is not good, because the other faith is evil.
The Turks were evil. When they saw a good Serb, they did everything in their power to kill him. In the next
village there was not one young man who died a natural death. They all died by a gun, a Turkish gun. That is the
way people lived then.
Among the Turks, a widow could marry her husband’s brother. Did you ever hear of such a thing? Disgusting!
Some men married their sisters-in-law or their aunts. Imagine! Aunts! They are much different people.
I must tell you though, our men never married a Muslim girl unless she converted. Once she took our faith, she
was accepted. Look, sometimes a man sees a beautiful woman and he wants her, even if she is of another faith,
like Muslim. That did not happen too often. Families were very unhappy when a son did that. I think you would
be too, no? Everybody would. Your own is your own.
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One of our men in the village married a Muslim woman, and she converted. There was not a better woman in
this area than she was, believe me. She appealed to him because she was a good woman, an honorable woman.
They\fn{The male members of his family} went to get her. She jumped out of the house and ran off with them. They
took her away to their house. How could her family look for her when they did not know where she was?
I never heard of Turks raping girls then, nor did they ever kill a woman with a gun. There was honor even
among them.
Now everything happens.
One of our men marry a gypsy? God forbid! I never heard of it, and I do not think I ever will. A gypsy? God,
no!
Oh, yes, there were Jews here. But they did not hide their faces. They did hide their women from the Serbian
people. Who knows why? Probably because they had another religion. Only the devil would know why.
They never bothered anyone. They stayed by themselves.
*
I do not know if they\fn{The Turks} had harems. Of course, jadna, they had three, four, or six wives. A Selovic
had six wives, six wives for one man! The Selovices were a Turkish tribe. The women dressed as bule\fn{Veiled
women} and wore dimije.\fn{Pantaloons} They were always dressed in white.
Now they do not do any of that.\fn{Tito forbade the wearing of veils by Muslim women} They do not cover their faces,
nor do they wear dimije. But some still wear white scarves on their heads and dimije.\fn{Montenegrin women cover
their heads with black scarves, differentiating them from Muslim women, who wear white scarves, exclusively }
Let me tell you, some of them were beautiful. Like everywhere else. But how could you tell when they were
always covered up? I am just guessing.
When one of them, from a distance, saw me walking down the road, she quickly covered her face. Even if I am
a woman, it did not matter. She covered it from a woman, too, let alone a man. They called that valet—it was
some kind of sin to be seen by anyone except members of the immediate family. Who the devil knows why?
Strange customs!
So, this Selovic had six wives, and he slept with every one of them. He slept with one for a week, and then he
would go to the next one, until he had slept with all six. Then he would start all over again. The one he was with
prepared his clothes, and he walked around the village all dressed up. Just like that.
I do not know how many rooms he had in the house. My God, how would I know? Who knows how many
children he had! There must have been too many. Those people have a lot of children. But so do we.
Oh, yes, Muslim women used cosmetics. Of course they did. When you passed them they smelled. They stank
so much you could not go near them. Who knows why they smelled? It was something they put on their faces. It
was something they thought would make them prettier for their husbands, and everyone else. They tried to please
their men.
They did not work the way we did. They stayed inside most of the time.
*
I have to tell you something about the Turks. Whenever they wanted to kill a Serb, they did it—just like that.
They especially liked to kill Serbs who were worthy. They killed them for no reason, just so he is no longer alive.
That is all.
Of course they cut off heads. Our men cut off noses. They cut off noses with a sword. But the Turks, oh, no,
they cut off heads. Our men took the noses to whoever was the leader at that time, so he could see them. Certainly
I saw a man without a head. I did, I did, when I was a girl. I saw a neighbor without a head. First, the Turk killed
him, then cut off his head. He took the head to Plav to show he had killed a Serb. The man’s sister went to the
Turk and asked for the head, and he gave it to her. First, the Turk asked her,
“What is this head to you?” She said,
“He is my brother. Do you need it anymore?” He answered,
“No, believe me. Here, take it!”
She took that head, wrapped it up in a scarf, took it home and shoved it into her brother’s coffin. She loved that
brother as only a sister can love a brother. My God! Sister for brother!
I am glad you came back today, because on the day you were here\fn{ The interviewer had done a previous, separate
session, some of which is incorporated here} I did not think to tell about my rodno selo.
That was the most important thing I had to tell you, so you could write it down. It never came to my mind that
day. But it is good for you to know, so you can tell other people about the massacre in Veliko—the terrible
massacre, which happened when I was a young woman.
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In two hours 750 victims fell in the town of Veliko. So many children were killed there. Who did it? Who else
but the Turks and Svabe. They would hang a living child, around two or three years old, on a plum tree. They
would hang him and skin him alive. The child would be screaming piercing screams as they continued to skin
him.
Do you hear what I am telling you? You hear? They did that to a child of one of my cousins. After that, they
did the same thing to a neighbor’s child. One of the neighbor’s children was killed, and the other was skinned
alive. After that they killed the whole family.
Oh, yes, for two hours they killed 750 people. That has been written. And the day you were here we spoke
about everything but that. Imagine!
They burned down houses and threw people on the fires in Veliko. Sixteen people in one house were locked up
and burned alive. Human beings! Living human beings!
In Oranica, a village below Veliko, there was a pregnant woman with two children, one sat by her side, the
other was in her lap. They shot the woman and the child beside her. When they shot her, her son fell out of her lap.
Then they lit the ogniste\fn{The hearth, a five-foot-square opening in the floor, approximately eight inches deep, used for heating and
cooking} and threw her, her dead son, and the living one—two sons—into the fire and burned them all.
People came to look at the blackened wall where children were burned. They burned people! Burned people!
Everything happened in Veliko. To think that the day you were here that did not come to my mind. It is not easy
being stupid! That is what happens to someone who is stupid.
I was visiting in Martinovic at the time, another village, where my husband and brother-in-law escaped to save
themselves from the Muslims. When I returned to Veliko, it was all over. My two zaove\fn{Husband’s sisters) were
also killed. They killed them against the wall of their house. Just like that!
In a house where a family of nine lived, all were killed. One of the women’s mothers was visiting her daughter,
and when she heard the machine guns mowing down the people, she fell, but was not shot. She fell under the dead
bodies. Nine were killed in one family, but she was not among them. Two brothers of this family, who hid in the
forest, came home at night to bury the dead. All night long they carried corpses, pushing them into the grave.
Those two brothers did that all by themselves. How must they have felt?
They married afterward. Their wives were among those killed in the house, so they remarried. They died many
years later.
They killed whatever they saw, those Svabe and Turks. Oh, those devils! They killed women and children,
pregnant women, too. They did everything. Skinned, butchered, and who knows what else. They burned them in
their houses, so who knows what was done to them before that? God forbid! They did that to zive duse!\fn{Living
souls} How could anyone do that to children and pregnant women? An uncle of ours, his wife, daughter, and two
grandchildren—all burned to death. Thrown into the ogniste!
The Turks and Svabe took from us whatever they could—whatever little they found. But there was nothing to
plunder. We had nothing. We are very poor people. Anyone could tell you that.
Now there is peace, jadna. It is peaceful, but some people are beginning to rise up. I do not know who they
are. There are those who are rising in Plav. The police had to come from Titograd and other places to take care of
the problem. This land is never in complete peace.
Why is that? I do not know. But there is always somebody who is not happy and wants to change things. That
is not always good. That is how fighting starts, and poor people suffer. We have suffered enough already.
Everybody is tired. But I guess some are not.
*
Our men went to America because we were so poor. Only women stayed behind. It is said that they left to
make some money, leaving behind old girls.\fn{ Unmarried women} There was so much poverty here. Poor people all
over the country. Some men came back, some never did. Some even left behind a wife and children and never
returned. She had to raise the children by herself.
Some men came back after they got old and sick. Their wives had to take care of them. All his life he spent
away from his family, and when he is old he comes back. He did not even know his children. Never saw them.
That happened also. Some women were pregnant when their husbands left, so that child never saw his father, does
not even know what he looks like. Some earned a lot of money there.
America, they say, is a cursed country
For taking away half the world
For some little money,
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Leaving behind old girls.

That man they are talking about who went away was a Montenegrin—a Montenegrin son. So many girls could
never marry because so many men left for America. That was not good for them—not good at all. It is not good
for people not to be married. Not good.
*
The happiest day of my life is today. I have grandchildren and great-grandchildren. I have sons. One came to
visit me today, and he brought me a gift: I have 29 grandchildren,\fn{ Among whom were great-grandchildren and greatgreat-grandchildren} and the thirtieth will be here in March.
People live better today than we ever lived. I would not want to go back. I cannot do better than I am now.
Nothing is missing. They take care of me. Only my bones ache. When I was taking a bath, I fell in the tub and
hurt my hips and spine.
*
I really do not know how to tell you which were my worst days. They were all about the same. I already told
you about life in this land. It is difficult. We were always poor. Mothers buried children because they had nothing
to feed them, so they died of hunger. Mothers buried children who got sick, and there was no one to help them, so
they died. Most times, no one knew what they died from. He dies, and you bury him. What else can you do?
Life was never easy.
*
Who knows why I lived so long? A young man came here last fall to help with the reaping, and someone told
him that I was over 100 years old. He was more than two meters tall; he stood up and came over to me and said,
“How are you, Baba? What kind of food did you eat to live so long?”
I told him that I ate the kind of food people in other countries never ate. He never said a word and went back to
work. No people in any other country ate nettles and all kinds of grasses. There I was, a refugee for three years
with half-starving children waiting to be fed, and there was no food. I would have jumped into the Lim\fn{ A river}
if I was near enough. God forbid if there is another war. I would jump into the Lim, so that I do not see what I saw
before.
To tell you the truth, it was my fate to live so long—fate at work. I would like my children to live long and to
be healthy. But it is no good for a woman to live longer than 80 years. She cannot do anything. Look at me! I am
no good to anyone. I cannot give anyone a hand or do anything. That is not good. No good!
*
Even if I could go back in time, I would work as much as I could with my hands. But in the last five or six
years my hands have given up. I would always think of my children.
Would I want to go to school? Oh, God, would I? There were schools when I was young but only three girls
attended. We were too poor.
189.103 Autobiographical Statement\fn{by Gospava (1889-after 1990)} near the Albanian border, Montenegro (F) 3
Until I was 15 year old I lived with my parents and a deaf and mute sister. She was well under five years old.
She had typhus, which destroyed a nerve. No doctor could help her. She is still living. I also had two brothers and
two other sisters. One brother was killed in Bosnia during the war with the Svabe. The other was killed in
Metohija, Kosovo, during the Balkan Wars.
One of my sisters died from cancer, and the other one burned with her two children, one five years old and the
other just an infant. She lived in her brother-in-law’s house. The guerillas came to his house for supper, and he
refused to feed them because he was afraid of the Svabe. The guerillas came back the next day and burned down
the house with my sister and her children in it. Terrible things happened in this country.
During the time of the Svabe no men were around, so my mother asked a neighbor to help us out with planting
crops. He was not fit for the army. But she came back saying,
“My God, he does not want to help.”
So it was up to us, the women, to do everything. We had two cows. The oxen were taken by our army for food
during the Turkish war. They were hungry. They needed food. I guess you know we were always at war with the
Turks.
We always managed to have enough to eat. We had sheep and cows. We worked very hard. I plowed, cut
wood, and did every other man’s job. Even after I was married I did the same thing. We even built roads by
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breaking up rocks with a hammer. Here women work as hard as men, even harder.
We do men’s work, but they would never do women’s work. So you can see that we never stopped working.
We worked to live. We worked for our families, our sons, our children. Work. Work. Work. That is all we know.
*
I was 25 years old when I got married. He was 35. I never saw him before he came to ask for my hand. He
never saw me either. He came with his brother-in-law. I saw him several times after that. Then you could not get
married during Christmas Lent. So I was engaged for six weeks.
*
Kiss him? I never kissed him! Oh God, that would have been a terrible disgrace. Kiss him? Oh God, no!
I am going to tell you something. My husband really tricked me into marrying him. He was wounded in the
Turkish war and had pains in his legs. He could hardly stand on them. He waited until his legs healed, then he got
married.
I knew he was wounded, but I did not know about the pains in his legs. He wore a long shirt, covering his
knees, and nothing showed. He did not limp either. If I knew that he was in that condition, I would have never
married him. But I guess it was my fate. Fate is stronger than anything.
Anyway, once I found out about his condition, it was too late. I could not do anything about it. Even if I did
know, maybe they would have married me to him anyway. It is not easy to refuse the man your family says you
have to marry.
*
I had a very nice wedding. At my home, when they\fn{ The wedding party} came to get me, my family had a
dinner for them and my relatives. Only those from his family who come to get the bride and take her to her new
family stay for dinner. I wore the Montenegrin national dress with a beautiful cemer,\fn{Woman’s belt, decorated in
silver} which I still have. There was not a finer one around here. They do not wear them anymore. All the girls
who got married wore my cemer, some even had their pictures taken with it.
I took a little gift to his family, stockings for the women and shirts for the men—all handmade. There were no
stores. You could not buy anything, so we made everything ourselves. Everything we ate and wore was
homemade. Even if there was a store, we were too poor to buy anything.
There were lots of roast pigs and lamb, and so many other good things for my wedding. A wedding is an
important day. You have to treat your guests with the best you have.
We lived in a huge house—one large room—with my two sisters-in-law and my husband’s parents. My
brothers-in-law and their families lived separately.
I spent the first night of my married life in the same bed with two brothers-in-law. That was the custom. A
bride never slept with her husband the first night. She has to get used to her new family. They are all strangers to
her, even her husband.
We undressed like you do when you go to bed. But I was with them like they were my brothers. I was not
afraid at all, any more than I would have been afraid to sleep with my own brothers. That is one fear we do not
have. We have honor. Men respect women. They protect us, not hurt us.
Oh, God, no! It never happened that a brother-in-law touched his brother’s wife. It is the way I told you, like
sleeping with your brothers.
The second day my family, parents, and brothers visited. So that night I slept with my mother. After they left, I
slept with my husband.
Sure, I was a little afraid. After all, he is a strange man. I would have to be afraid. You would be afraid of going
to bed with a strange man, no? Every woman would.
He was such a good man. He was smart, even if he had no schooling. He worked the land. He even built a
wagon for horses, which he drove to town.
*
I had 10 children. Seven are living, three died. I had my first child, a daughter, two years after I was married.
My husband never said an unkind word when she was born. It is true everyone wanted sons, but he accepted her
as what God wanted. He loved her like the sun.
The next child was also a girl. She lived only for a year. She got the grippe\fn{An archaic term for influenza} and
died. Many children died from the grippe. Very few children died at birth. They live, and later they get some kind
of sickness and they die. Many times people do not even know what their children die from. There were no
doctors. Mothers were the doctors. Other women were doctors.
After that I had a son, who died when he was two years old. That night he was fine, he played. We all went to
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bed, and I heard him moaning. I placed my hand on him, and he was cold. I called to my husband,
“Nikola, Nikola, our child is dead.” He said,
“Did he choke?”
“I do not know,” I said. We never knew why he died. That is the way it happened to him.
My husband was so happy when our son was born. Men came to congratulate him, and he served them coffee,
rakija\fn{Brandy} and wine. They did not fire their guns because I never liked them to shoot, not even at
weddings. I never liked too much celebration. I could never be too happy, no one could in this country. How could
you be happy when you are always working, always tired, always poor?
I never gave birth in a hospital. I had them all at home, in the house. If any males were around, I would go off
in a corner of the room and have the baby. I never had a baby outside of the house, but one of my sisters-in-law
did. She was up in the mountain when her time came and, she had it right there. They named him Goran.\fn{ Mountain}
My mother-in-law helped with my births. She was a good woman, but very sickly. The woman is overworked
here. She never stops, from early morning to late at night. She is the first one up in the morning and the last one to
go to bed. It does not matter if she is sick or tired, she has to work. She has no time to rest. No one even knows
when we are sick.
We never complain. What is the sense. Who is going to listen?
*
We only took one child to a doctor. We nursed them ourselves. When someone catches cold, we take a frying
pan, fill it with rocks, and heat it over a fire. Then we put some of the hot water in a bowl, cover the child’s head
with a blanket, and the steam cures him. We had no medicine. Tea, that is all.
*
We had plenty to eat, lots of potatoes, wheat, beans, meat, and yogurt. And we had livestock. We were hungry
only when the Svabe were here.
We almost died of hunger. We went out with our knives, searching for grass that would not poison us. We
cooked and drained it. If someone had an animal and could get a drop of milk, they would add that to the grass
and eat it. Those who had no milk ate it without, just plain cooked grass. That lasted a long time.
Many people died from hunger during the war. My sister and I found a dead man on our way to the city. We
did not even try to help him, my God, out of fear. We could not even speak we were so afraid.
Death is a big part of our lives. If we know about anything, we know about death and poverty. That, we know.
That, we know.
*
The Svabe never raped the women. The army never raped. Neither did the Turks. Women were very afraid, but
it never happened in Crna Gora. There were girls who did go with the soldiers of their own free will. That was
not good for the family. Not good.
I really cannot say if any were raped, because I minded my own business. So many children to take care of and
to feed. I did not know what was happening outside of my own house. Too much work. Too much.
*
It happened sometimes that a single girl had a baby. Today they send them somewhere, then it was not so. Let
her family take care of it. I never heard that the family killed her, but I did hear that she drowned the baby.
What is life going to be like for that kind of child in this country? Or for that kind of woman? Not too good, I
tell you. That is a stupid thing to do.
When a woman could not have children, the husband often chased her out of the house. Some men kept her
because they felt sorry for her. There were even men who brought another woman into the house. He must have
children, so he has to do something about it. She cannot give him any, so maybe another one will. He cannot let
his name die. If he does not have children, that happens. That is why children, especially sons, are important here.
Very important.
If a wife was unfaithful, her husband got rid of her or he pretended he did not know what she was doing. He
did not want to be disgraced if he could help it.
That did not happen here. If it did, it was a rare thing. I never heard of it here. But it must have happened
somewhere else. Not here.
*
Some men used to beat their wives, but only if she did something wrong. A woman was not allowed to be
heard. Some men would lower the lid of a trunk on her hair,\fn{ Women rarely cut their hair } then he would beat her.
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She had to take it without ever complaining. If she did complain she would make it worse for herself, so she took
it.
In my day I never heard of a husband killing his wife, but I know it happens today. Things are different today.
Much different. People do not respect each other as they used to.
If someone in my family tried to beat me, I would struggle away from him. My husband never hit me. Why
should he hit me when I did everything honorably and properly? But there are some jealous men, and that is why
they beat their wives. Why should she take that?
But she cannot do much about it. Husbands do what they want to do. All men do. Do they do the same thing in
your country? Men are men. The worst thing among people is jealousy. In such a home there cannot be good
fortune or goodness. Jealous people do stupid things. God forbid!
Some women who were beaten ran away from home, but they came back. Sometimes she feels sorry for him,
and sometimes her parents send her back. Parents do not like to have their married daughters come back home.
There was a Pavle\fn{Paul} who always beat his wife. He was very jealous. Every time he beat her she would run
away and then come back. He beat her so badly that she became sick. He took her to every hospital, but she died
in the end. It was too late for her.
He felt so terrible that he never remarried. No, he did not go to jail. Who is going to send him to jail? She is his
wife.
When a woman leaves her husband she has to do with the children what the courts decide. Daughters
sometimes go with the mother, and sons always stay with the father. He carries his father’s name, not the
mother’s. That is the way it should be. Maybe it is different in America.
Sure, she feels bad. She may never see him again. Do you know how hard that is? Not to see your children
again? What is he going to do with daughters? Some men keep them both. Not too many women in Crna Gora
leave their husbands. He has to be very bad for her to do that. Mothers think first of their children, then
themselves. Most times they never think of themselves. Always others.
Something just came to me. I heard of a widow who married her brother-in-law. But she had to be a widow
first. She has children with him, but that is not very comfortable. People do not like that here. It is not going to be
easy on the children, either. People talk. He is her husband’s brother. Just like her brother. Even if he is not her
rod, he is still a relative. Her husband’s brother! From her dom.
How much closer can you get? Like a brother! That does not show much respect. Eh? Some people do
everything, even if it disgraces the family. Some people do not think and do not care. Thank God, that kind of a
situation is very rare. Very rare.
*
In my time it was a disgrace for a woman to cry for her husband, even for a tear to be seen, even for a son. I
did not shed a tear for my husband when he died. You know when I shed a tear for him? It was when I went to get
my pension.
It was very crowded in the office, and everybody was pushing me. And I thought to myself,
“Oh, if my husband was alive they would not be pushing me.”
At that moment I cried. I had no one to protect me. I had no one left but a brother-in-law. Everyone else went
their way. I told you that Crnogorke\fn{Montenegrin women} are protected by their husbands. Of course she has to
behave and give him respect. He is her husband. Her husband. You have to respect a husband.
Scratch my face for my husband when he died? Scratch myself? God forbid that I would scratch myself for my
husband! I did not shed even one tear. Some women did a little for their husbands, but more for their sons. That is
the worst pain in the world.
A brother is even worse. There is no pain like losing a brother. I hope you never know that.
*
I wish for my family to live without sickness, and I would like to die tomorrow so I suffer less. I have lived too
many years. Too many years. It is no good to live this long. No good. No good.
1920
29.83 The Duel\fn{by Vida Ognjenovic (1941-

)}

Dubocke, Niksic Opstina, Montenegro (F) 8

“Walking is a very important part of family and social life in this town. There are many serious people who,
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every day at a set time, proceed along the same path. There are those who do this only as guides for their
distinguished guests. Most common are those who fulfill this obligation on holidays or Sunday evenings when the
weather is nice. Then, dressed in their best clothes, they pass by the Patriarchate several times, stop on the square
by the fountain, look to see who is there, chat with neighbors, and then home. Every now and then, young people
stroll down to the Danube. Idly and aimlessly. They have the time.
“Otherwise, the inherited belief holds that the man who is seen on the street on a working day is to be greatly
pitied. He is surely in trouble, otherwise he would be at work. Therefore, the residents almost always rush when
they are going somewhere, except when they are out walking, and some even do this briskly. They greet one
another quietly and quickly, according to the time of day, their age, calling each other by name, when appropriate,
but without much formality or making a fuss. They don’t stray from their path, they only speak to those they
encounter directly, to others at a distance they simply nod their heads, there is no shouting or noise. All rush to
complete the task for which they left the house, then return to what they do for a living. Here, haste is really a
national custom.
“Those who take a walk every day, under normal circumstances do not change their route, nor their
conversation; even when there is a larger group of strollers, there is little variation. Hosts who show the town to
visitors talk to them about something else along the way, but it can’t be said that this place buzzes with human
voices. They are almost inaudible, except when the students scatter in groups as they leave school.
“The local resident is honestly proud of everything there is to show to a curious guest. And he himself likes to
peek inside here and there.
“There is even a kind of customary, necessary direction of movement on the pilgrimage to the town’s sights. It
begins with a visit to the marble fountain of sculpted lions’ heads that face toward the four directions of the
compass. It is in the very heart of town. The fountain is very beautiful. It weakly fizzles as a stream of water
gurgles from the lions’ jaws; these kings of the beasts, so wet and somber, seem to shed endless tears that roll
down their stone faces. Then a guest might cup his hands under the stream to catch a little water, just to taste it,
believing it could be therapeutic (rarely does one skip this gesture, even in winter); a visit to the three churches
might follow: the cathedral and the lower and upper churches. If permitted, they might gaze for a while at the
iconostasis in the cathedral, the works of the great masters, from Zaharija Orfelin to Uros Predic, and if they
cannot go inside, they might circle the building a bit, gaze at the height of the spire, feel the walls, and wonder at
the beauty of the carvings on the heavy doors. They could also look at the majestic bishop’s residence, then be
slowly directed to the lower church, which is, one might say, in the neighborhood.
“There it would be mandatory to speculate a bit on the deeply moving ordination ceremony, performed there
sometime in the distant past, of one of the Montenegrin bishops. Usually, no one knows which bishop or when.
They might sigh and thoughtfully nod their heads, complaining that time really flows downstream. The ages pass
so quickly, brother!
“On the way to the upper church, they might stop several times to view one of the old houses, or wrought-iron
decorations on the windows, a well-built gate, or a preserved façade. A little further down, everyone stops in front
of the building in which Baron Rajacic once lived and slowly reads the inscription on the wall plaque.
“In the upper church, the visitors usually light candles, even those who immediately protest that they do so not
for religious reasons, but because of custom or for cultural reasons. Thanks to the good sexton Bajic, the church is
usually open. He also happily starts a conversation. As thanks for the offerings, he immediately volunteers the fact
(always the same story) that people are always cold in this church, whereas miraculously he is never cold. Not
even during the bitterest St. John’s Day frost.
Yes, he does wear a wool robe, winter and summer, but it is never buttoned. When he sees people bundled up
to the last button, and even how those ties are knotted, he pities them. He would choke, he says. He wouldn’t be
able to breathe, wrapped up like that. A man couldn’t freeze in a church, he claims. It is heated from the flames of
the candles, and how! And it holds the heat, even though it is so high. If they would allow him to, he would even
sleep in the church—God forgive me, he says.
“But don’t ask him if he knows when the church was built. He doesn’t. He is astonished that you even ask
something like that. My goodness, how should I know? A long time ago, that’s for sure; when, I don’t know.
“Although he lives close by the sights that he respects, the local resident (as long as we are not talking about an
expert or a specialist) is usually unable to cite the origin of a certain structure, an important date in the life of a
hero whose portrait bust is displayed, or the fate of the owner of a beautiful ancient house you are standing in
front of. It is useless to ask the name of the builder or the sculptor. Even an educated and reasonable man will
answer: it was a long time ago—but those who are careful about how they speak of every artifact from the past
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use the word ancient.
“This detail should not be too quickly judged a spiritual laziness, since that would not be quite exact. It is more
a particular relationship to time that is common among the inhabitants of old towns, where the past is not so
strictly separated from the present. In such places, scarcely anything that existed at one time has disappeared
without a trace, so that it can be said with certainty: there you have it, that is the past. The inhabitants, it seems,
also lack a completely sharpened sense of the distinction between the present and the past. They live in that
general time. From birth, they have encountered an order of extremely old buildings and a collection of already
ordered historical facts. They grow up alongside them, live and grow old with them, and get accustomed to all
that. They don’t notice that something in their surroundings is extremely old. And when they return after being
gone for a time—long or short—no visible changes in the surroundings await them. Everything is there, in place,
just as they left it. They are simply used to time being wide open here, and the duration of things continues,
sometimes as far as the eye can see. In this place, years, decades, and centuries move along the same circle.
“All of this is merged into one goal, by which both the place of occurrence and the temporal intervals are
marked, but it says: here. What happened here was long ago, sometime, from time immemorial, but also now,
nowadays, soon. For this reason, natives of such towns see no particular reason to state the precise temporal
details in connection with their surroundings. All that was around them still continues. For them, that unity of the
past and the present seems completely natural.
“Anyone who stubbornly clings to the noble goal of being an industrious guest, an explorer, determined to
learn more and more, let him give up on time. It is only an illusion that the day is without order. Let him marvel
and be amazed, in that everything for him will be generous in his hands and he will have much to be amazed at.
Up to that point at least, and after that, what more do you want?
“Although natives of the town do not recite them like the alphabet at every opportunity, historical facts are not
lost and scattered, but studied and arranged in thick books and articles, as they deserve to be. This town has the
fortune of being a favorite of historians. The facts are known, but the real story is avoided. Nowhere are to be
found those unusual people, or the one-time exploits, ideas, and discoveries made right here. Their conflicts,
poetic flights, departures from the community, travels abroad and return are no longer remembered. There is no
one to recount them. Ask about them and people will respond with trifles and nonsense.
“The local storyteller is capricious, too cautious, difficult. He prevaricates, hesitates, and avoids the real theme.
Most of all he would prefer to say something that would, as it were, relax you. Allegedly, what he tells are true
anecdotes. Grief and sorrow. But about the important things, he is silent or diffident: that is not known for certain;
they who would shut up the crowd, they will say anything; maybe that really happened, or maybe it didn’t. He can
hardly wait to move to the firm ground of jokes.
“Just as a certain high school student excused himself to the catechist Mikic during theology class: Excuse me,
I can’t answer today, I drank the whole night by my sick grandfather! The poor kid wanted to say that he spent the
whole night by his sick grandfather. The teacher Mikic says: Well, my son, I hope you ate something too, instead
of doing that all night on an empty stomach. That’s a joke for us. And he will feel very offended if you don’t laugh
heartily. They wonder how anyone could not take pleasure in such comical slip-ups. Or they begin to explain,
with many tedious asides, but all the while laughing, how during a harvest long ago at a rich man’s place, the
grape pickers once amused themselves by diverting the tub of too hot mush not into the cask but into the trough,
and how the pigs got totally drunk. The whole village echoed with the squeal of the pigs, and their overseer,
fuming with rage, cursed out the drunken pigs. And when they finally come to stories about Djena, the hero of
various local events, there is no end. They can keep going all night. For instance, Djena, otherwise a very
reputable man and a member of the church choir, once drank so much that he answered the synapte in a loud
voice: To Madagascaaaar! To Madagascaaaar! He had a deep baritone—his voice was heard even in the
churchyard. The priest grew so angry that in the middle of the service, he thundered: what kind of Africans are
howling there? To that Djena shouts an answer: Oh, they will pay for this.
“It is hard to find on earth a more pitiful work than the lively, humorous small-town tale, nor a more crude
storyteller, with less talent, than their local yarn spinner. But there is nothing more pitiful than those who take
delight in them. Everything goes around in the same circle. If these miserable storytellers did not weave, like
spiders, wonderful events and characters, generally made to look like simpletons, they would do little harm. But
in this way they are dangerous. The poor teachers and former clerks, leeches, slanderous chroniclers, high school
dropouts, poor, dusty, industrious ants. The blessed futile toil of these pests and their foolish belief that they are
providing a cultural foundation for the people by collecting and noting these barn-floor gleanings. It is pitiful that
they never realize how much harm they cause to real events and real human motives by their own narrow44

mindedness and occasionally refined evasions of the truth.
“Let’s just take that Djena, about whom there are so many jokes. He is the well-known wine magnate Evgenije
Masirevit, a fact you would never learn from a single yarn about him. One of those amazing individuals who
made the whole turn-of-the-century epoch seem like a time of daring, but enthralled people and unusual events.
For them, nothing was out of bounds. Mocking the bad singing in church and the teasing of priests, these are jokes
for the village dandies and libertines.
“According to the family tradition, one late fall, on the eve of St. Arandjel’s Day, on the way back from his
studies in Pest, Evgenije/Djena Masirevic stopped in Kovilj, at the estate of the landowner Todor Sekicki,
abducted his daughter, Persida, who was betrothed to someone else, and swam across the Danube, carrying his
future wife, who did not know how to swim, on his back. The posse almost caught them. Her angry father
borrowed boats and pursued them, but Djena and the girl hid in a marsh. The posse were behind him, but their
rowboats got caught in the reeds. They trudged through the marsh, but miraculously the kidnapper was nowhere
to be seen. Djena, with his Sida, spent the night in the reeds, the slime coming up to just below his neck, but his
beloved Persida did not even get a foot wet. I won’t tell you how I crawled through the mud, he said.
“In the morning, the reed cutters found them, as they sat on Jovic’s sandbank sucking fresh duck eggs, which
Djena had collected from the nests in the swamps. And those poor devils from the posse were floating in their
boats along the river. At that time, that little mound along the Danube was not yet called Jovic’s, just the
sandbank. It could also have been named after Evgenije. He deserved it.
“Of course, it wasn’t so easy to discover who this Jovic was and why that knoll was so called. Some
remembered that a Dr. Jovic lived there, an eccentric, a well-known lawyer. His house is the one with the wrought
iron on the windows. Now the family Dejanovic live in it. Many immediately said that it was surely that Jovic
who invented the mechanical potato peeler, and then turned to praising that invention. Great savings were realized
by that little machine. A housewife with a knife cuts off half the potato, apple, or cucumber. This way, only the
outer peel is removed. It was if we had concluded that Dr. Jovic was an idle, self-taught inventor of kitchen
gadgets so that housewives, out of gratitude, awarded him a sandbank along the river.
“Most of all, that infuriates Professor Petrovic, who is hesitant to tell us about him. What machine and what
nonsense! he shouts—an otherwise quiet and reserved gentleman. People will say anything. The world attributes
its own nonsense to its greatest offspring. He made that gadget for his maid Evica for her birthday, almost as a
joke. She sang his praises and then others took it up. There you have it, Kosta Jovic is a master; the professor is
infuriated. I can imagine how the poor man would complain if he could hear what he is remembered for here.
“That Jovic was a rare individual, Professor Petrovic explains to us in great detail, saddened almost to tears
that we remember such a man for meaningless trifles. An old local family, from the very first migration. He was
of the third generation of great lawyers. His father Milos was the legal representative of the Serbian ecclesiastical
council, author of the first legal draft for Vojvodina, and the Miletic’s defender at the first trial in the 1870’s.
Konstantin Jovic, after whom the sandbank is named (his grandfather also had the same name), received his
Doctorate of Law degree in Vienna and was a philosopher, linguist, poet, translator, metaphysician, and a bit of an
eccentric. He returned here as an accomplished jurist, inherited the family office, brought with him his young
wife, who was born somewhere in Galicia. She died in childbirth and left him a son Milos, to whom he was, by
necessity, both father and mother. He lived his life reading. He studied languages. He had taken an oath that he
would read every book that came into his hands in the language in which it was written. And he was very good at
that. And what wasn’t he good at? He wasn’t a common man. There was nothing he didn’t know. I looked at his
novel—well, it was like Balzac.\fn{Probably a reference to the massive cycle of some 90 novels, entitled La Comédie Humaine,
which Honoré de Balzac (1799-1850) wrote in the astonishingly short time of six years (1842-1848) } It is a pity that he did not
complete it. It would have been a good book. Jovic went on walks while reading. He carried his son, Milos, on his
shoulders, who would play with his hair, and he would read and walk slowly.
“A fine attorney, he defended only the most difficult cases. It is not remembered here that he lost a single case.
And when some client came to thank him or to bring him gifts, he locked himself in the house and allowed no one
inside. He displayed a note on the window:
I’m not at home. I’ve left and won’t return soon.
“But it could be easily seen that the paper was supported from inside by a hand.
“Besides this novel, he wrote, together with Professor Kolarovic, a book entitled Benjamin Franklin\fn{The
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American author, diplomat, store-keeper, inventor of the glass harmonica and amateur scientist (1706-1790) }

and also a great number
of legal, linguistic, and historical articles. He was a passionate historian. He researched in detail the revolution of
1848 and Kossuth’s revolution.\fn{The Hungarian patriot, Lajos Kossuth (1802-1894) won a separate constitutional government for
Hungary within the Austrian Empire in 1848, becoming briefly in 1849 the virtual dictator of Hungary } He translated the History of
Hungarian Law in two volumes and some of Schiller’s\fn{Johann Friedrich von Schiller (1759-1805)} longer poems,
Tennyson’s\fn{Alfred Tennyson (1809-1892)} Enoch Arden, and almost the complete works of a young Hungarian
poet, a friend from the university by the name of Djula Dolnaji, whose suicide he mourned with a moving epitaph
in the journal Branko’s Kolo, sometime in the spring of 1903, if I am not mistaken.
“And that novel—imagine, the manuscript through some strange circumstance came into my possession,
Professor Petrovic says confidentially. I am sure that that is a youthful work. Perhaps he started it while he was
still studying and then put it aside because of other interests. I believe he would have finished it eventually. It is a
historical study of a certain Jozef Bern, a Polish nobleman, an officer to whom Jovic was related by marriage.
Jozef Bern was, like Jana Pachova-Jovic, born somewhere in Galicia.\fn {“Galicia” is here the place name of the region of
Eastern Europe lying along the north slopes of the Carpathian Mountains, once a part (1772-1918) of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, but at
present partitioned between Poland and Ukraine } As a sixteen-year-old boy, but already an officer, he marched with

Napoleon’s regiments to Russia. He became a hero only when he arrived in this area, in order to join Louis
Kossuth. Evidently, this unusual life attracted Jovic. Jozef Bern is one of the brave military leaders who ran the
Austrian army out of the Banat.\fn{ Another European place-name, this time referring to a region of southeastern Europe of
approximately 11,000 square miles, originally an Ottoman province (1552-1718), then part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire (until 1920),
and now forming part of western Romania, northwestern Serbia, and Hungary } Only when he had run them off from that side of
the river Tamisdid he pull out to Transylvania,\fn{ Yet a third European region (some 24,000 square miles) entirely surrounded
by the Transylvanian Alps (a part of the Carpathian Mountains) and lying at present entirely within the borders of Romania } Jovic tells

us. The advance of Russian troops surprised him there. He barely had time to collect his troops, but everything
was already crushed and broken. He survived by blending in with the corpses and spent two nights and a day
buried under dead soldiers. Finally, when he somehow got out of that hell, he escaped to Turkey, since for him no
one remained in this region. You only have to see these descriptions of the escape, details of his wandering from
village to village, meeting with gypsies, deserters, and thieves. I tell you, a real writer. Jozef Bern died as Murat
Pasha, in the town of Alep, in the embrace of a swarthy Moldavian woman who secretly stabbed him with a knife
for a bit of money. A romantic story, full of historical facts and studiously researched details. I tell you, it is a
shame the novel is unfinished. In the subsequent chapters, it probably would have been explained why he was
killed and what he experienced on his difficult journey from fugitive to pasha.
“Professor Petrovic did not allow us to take the manuscript from his house. We could leaf through the
beautifully penned calligraphy of the text only in his presence. That is a fond memory for me; I apologize, but I
came to it through a real fluke of providence. When I founded the museum, more than twenty years ago, I
stipulated that all the old papers purchased by the museum should be brought to me first, so I could choose what
should be saved. And what do you think, one day from a great pile, this one stuck out. If my health holds up,
maybe I will prepare it for publication. This would be the least that this town could do to honor its one-time
leading citizens—the family Jovic.
“And I too have digressed,” he added bitterly, after a short pause.
“Who is interested in such things today? They wouldn’t print that, even if it were finished and the novel
complete. What does the sparrow know about Beethoven?\fn{ Ludwig van Beethoven (1770-1827), German composer .} If
Kosta Jovic had lived long enough (but he didn’t) to realize his wonderful innovative conception of multilingual
dictionaries, an idea that had already been advanced in scientific circles, then for that alone his name would
appear in all the world’s encyclopedias and he would have spent his last days as a valued emeritus of who knows
what well-known university department. And not have simpletons cite him as the inventor of a little machine for
peeling potatoes. But what can you expect when nice things don’t happen to us? Good things happen only to the
rabble.
“It was precisely during those days, before what seemed inexorable had finally occurred, that a group of
prominent linguists were supposed to meet here, at our high school, to begin negotiations for preparing the first
edition of that new dictionary, according to Kosta Jovic’s conception. I remember how much was written about
this in our newspapers. He passionately defended and explained his idea of multilingualism as an important factor
of human freedom. Man is closed in only by his mother tongue, he wrote, as though in a language preserve
limited by origin, family relationships, and conspiracies, while exposed to permanent blackmail, and he himself
constantly suspicious and doubting everything expressed in another language. We students applauded him
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enthusiastically. Dual-language dictionaries to a certain degree aid in escaping that claustrophobia, he maintained
in his papers. They are constructed to bring two different forms of the same substance face to face so that one
excludes the other. Either, or: that is their principle. If you say it this way, you can’t say it the other way. Real
dictionaries must be parallel, an omnilinguistic picture of a concept. A good dictionary should be examined like a
well-conceived atlas, to encompass multiple living and classical languages, to offer the opportunity for
comparison and investigation, to promote a free inspection of different forms. Such parallel understanding of
words should free people of the fear of an unknown language, from other kinds of meaning.
“But, well, all this ended that day when he fell head-first to the grass on that sandbank by the Danube.
Professor Torer tried to continue the project, but nothing came of it. The war quickly broke out, and then he died
—too soon. I don’t know whether his idea appeared elsewhere. If only. It still hasn’t arrived here, and why do we
really need it? We have our little machine for shaving the skin from the potato.”
“We, all the same, return to Jovic’s sandbank. Why is it really Jovic’s, we ask? Did it perhaps belong to the
family, like property? In his lifetime, besides books, he did not own anything, not even that little bit of earth. Then
how did he get it for himself we ask?”
“By death,” Professor Petrovic answers resignedly, “that’s how.”
“When was that?”
“Well, somewhere on the eve of the First World War. A few months earlier. Through one good soul we paid the
entrance fee to that bloodletting, in which we later died in vain, like wild animals.
“Well, then, not to prolong the story (this is usually not his favorite saying), a German by the name of Schnabl,
a wine merchant, suddenly arrived here that fall. He was not very well received. The local suppliers had their own
dealers whom they trusted and with whom they had long done business. Among them was Herr Lenis, whom they
considered almost one of our own. But although they waited for him, Gustav Lenis did not appear. This Schnabl
burst in instead. How, now, all of a sudden, could an unknown man buy the wine in bulk? That was not at all
usual. The fairies brought him, that’s where he came from. He arrived before the others and paid a good price—
and well, really, he did a good job. At the beginning, they did not want to sell to him, but, little by little, well, it
started. That was after the tariff war, so wine here was at a low price.
“One evening a large group of friends gathered at Disinica’s café. Mr. Schnabl was very sociable and even
spoke a bit of broken Serbian. He gladly went wherever they invited him: to dinner at the winemakers’ homes, to
weddings, to drinking bouts. He loved to sit and talk in the evenings with our people.
A choice group of gentlemen gathered at Disinica’s that evening. They tasted the new vintage, but also drank
an old wine. People were enjoying themselves. Dr. Jovic came in late. Once in a while he would dine at Disinica’s. The conversation began. About the European crisis, what else? Someone said if the Russians didn’t jump in
now and save the world, no one would.\fn{ Russia, prior to World War I, enjoyed a considerable reputation as a world power to be
reckoned with. Her essential economic backwardness and technological inefficiency were not widely appreciated—not even by very many
of her own government. The overwhelming defeat of the Russian Imperial Navy by the leaders of the emerging Japanese Empire during the
Russo-Japanese war of 1905 was, of course, widely known; but she was thought to be invincible on land—had she not, for approximately
the past 100 years, thrust back the power of Islam at every turn in the Far East, central Asia and the Caucasus; had she also not done much
the same thing in acquiring Finland, Congress Poland and expanding her holdings in what is now Ukraine? And was she not also the
protector of last resort for the South Slavs, being herself a Slavic nation; was she not also the Third Rome, and in her Orthodoxy a
worshiper of Christ by way of the True Faith, as opposed to the schismatic Roman Catholics and the godless Protestants? But Russia was
not without her detractors, as we shall see.}

“All at once, Jovic, out of nowhere, began to revile the Russians. Heaping insults on them, as if he wanted to
avenge his hero Jozef Bem right then and there, that very evening, in Disinica’s café.
“‘What kind of help can anyone expect from them?’ he yelled. ‘The world has had enough of their Scythian
tactics. For once, let them go toe to toe like a real army. And their military strategy! They wander across the
steppes, they kill whoever they meet, and when their butts are set alight, they run all the way to Siberia.’
“People were laughing, but Schnabl most of all and most happily. A certain Berdic translated everything for
him.
“‘They have betrayed the republicans, wrecked the Duma. They have shot all the educated people. All those
with a scrap of morality have turned their backs and left, regardless of the consequences. Russia is today, my
brothers, in all the European spas; she is suffering in rented apartments in the cheapest quarters of the capitals.
What kind of Russia is that to save the world? Let her heal her wounds, it is better for her.’
“Schnabl applauded. ‘Ich danke ihnen,’ he thanked Jovic, bowing.
“The one who declared that Russians would save the world was now silent, but that same Berdic, who was
translating for Schnabl, snapped at Jovic:
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“‘Doctor, haven’t you exaggerated a bit? One cannot talk about a great power in such a way, regardless of our
personal idiosyncracies—’ He hadn’t even finished his sentence when Jovic began again:
“‘A whip, a whip for their sanctity, for that great power! She is used to suffering and being small. She hauls the
boat along the Volga and sings—well, where else do you have that? Who else can do that! They also don’t know
that man can live and that his back doesn’t always have to be raw with wounds from beatings.”
“Now Schnabl could no longer restrain himself. He jumped to his feet and took over the conversation from
Jovic.
“‘The slobbering pigs,’ he yelled, ‘and their pig revolution!’\fn{ He is talking about the overthrow of the Russian
autocracy (1917), and the (at first, Socialist/Communist) coalition that replaced it. From 1905-1917, there had been a form of constitutional
monarchy, the legislative branch of which was called the Duma, which technically qualified the absolutism of the autocrat; but the Tsar
could—and did—prorogue it at his pleasure, in fact dissolving the last (the Fourth) Duma only a few weeks before his own overthrow }

“He sipped a bit of wine and continued still louder:
“‘They are all dying from hunger. Their nobility is eating hay. Orphans grind dried cow dung, that is their only
flour! And that’s why they’re doing that!’
“Then he bought a round of drinks for the whole café. Some accepted, but others didn’t. Jovic ate in silence.
He hadn’t taken part.
“‘I don’t drink,’ he said shortly. ‘Thanks.’
“Schnabl screamed and enjoyed himself:
“‘Riffraff, baggage! It’s finished, you don’t have the Russians any longer! Ende gut alles gut! Genug, Russen
kaput. Haben Sie die Russen wo gesehen? Nein! There aren’t any Russians, they’re all dead!’
“Then all of a sudden he began to dance a parody of a kazachok across the café and shrieked:
“‘Russen tot! Russen tot!!’
“It was a bit much for everyone. The scene was unreasonable, even for a café. And why did this German get so
infuriated? Except for himself, almost everyone was silent. Drinks somehow didn’t go with all this.
Suddenly, Jovic stood up, approached Schnabl, and then delivered a slap across the face, and then another, and
another.
“‘Don’t dump on the Russians, you are a pig!’—and then again, a slap across his face.
“Schnabl was so stupefied that he didn’t defend himself. He was barely able to stammer: “Was ist dis? Ich bitte
ihnen, Herr Doctor—warten sie mahi! Didn’t the Herr Doctor curse them a bit ago, here, in front of us all, didn’t
you?” Jovic shouted in reply:
“I can curse them! They are my people! I am family with them, do you understand? But you shut your muzzle,
you Bavarian prankster!”
And his voice all of a sudden swelled, became somehow resolute, powerful. In the meantime, Schnabl
composed himself a bit, grew bold, and began to threaten:
“You will pay for this! I know where I will go for this!”
“People calmed Kosta, fearing that he would attack the poor devil. Everyone began to bustle around. He broke
free. He stood in the middle of the café and addressed Schnabl:
“You still don’t know where you will have to go for this, but now you will realize immediately, you nobody,
you spy! Come tomorrow at one o’clock to that flat by the embankment below. I will wait for you exactly on that
level sandbank. I challenge you to a duel!”
“Since he didn’t have a glove and he wanted everything to be exactly as it was in his novel, he once again
struck Schnabl on the snout: a slap. Some held Schnabl and others pulled Kosta toward the exit. He freed himself,
ran out on the street and then home.
“Many hoped that nothing would come of this. First, they were certain that Jovic didn’t have a pistol, which
was the truth. Second, they hoped that Schnabl was a chicken, which was also true, and that he would run away in
fear to Novi Sad that very night, which didn’t happen.
“The next day at exactly one o’clock, two very nearsighted men stood on the sandbank along the Danube,
dressed in black tails and top hats, like two strict school monitors at a high school graduation exam. One was the
duelist, Dr. Jovic, and the other his second, Professor Torer. They stomped along the sandbank a bit, but there was
no Schnabl anywhere. They were almost ready to head home when there he was, with the police.
“When Jovic saw the time, he spread his arms and started off toward them, but a bullet came from that
direction; it was never determined publicly who fired it, but Torer suspected one of the policemen. Schnabl did
not shoot, that is clear. But someone did. The shot passed through the coat and poor Kosta’s thick layer of shirt
and sank into his wonderful and innocent heart. He collapsed, rather astonished. without the slightest sound. Torer
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tried in vain to pick him up. Then the police also came. They completed the investigation. They sent for a doctor
and declared publicly a day later that Dr. Jovic had committed suicide.
“Torer tried to give a statement in front of witnesses at the police. He claimed, completely contradicting the
police report, that Kosta had been murdered. The police rejected his version as an overly passionate defense of a
dead friend. He initiated a lawsuit. He even found Schnabl’s address and asked him to testify. But the war broke
out, and everything went to the devil.
“Kosta left behind only his mentally retarded son. the poor little Milos. He was then about ten years old but
behaved like a five-year-old. He did not know exactly what had happened. He just repeated:
“‘Father has gone far away. Father has gone far away.’
“Probably the maid Evica told him this. She took care of him, since there were no closer relatives, and
Professor Torer had been named guardian. And the orphan boy himself did not live long. He died from a cold,
several years after his father, somewhere around Christmas. They could not bury him until the third day because
the ground was frozen solid. Evica said that she wasn’t afraid of having a dead person in the house.
“‘It was as if he fell asleep, my little child. He was such a pleasant child.’”
“What had really happened? Why did Dr. Jovic die? We tried to bring in Professor Petrovic to tell us more. He
shook his head, stood up to get a drink of water, talked about the weather, hesitating. Obviously, he would gladly
steer clear of this topic. And what he had told us up to this point was without his famous elan and witty wordplay.
He—whose eloquence was greater than his?—noticed even what God’s own eyes would miss; this time he only
arranged the information, almost as if he were testifying at a trial. When the main current of the story carried him
away, then he had to make an effort to shove off from it and get into its flow; clearly he was struggling. He was
rushing to the end, which is not his style of narration. On the contrary, his stories have everything except endings.
since the listener can’t wait for it.
“Although almost sixty years have passed since those events (the Professor was a student when it had
happened), he told us in a whisper the remainder of the story.
“‘I think that Kosta Jovic was killed on someone’s orders. No one can convince me that Schnabl was not sent
here with a list, to help the police. He was simply a common provocateur. Now, whether Kosta himself
challenged fate and ran to meet his misfortune, I cannot figure out. Berdic, who had befriended Schnabl quite well
in a businesslike way, later claimed that he was surprised by how much that same Schnabl knew about the leading
people of our town, which he at the time attributed to his merchant’s skill. The man had inquired thoroughly about
those from whom he planned to buy. That wasn’t a small job. Berdic had described in detail to Professor Petrovic
the evening at the Disinica’s café. Perhaps he always had the habit of giving exact information. In this way,
Schnabl had made inquiries before his arrival.’
“That Kosta Jovic was on Schnabl’s list, there seems no doubt. Why, I never found out. Which of his numerous occupations most bothered the state, by then tottering, and became the reasons for an order of execution, it is
hard to figure out. Perhaps it was enough that he was just so smart.
“That tall thin gentleman, who up until recently went for a walk to Jovic’s sandbank every day around five in
the evening, was Professor Petrovic. He never found a publisher for the novel about Jozef Bern.
“Years later, among Professor Torer’s papers a letter was found in which the young lawyer Jovic informs his
friend of the date of his arrival in Vienna. At the very beginning he tells him:
I can’t describe how happy I am to see the faces of my friends once again, and I long for the hours we spent
exploring each other’s souls and sharing deep personal revelations—for which, here in my own small birthplace, I am
eternally hungry and thirsty.

Later, he asks his friend (whom he addresses as Leo) to buy for him the books listed at the end of the letter,
before his arrival, as many as he could, since he would be stopping only briefly in Vienna;
because of this I have missed the visionary meetings and lectures.

“First on the list in the postscript was Ludwig Anzengruber, The Raising of Human Souls. At the bottom was
only the signature: dein Kosta.
“We wonder today whether if at one of those apparently frequent visionary meetings Konstantin Jovic was able
to see a vision of his own tortured path toward destruction. Perhaps he did. What if it really was a suicide? What if
Jovic had intentionally challenged Schnabl’s senseless absurdities uttered that evening in the café and the next day
arrived empty-handed at the duel? In that case, neither Schnabl nor his controller ever realized why they killed Dr.
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Kosta Jović, linguist and lawyer, writer of historical novels and translator of Djula Dolnaji. One of his poems that
Jovic translated begins with this line:”
For three days now, in my breast,
I have been carrying a dead bird.

173.146 Excerpt from Hansen’s Children\fn{by Ognjen Spahic (1977(M) 19

)}

Podjorica, Podjorica Opstina, Montenegro

Europe’s last home for lepers, or leprosarium, is located in south-eastern Romania amidst the leprous landscapes of dark, barren soil, scarred by the smokestacks of power stations and the remnants of once mighty forests.
Long have the fertile clods disappeared that recalled the heavy footsteps of Burebista and Decebalus, the Dacian
princes ever ready to sink iron into the glistening flanks of Roman horses and the bellies of Trajan’s strapping,
well-fed legionaries. Later Vlad III, the Impaler, Prince Mircea the Old, Stephen the Great of Moldavia, the
“Athlete of Christ,” and Michael the Brave—all devoted apostles of the word of God—were like stars in the back
night that Christendom looked up to with hope when Ottoman scimitars spilt rivers of young blood.
Throughout history, as people like to recall, this country was torn apart by the claws of evil old lions, their
grizzled manes spattered with the gore of subjugated millions.
But Romania has not forgotten the glory of the brave. Rivers flow past, but rocks remain, as a Romanian
saying goes, and even today tales are told of the exploits of Prince Vlad’s heroic legions that devoted their last
ounce of strength to their native land.
My dear room-mate, Robert W. Duncan, has a habit of saying that history is the third eye of humanity and that
it allows us to perceive more clearly the pitfalls of our melancholic age. I always reply by citing Emil Cipran who
wrote that, if there were no such thing as melancholy, people would roast and eat nightingales; Robert replies that
he is horrified by the very thought of plucked nightingale garnished with mint and garlic, and begs me not to
mention the painful notion again. I began to chirp through my missing teeth, flap my arms and flutter around the
room until Robert grabs his slippers and flings them at my head. He wants to sleep. I cannot.
I like to stand at the window on dry summer evenings and feel the tiny fragments of history—only recently
turned to dust—rain against my bare head in the fresh breeze from the Carpathians or the warmer one that blows
steadily down the rocky slopes of the Transylvanian Alps. I smell the forests and the whortleberry, the breath of
lush fields and the flower of the dwarf lilac bush; the taste of the stones, whose particles grit between my teeth
and stab at the delicate veil of my cataract. When I close my right eye, which is healthy and full of life, a curtain
of mist descends on the landscape—the moon becomes squashed chewing gum and my roommate a dozing rat.
The violet lights of the nearby fertilizer factory flicker like dying stars, while the bronze bust of King Alexander
John I in the middle of the leprosarium courtyard hardly seems to be there. I open my right eye and close the left.
I open and close them in turn, enjoying my own private dualism of the world.
The pages that follow are written as seen through the right eye and with the involvement of all my rational,
conscious being.
The people I met and got to know on my road—you will appreciate that I cannot say anything first-hand about
Burebista and Decebalus, or King John—will be described as my conscience dictates. Those I did not meet but
who by design or chance have become an indelible part of my life, will be transformed into words to the best of
my ability, and I shall take care that not one printed letter scar the full beauty of the truth.
1
On 16 April 1989, I got up before the others. I planned to pick some of the still unopened daffodils that grew
along the southern wall of the leprosarium. I wanted them to flower in my room, so I went down the two sets of
stairs from the second floor with a tin brim-full of water. The evening before, the tin had been full of pineapple
rings which Robert and I had savored. The tins of pineapple regularly escaped the attention of the customs
officials and hungry Romanian villagers. They would flog any foodstuffs of value when aid packages came from
the International Red Cross—only the tins of this juicy tropical fruit would be left at the bottom of the boxes.
Presumably this was due to some food-related superstition like “coffee from South Africa is radioactive” or “New
Zealand apples are artificially colored.”
It was a pleasure to look out at the snowy slopes of the distant mountains and think of the hands of the
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Caribbean girls, their fingers, which just a few months earlier had caressed the coarse skin of the fruit we were
relishing the heart of. As we devoured our pineapple, in our thoughts we licked the palms of those tender hands,
and I am not ashamed to say that I often ended up with a slight erection.
Rays of the early sun were tenderly piercing the tall plume of smoke from the fertilizer factory. Daffodils are
best picked before the sun rises—that way you catch them asleep, petals closed, and can shift them to a different
bed. The cold water makes them stay fresh for several weeks and they open every morning.
I picked them by breaking the stems a centimeter above the ground, taking care not to damage the large bulb
that held many more yellow flowers for the years to come—for the graves that would hold the leprous bones of
my friends.
Since 1981 we had been confined to the leprosarium so as to reduce the costs of transport to the crematorium
in Bucharest and avoid sending urns to families throughout Europe. This change did not prompt any great protest,
I recall, because all of us lepers—now I’ve said it—spent our days here due to those same relatives’ dread of our
ancient illness. Leprosy most commonly conjures up two things in people’s minds: firstly, scenes from William
Wyler’s Ben Hur—a colony of lepers roaming the earth as if punished by God, doomed to contempt and a painful
death in lonely caves far from the city; and secondly, fear of a biological aberration that a fatal mistake of nature
—or perhaps divine justice—had let blunder into our modern age.
They believed that our pale gnarled flesh, the bulging growths on our backs, arms, and necks, contained spores
of the disease just waiting to waft out and democratically disseminate the oldest of all diseases. Dull-witted
Romanian villagers—their minds decayed by irrational fears and superstitions—considered us outcasts, pariahs of
humanity, and at the same time evil; they forbade their ugly children from playing within hundreds of meters of
the leprosarium fence.
I always had the impression that our building and its immediate surroundings were seen more as a haunted
graveyard teeming with evil spirits than as a medical institution. I suppose this was compounded by the long linen
garments we wore—necessary protection from the sun and the gazes of other lepers. Of those who had eyes, at
least.
Every leper wants to know how the bodies of the others are disfigured. This is a standard topic of private
conversation among them—a morbid show-and-tell of what they lack. The most sensitive spot are the male
genitals, which in some stages of the disease closely resemble dried gentian root or an old man’s crooked and
impotent fingers. The health of this body part tacitly determined a person’s status in the colony.
I had the rare fortune that my masculinity remained untouched by the “marvels” of Gerhard Armauer Hansen’s
bacillus. Since I was endowed with quite decent dimensions before contracting the disease, soon after arrival your
narrator was ascribed the status of leader—whatever that meant.
Whenever it was time to share out the alms that the Catholic community had left for us at the gate, estimate the
amount of firewood needed or divide a crop of potatoes or cherries into fair parts—I was called on to preside.
Usually everything went off without any problems. Either there were no complaints, or no one had the strength to
complain. Protest was limited to mutterings under linen hoods or minor squabbles in the dark corridors of the
building. But sometimes things got out of hand and required radical measures in agreement with the other
residents. One time Cion Eminescu clobbered Mstislaw Kasiewicz on the head with a large piece of firewood—all
because of a misunderstanding about the size of the tomatoes they had been given. This demanded a swift and just
reaction.
Grudgingly I unlocked the door to Room 42—a cellar which by consensus could be used as a lock-up to
sanction unacceptable behavior. It was only used four times in all my years at the leprosarium. Poor Cion spent
the night he deserved in there, and the next morning too—he was offended by being punished and refused to come
out. When Mstislaw generously offered to relinquish his share of the juicy red orbs, Cion came out sobbing; the
former enemies fell into each other’s arms and everything returned to normal.
Matislaw’s and Cion’s warm embraces were later exchanged in the intimacy of high-ceilinged rooms, on
mattresses filled with moldy wool, in the bathrooms and dead-end corridors of the leprosarium. I never
understood how they overcame the disfigurement of their disease- riddled bodies. Cion had no nose; instead there
was a gaping hole, dark and mucousy, which you could stick at least two fingers into. Nor was the rest of him
particularly attractive. His right leg, without the foot, dragged on the ground behind him like a corpse, while
exceptionally large lumps of hardened flesh lifted the linen robe off his back.
Mstislaw suffered from a different form of mutilation. His facial features were all intact, but the disease
affected the joints of every limb. This gave him a gait reminiscent of the movements of a monstrous marionette
from a child’s darkest nightmares. Whatever the sexual relationship of these two unfortunates was like, I am sure
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Mstislaw was never on his knees.
The first complaints about their affair began for reasons that were exceedingly pragmatic and equally
ridiculous. Issue 36 of the Medical Gazette (January 1984), published in Bucharest under the auspices of the
United Nations, pompously announced “a new disease that would change the face of the earth.” In the next few
days everyone read the pages about “Autoimmune Deficiency Syndrome,” some with a sneer, others with calm
incomprehension. The advent of this new pestilence also instilled a degree of envy, I noted. You could tell that
leprosy was held in strange awe by its victims. Bitter debates ensued in the courtyard, senseless statements were
made, full of scorn and hatred; some claimed that AIDS was a medical farce designed to detract from the
acknowledged scourges of humanity—the plague, cancer, syphilis, and of course leprosy. They loved their disease
and respected it as a worthy opponent.
“AIDS primarily affects intravenous drug-users, haemophiliacs and homosexuals,” Ingemar Zoltan read out,
while the others nodded with an air of importance and exchanged whispers in which, not surprisingly, the names
Cion and Matislaw were heard. With this new knowledge, attitudes to the two lovers changed considerably. The
nature of the new disease was misunderstood and homosexual acts per se were seen as spawning the new evil.
Matislaw and Cion were shunned … like lepers. It was kind of understandable.
Those who are not familiar with the subtle moods of the deformed leprous body and mind will find it hard to
understand lepers’ seemingly irrational behaviors. These are often rooted in motivations foreign to those of you
from that other world—the world of non-lepers. It was the same mechanism that caused the excommunication of
Cion and Matislaw, but this was obscured by the commotion about “the new disease” and its alleged apostles, the
homosexuals.
Over the years the reality of leprosy gave rise to the rule that emotions were impossible and forbidden in the
leprosarium—we were all one body that lived the disease, slept the disease, and died of it. This practical
arrangement, if I may be so bold, could be considered part of the natural equilibrium that aims to preserve the
fragile physical and mental health of the human race.
Liquidation of the penis did away with reproductive instincts and the possibility of pregnancies within the
community of lepers.
In the leprosarium, together with eleven men, there was almost one woman. I put it like that because the old
Russian woman, Margareta Yosipovich, vegetated in a state of semi-hibernation from as early as I can remember.
She did not leave her room for years on end, but Death did not yet want to call for her. I was the only one who
visited. I knocked once a week; and after waiting patiently for her vocal chords to utter a barely audible mumble, I
would go in to take her pulse and spoon some soup into her mouth. Margareta would reply with stories—
memories that went back to the last days of tsarist Russia and the cruel gulags of the Siberian tundras, but also to
the early history of the leprosarium shortly after it was founded.
Her rasping voice came from deep inside, its low frequencies filling the room. After ten minutes I felt it was
coming from all around. She spoke fluently and in a steady tone reminiscent of an old gramophone record.
Her Russian sometimes drove me crazy. She would speak about the tsarist period using an assortment of
archaic terms and exotic adjectives, which completely undermined my school Russian. When she spoke of Red
Russia it was like a parade of presumptuous names of different committees and titles of minor Stalinist officials. It
was thanks to them, if I got it right, that she and her husband froze their butts off in Siberia for years on end. And
it was there, in Gulag 32-A, that Margareta contracted Hansen’s bacillus in return for her labors. Broken by the
heavy burden of leprosy, this courageous woman managed to stay healthy in mind up until the very end.
Margareta had abandoned her body, consciously discharging it and hoping for the compassion of her fellow
lepers. She had spent the last ten years afloat on a black sea of memories, constantly complaining of the cold, the
Siberian cold, that dwelt evermore in her skull.
My torment, and that of the others, began at daybreak. A line of blue workers’ aprons filed off to work, and you
awaited a day full of pains of various intensity. Your communication with the rest of the world usually began with
looking to see if there were any new changes to your body. Depending on what you saw, your resulting mood
would range from suicidal depression to mild happiness.
The mirrors in the rooms of the leprosarium saw scenes that could have been from hell. Every room had a
mirror, and from the early morning hours you could hear expletives or howls of pain—proof that Hansen had been
busy during the night. Fear drove many to imagine that the lump on their back had grown overnight, that part of
their nose had been pushed to the left, or that the skin on the back of their hand had become unnaturally rough.
Just imagine what the disease was doing to the back of our eyes—a common headache led to all sorts of thoughts!
So it was that Mycobacterium leprae sculpted away at us, not only bodily but also in mind, deforming it at
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times in a similar way to the gaping wounds on lepers’ backs and shoulders. You could not expect these
circumstances to be conducive to the human race’s characteristic well-intentionedness and optimism, but these
traits undeniably existed in the leprosarium, too. Perhaps physical ugliness made it easier for that other, more
deeply ingrained side of human nature to come out.
I had no cause at all to complain about my roommate, Robert W. Duncan. He maintained his cheerful nature
despite the disease, ignoring its traps and pitfalls. He was also fortunate that the illness progressed very slowly
and only drew attention to itself—controlled by some inscrutable biological or divine clock—when he thought he
was perhaps cured of it.
Robert made my years spent at the leprosarium seem shorter. He never forgot my birthday. He always gave me
presents perfectly tailored to my tastes and needs. The most precious of them, the Jugoton pressing of the Beatles’
White Album, will stay ingrained in my memory forever as the sound of kindness and undiminished friendship. I
remember old Ingemar Zoltan listening to Back in the USSR beside the speaker and whooping with joy—he
believed it was a propaganda piece, a march conveying an ultimatum to the Soviet tanks in the streets of
Budapest. Every day he marched up and down the corridors wanting more, joyfully shouting out a hybridized
refrain full of anti-Soviet slogans.
Robert’s presents had a mysterious aura of depth and intimacy about them. I would turn them fondly in my
hands and had the strange feeling that I had owned them long ago and they had now come back to me, bringing
back memories. A deck of old Piatnik playing cards, a pocket knife with a rosewood. handle, a small ebonyframed Chinese watercolor, a Turkish pipe—each of these gifts had its own special place on my bedside table.
Robert stubbornly refused to say how he came by them, and after badgering him a few times I gave up. It was
probably some special ability of his, like a literary or musical talent. Several days before my birthday I followed
his movements closely, but Robert was never out of my sight for more than half an hour—not long enough to go
to the nearest village or the fertilizer factory. Sometimes he would be walking in the courtyard and cast enigmatic
smiles up at me, knowing that I was bursting to ask him one more time: how?
The present he gave me for my forty-second birthday on 2 April 1989 was kept not on my bedside table but
deep inside the woolen filling of the mattress. Robert put it next to the alarm clock so I would see it when the
Russian rocket rang hysterically, and when I saw it, my head rang with excitement too. It was a shock that turned
the peaceful spring days into a torrent of doubts, assumptions and hopes. What was more, the huge portrait of
Nicolae Ceauçescu,\fn{The last Communist President of Romania (1965-1989) } which for years had beamed down from
the factory administration building, had been smeared beyond recognition with tar.
I shuffled the cards and looked towards the mountains in the west. Beyond the rim of the Transylvanian Alps
lay Europe, sinking into another night. I felt it humming like a huge queen bee sending out series of encoded
signals. When Robert stole up behind me and tapped me on the shoulder, the cards flew up from my frightened
hands—and out the window. They fell slowly, it seemed, much too slowly, gliding through the thick spring air. I
knew something was about to change. .
Robert laughed at my jittery hands. He calmly opened two tins of pineapple rings, one for each of us, and I felt
as if he was opening two Pandora’s boxes. The next morning you could have seen me walking down the stairs
carefully carrying a tin full of water—to fetch flowers, the splendid daffodils along the southern wall of the
leprosarium.
But that was not the only reason I got up before the others on 16 April 1989.
2
It hurt when I swallowed the pineapple, but Robert said that was just a passing phase, after which my
esophagus would become totally numb. That is why lepers in the past often became performers who swallowed
live coals or ate glass for money. He said I would get used to it over time, though I would miss the pleasant
burning sensation of hot tea. What he missed most of all was the heart-warming burn of the Jim Beam Black he so
adored.
Robert was American. The only American on the planet infected with this ancient disease, I imagined. He
wrote to a few friends and some old aunt in Georgia that he had AIDS and would be spending the rest of his life
on the Old Continent. He wanted them to remember him as he had been—a non-commissioned officer of the US
Army, not an enfeebled shadow of his former self. He told me he had picked up leprosy in the brothels of
Amsterdam in 1982 and then quickly went on telling me episodes of his training in Arizona. I did not ask him any
more questions, constrained by my good manners, though I knew that none of Hansen’s children can explain how
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they contracted the disease in just one sentence. Their account is extensive and always precisely structured.
Lepers talk nineteen to the dozen,\fn{ Meaning that the individual talks very fast, non-stop, very quickly } at least at a
superficial level, whenever they are asked how they arrived at their fate. Robert only told me the whole truth after
I had been at the leprosarium for years, encouraged by our friendship.
The daffodils were always an unpleasant reminder of the topic of beauty and its reflection. I would not have
been surprised if those magnificent flowers suddenly wilted at the sight of my disfigured face. Although I am not
missing any vital parts, my nose, cheeks and forehead are covered with large warts, as if peas were growing under
the skin. Leontiasis developed, with the result that my eyebrows, eyelashes, hair and beard growth have long since
disappeared. But the cartilage of my nose is still in fairly good condition. This was thanks to regular doses of
thiosemicarbazone and antimony, drugs which were once delivered in abundance. You could do your injections
whenever you wanted: before lunch, after breakfast, at dawn or in the middle of the night.
The majority of residents adopted a loose regimen like this, not knowing what a double-edged sword it was.
Mycobacterium leprae soon became immune to the medicines so that mammoth doses were needed to stop the
progress of the bacillus even for only a short time. With Robert’s help, I worked out exactly the right doses of
medication to knock out Hansen in the long term. In 1984, the last ampoules of the precious substances ran out.
We then switched to therapies with medicinal herbs which we were able to gather in the vicinity of the
leprosarium. Several Russian books on herbal medicine helped us quickly work out the most effective infusions
for reducing the swelling and painful lumps. Compresses of wild pansy leaves soothed the unbearable itch which
came on rainy days and sometimes drove the lepers to claw their already disfigured bodies, producing volcanoes
of pus and blood.
Thirty grams of peeled and chopped bittersweet stems steeped in a liter of boiling water gave an inconceivably
bitter infusion which was good for relieving symptoms in the throat and esophagus. We gathered the bark of
young elm trees all year round in the nearby forest. This was the only plant for which the books provided recipes
for alleviating the consequences and symptoms of leprosy, which made it the most popular with the patients. We
peeled bark off the stems of two-year-old elms, dried it in an airy place or in the sun, and chopped it up finely. We
boiled thirteen hundred grams in twenty liters of water until half the liquid had evaporated.
Every morning we needed to drink two hundred and fifty milliliters as tea and use the same amount for
compresses. We made the infusion in two large cauldrons in the middle of the courtyard and sat around the fire.
Old Zolcin had some culinary experience, and his skill in preparing the bark made the work a smooth operation.
We would put the speaker on the windowsill and stock the fire well, everyone would bring out a stool or drag up a
block of wood, and the fun began. Night after night the White Album revolved, making feet tap in spite of stiff
knees; sparks flew up into the heavens followed by the dull eyes of the lepers.
Robert sometimes took a piece of wood as a microphone and pretended to be performing the magnificent
Happiness is a Warm Gun. He enticed moving smiles, which our disfigured faces transformed into grotesque
portraits of our grief. The music was turned down when our conversation became louder. Rasping voices would
come from under the linen hoods; stories were told of their past lives, vitae of wretches who like witch doctors
conjured up lost images and words from the dark limbos of time. No one ever questioned what was said. You
could tell your story undisturbed by comments and doubts because everyone knew they would be in a similar
situation too.
Whether these biographies were true was not ascertainable. When you arrived at the leprosarium, all
documents, personal belongings and clothes were rudely taken off you, and in return you were given a handful of
underwear, two pairs of white shirts, an army jumper and a quality linen robe with a large hood. New clothes were
supplied at regular intervals, so no one could complain about poor hygiene. While three oh-so-amiable doctors
accompanied by a Romanian army soldier prepared me for my stay at the leprosarium, I expected they would
hang a bell around my neck—an essential accessory of lepers in earlier centuries which warned travelers that one
of Them, deprived of the love of God, was coming along the road.
Fortunately that did not happen. But there was something frighteningly decisive about their well-coordinated
procedure. I realized that I was not being sent for treatment but being prepared for a different journey to somewhere outside the rules of this world, which could more appropriately be called illness in isolation than medical
treatment. I wanted to keep my watch, passport and little golden Sagittarius pendant. When I raised this
possibility, one of the doctors said with a gentle sneer that the things would be safer if they were looked after until
my treatment was over. At the same time one of his colleagues threw them into a large metal container while the
other, with a mask on his face, rained a white powder over them. Two large needles sank into my thigh to release
a strong antidepressant and my first dose of thiosemicarbazone. The doctor dialed the zero on the black disk and
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whispered into the receiver:
“He’s ready.”
They bundled me into a dilapidated ambulance. I tried to speak, but the injection had turned my words into
gentle movements of my arms and a wrinkling of my forehead, My tongue rolled lamely in my mouth, making
saliva run in strands down my chin and right to the floor. I leaned my face against the glass of the back door
which had fine wire running through it.
The small first-aid station on the outskirts of Bucharest would soon become a white dot with a blot of the red
cross on the wall. A man who had not been around during the examination went out in front and leaned against the
wall. He waved casually as we left. Wide-lapelled black clothing, a disheveled jacket, a narrow, neatly shaven
moustache above neat rows of teeth. It was this person, whom I later came to know as Mr. Smooth, who had heard
the doctor’s “He’s ready” several minutes earlier and with satisfaction lit a cigarette. It hung in his left hand as we
left.
As the ambulance rattled along the pockmarked roads on the way to the leprosarium, I sat on the wooden
bench at the side, my back against the metal. The wire glass the size of a television screen emitted a pale sfumato
\fn{Vaguely outlined and blended appearance } of a winter landscape without snow. The villagers in their muddy fields
rested their hands on the handles of their tools and watched the ambulance go past.
An unnaturally ugly child ran up to the road and threw a stone that clanged against the metal. The driver
stopped for a moment and threw back several Romanian swear words. We continued and turned right, into a forest
of birch trees; I was lulled to sleep by the monotony of their white trunks bent by the northern wind.
As Robert later told me, Mr. Smooth was an officer of the infamous Securitate who had recently been put in
charge of all the lepers in the country. He saw to it that they reached their designated destination and, equally
important—that they stay there.\fn{These people engaged the Romanian Army in pitched battles at the end of the regime, and were
all either massacred outright or hunted down and killed:H}
The procedure for dealing with leprosy had not changed significantly throughout the several millennia of its
known existence. Two simple conditions had to be fulfilled to prevent a drastic spread of the disease: Firstly,
lepers’ freedom of movement had to be severely restricted; secondly, they had to be prevented from coming into
contact with the healthy. It was the same under Ramses II, Charles V or Ivan the Terrible.
In the Middle Ages, lepers sometimes made the acquaintance of the stake. Just tell common people about the
ungodliness of the contagion and its carriers.
Since the church was not bound by compassion, lepers were forced to establish communities on the peripheries
of settlements, seeking their salvation in refuse, medicinal herbs and sour wild fruits. With time these colonies
would become restless and hordes of lepers would plunder nearby villages and rob people traveling to the city.
This state of affairs would last several weeks or months depending on the resolve of the city dignitaries to saddle
the guard’s horses, light torches and go on a small crusade against the sons and daughters of the devil.
The events in Sensotregiore, a city of eight thousand souls one hundred kilometers from Florence, significantly
contributed to changing the relationship to lepers in the sixteenth century. A colony of lepers located just a stone’s
throw from the city walls had been established in the late fifteenth century at the time of Pope Innocent VIII. The
mild and above all dry climate made the area popular with the lepers of southern Europe, and it was nothing
unusual for lepers to come from distant parts of Scandinavia, Spain or the British Isles. A good supply of herbs,
abandoned military stables and a network of roads which allowed companies of lepers to extort money and food
helped the colony grow to a population of two or three thousand by the beginning of the 16 th century.
When a group of colonists brutally raped three under-aged girls—tales speak of them being butchered and
eaten at the bacchanalias held that same evening—the city fathers, with the pope’s blessing, gathered two hundred
heavily armed mercenaries: a force intended to expel this perverted rabble and exact bloody punishment. A battle
ensued, and blood-curdling cries were heard until the early hours; when the curious and vindictive inhabitants of
Sensotregiore looked out at the battlefield in the morning light, they were horrified to see a well-ordered army of
lepers holding up the heads of their enemies.
Now the maddened horde yelled in fury as it converged on the city’s fragile gates. Within two hours
Sensotregiore had become a Sodom at the mercy of the hungry and disfigured. The humiliated now indulged in all
the worldly pleasures that had been denied them for years and gave their brutal impulses free rein. A frenzy of
rape, plunder, loathsome orgies and cruel murders descended on the city, turning it into an inferno. The
inhabitants, mad with fear of the disease, fled towards the northern gates and out into the hills.
The lepers soon imposed their rule and took over the comfortable homes of the dignitaries. At noon, four
members of the city council were hanged on the main square; a mayor was elected, and Sensotregiore became a
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Lepropolis, a powerful community that functioned well thanks to the financial resources extracted from the
hidden niches, mattresses and safes in the houses of the rich. No army existed that was prepared to attack a city in
which leprosy reigned, of course. But the leper colonies throughout Europe were punished in revenge for
Sensotregiore. Their wooden huts were burned down without mercy, and every soldier had tacit permission to kill
or spare lepers as he saw fit. Not until a decade after the establishment of Lepropolis—by which time over two
thirds of its inhabitants had succumbed to the disease—did this change: a host of three hundred cavalrymen and
an equal number of well-armed infantry arrived at the city gates determined to put an end to Sodom and restore
the divine order. Among the soldiers were many former inhabitants of Sensotregiore imbued with righteous rage
and a burning hatred. Alerted by the fanfares and the rattle of weapons, the lepers left the city without a fight and
made off into the mountains with the sabers of the victors behind them.
This was Robert’s favorite tale, and he often told it at the fireside as when the others requested. He never failed
to mention, after a final dramatic pause, that if you passed by the half-ruined citadel of that small Italian city
today you could still hear the cries of our profligate brothers who had fallen into sin.
The doctor shook me awake when we arrived at the gate of the leprosarium. I was given a personal hygiene kit
and the driver offered me a cigarette. If I had accepted, I suppose he would have flicked it to me out the slightly
opened window. Old Zoltan and Robert W. Duncan waited on the other side of the fence—and were the first
people in several months to reach me\fn{ Hold out} their hands. We strode through thick layers of fallen leaves and
stepped around frozen puddles. The leprosarium was a three-storey building with high ceilings. I saw dark
silhouettes standing at several dimly lit windows. The third storey had small ventilation openings only and was
used for storage.
The room was well heated, and several loads of finely chopped firewood lay stacked by the stone stove in the
corner. There were flowers on the bedside table, a reproduction of the Raft of the Medusa above the bed and a
crucifix at the head of the bed. Robert was visibly gladdened by my good English and chattered happily as he
showed me around the building that was to be my only home for years to come. After pointing out where the
bathroom was, he left me to unpack. Dinner was at eight thirty, the dining room was on the ground floor. I looked
out the window and tried to catch a glimpse of the surroundings through the darkness, but all I saw were the
flickering violet lights of the nearby fertilizer factory.
The corridors of the building were curved like crescents. Standing in the middle of a storey you could not see
either of the ends. This confused me at first—I often went the wrong way and ended up at the locked door of the
stairway that led up to the attic.
My first look into the dining room revealed a round table of enormous size set with simple plates and cutlery;
patients in their dark-hooded robes sat at their places. When I entered I heard a friendly murmur of different
languages and dialects, but no one stood up to greet me. Old Zoltan pointed to a vacant chair next to his, and at
the same time Robert began introducing the other patients with whom I would “share the good and the bad,” as he
put it. When their names were called out, each answered by pulling back his hood. One after another they
emerged—heads crafted by leprosy, skulls covered with different textures of scarred and malformed tissue.
Monsters they were, but they spoke with human voices, which created the impression that they were people
wearing ghastly masks. Then I threw back my hood too.
I cannot claim to have had anything like rosy cheeks any more, but my skin was still fairly smooth with only a
few rough patches caused by the beginnings of leprosy. The tendons on my neck trembled—a sign of recent
health—and my hair had only just begun to fall out. All this provoked a minute of hushed envy and disbelief.
Robert broke the silence by reaching for the oval dish of boiled vegetables and giving me a big helping.
We pulled our hoods back over our heads and the eating continued. The rest of the meal was seasoned with
barely audible whispers further muffled by the linen hoods. The others served me food too, without missing the
opportunity to look me in the eyes and inspect my hands, searching for explicit signs of the disease. They saw the
beginnings of lumpy excrescences on the joints of my fingers as well as my veil-like cataract; they saw shining
tears of desperation that dried and disappeared before they could roll. My mood gradually improved—I was
accepted as a fully-fledged member of the community.
Later, back in the room, Robert tried to dispel the fear generated by my first major encounter with the disease.
Leprosy did not have to progress any further than it already had, he explained; we would take a regular course of
thiosemicarbazone and do all we could to lessen the effects of the disease. I did not share his optimism. One more
visual encounter with the other patients at breakfast forced me to realize what an uncompromising monster dwelt
within me.
I watched their faces as they chewed their fried eggs. Lumps of dead flesh shook like jelly and shone like
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grease. Their mutilated fingers looked like lumps of melted lead, and their sunken eyes cast reflections of the faint
light that barely reached them. Some of them would interrupt their meal for a moment to remove pieces of food
from their open sinuses, which elicited loud complaints from the others, so the poor noseless fellows would have
to get up from the table and finish their dirty work out of sight.
The oldest denizen of Europe’s last leprosarium was Zoltan who had lived there since it was founded in 1928.
He was the only one to survive the German occupation and mass execution when forty-seven residents were taken
out into a field and mowed down in a muddy pit. He remembered the noise of the armored vehicles on 14
December 1942, the iron gate being broken down, and the young soldiers of the Prinz Eugen Division determined
to … Oh God, and were they determined.
Four young soldiers in protective suits ran up and down the corridors and ordered the still sleepy residents to
stretch their legs and immediately go out the courtyard. They came out one after another, rubbing their eyes. The
arrival of the Germans did not provoke any great panic, Zoltan explained. The residents were more surprised than
anything else because at the leprosarium at that stage they did not quite know what was going on in the world
outside. They assumed this was just another of the humiliating head-counts that the authorities conducted for fear
of the patients fleeing and causing an epidemic. German soldiers armed to the teeth standing in the courtyard was,
in the end, one more reason to hope for the introduction of order and proper medical care to alleviate the desperate
conditions at the colony.
But when the officer in charge pointed towards the gate with his Schmiesser and the first in the line of lepers
was jabbed in the ribs with it and told to move, Zoltan realized that something other than ordinary medical
treatment or a boring head-count was in store for them. The minute of machine-gun fire confirmed his doubts.
Curled up under the two-year old elm trees close to the fence, Zoltin cried big cold tears that dripped to the
ground. He wanted to pass away like his brothers, to nestle up to their bodies end this miserable life of a lazar in
the backwoods of Romania.
The Germans carried out a thorough disinfection of the building by burning everything that would burn out in
the courtyard. Several valuable portraits of Queen Marie of Romania were destroyed in the flames together with
the pieces of valuable walnut-wood furniture; they and the pictures had been given to the leprosarium as presents
of the crown. Zoltan watched as the blaze swallowed up painstakingly preserved mementoes. Photographs of
friends and family as well as small but cherished items kept in drawers near the patients’ bedheads all vanished
amidst the red tongues of the Germans’ fire.
That morning, Zoltan told us, his last hopes went up in smoke. Be it this country or the lands beyond the
mountains that hummed like a fat queen sending out encoded signals—never would this world become a place
worthy of God’s love.
Until the end of the war Zoltan roamed the nearby forests; he slept in abandoned stables and burned-down
houses. The Germans created a well-guarded headquarters in the leprosarium building, and the courtyard was
patrolled not only by guards but also three bloodthirsty Alsatians. Zoltan did not dare to take a closer look.
On 17 April 1944, dawn found him in the stench of a chicken coop close to the main road. He was woken by
that same humming of mighty machines and the incisive sounds of German. He waited for the soldiers to pass and
then headed for the leprosarium with quick steps. Now in the courtyard a mighty blaze was devouring the belongings of the German soldiers, countless bundles of documents, epaulettes of various ranks and large photographs of
Adolf Hitler.
The building remained untouched. Apart from a large swastika crudely daubed in tar on the front wall before
the Nazis’ withdrawal, there were no visible signs of destruction. On the contrary, the windows had been repaired,
the bathrooms sanitized, and every room now had a small stone stove. Solid, functional furniture adorned the
dining room which was polished to splendor, and in the kitchen the aromas of the last meal still hung in the air.
Crockery bearing the mark of the Reich shone in the china closets. Zoltan touched it with his crooked fingers and
looked at his reflection on the white porcelain surfaces.
In the corner of the dining room he spotted the bulging copper horn of a gramophone. He picked up one of
records which lay scattered on the floor, wound up the spring and gently placed the stylus between the black
grooves of Grieg’s Piano Concerto. The music resounded as he donned the last remaining overcoat that hung in
the corridor, as he tore the epaulettes and the Iron Cross from the breast.
Allegro molto moderato: Zoltan goes outside to the southern wall to see if there were still any daffodils that
usually grow there at that time of year. Adagio: Zoltan picks daffodils, angrily tearing them out of the ground. His
cold tears drip on the resilient petals. Allegro molte e marcato: He slowly lays the flowers on the round depression
in the ground not far from the leprosarium. Aase’s Death: He lays himself on the warm spring earth, on the bodies
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of his leprous brothers that have turned to dust.
Ants feasted on the filth and sweat of Zoltan’s unwashed body, carrying away these tasty morsels to the tiny
passages of their subterranean home. After he had slept for several hours, he went and had a bath, bandaged his
wounds with fresh bandages and went back to the resting place of his friends. Instead of saying a prayer, above
their grave he read out the fifth chapter of the Second Book of Kings, in which Elisha heals Naaman of Syria, a
leper, and punishes Gehazi by giving him leprosy. It is not hard to imagine who Zoltan had in mind when he
spoke those Old Testament curses. If you asked him why he decided to spend the rest of his life at the
leprosarium, he would wave dismissively,
“I’m waiting for death to come,” he would say resignedly, “This is the only place where I can wait undisturbed.”
A commemorative lunch was held every 14 December to mark the death of our former fellow-sufferers; a
minute’s silence was observed and a joint prayer spoken at the mass grave. After telling the story for the
umpteenth time, Zoltan would wipe away his tears with his thumb—the only healthy finger of his right hand—
and go off to bed. We broke up in silence, moved and somehow proud that lepers had played a part in the Second
World War, albeit through collective execution.
If Zoltan had cast off his documentarian chains for a moment and given his imagination free rein, he might
have been able to spin a story about how, cowering under the elms, he had heard the defiant shouts of those
prepared to die; he would say that they had started to sing the Internationale in unison in different languages until
this was cut short by a burst of fire in the middle of the second stanza, for example. Since he was the sole
survivor, and the post-war Communist authorities were eager to present myths of heroism, they would embrace
his far-fetched tale with open arms. A charming memorial centre would be built nearby and the leprosarium would
be given central heating.
As my coarse hands descended among the heads of the daffodils, I looked to the left and right to make sure I
was the only leper awake that morning. I snapped the young stems and put the flowers in the cold water of the
pineapple tin. The birthday present Robert gave me was hidden in my inside pocket. Seven daffodils. The seventh
stone from the left in the sixth row from the bottom. I stuck in the piece of wood and dislodged the stone so I
could grab it and pull it out. Robert advised me to “push in steadily” and “pull back slowly”. The stone creaked
like an old mill wheel, I thought, though I had never been in a mill. It was heavier than I imagined. I put it down
by my legs, rolled up my right sleeve as far as it would go, and reached my hand timidly into the dark hole. I
breathed in the cold of the old wall and expected something to touch me, but I did not reel anything. There was
just the cold and the smell of moss.
I took the present out of my pocket, laid it in the dark hole and then pushed the stone block in hard. Carefully, I
picked up the tin and went back to the room.
I was excited; I felt as I had just planted a magic seed in the wall and wondered what kind of strange fruit
would spring forth.
3
Robert spent the hours of afternoon resting up in the room if it was not necessary to pick elm bark or chop firewood.
He sat on the bed with his back against the wall, from where he could see the tops of the trees beyond the fence and
Ceauescu’s forced smile on the factory wall. He took a book down off the shelf, one of the senseless works in his
improvised personal library, and leafed through it at length until the dictator’s face was bathed in the ruddy light of the
early-evening sun. He would stop at particular pages, and the silence was interrupted by facts and figures: the
population of Romania in 1903, the amount of aluminium exported to the East Bloc countries or the growth rates of
national income in the 1970s. Robert had found all these books at the factory’s rubbish dump which he and the others
visited two or three times a year when the workers, due to some national holiday, only worked one shift. The thick
volumes from the National Statistics Office had lain among the rusty remains of furniture corroded by ammonia.
Rummaging through the rubbish involved a certain risk because any particles of chemical fertilizer that came into
contact with leprous lesions caused pain and bleeding which lasted for days. Hands and feet had to be well protected
and a moist cloth worn over the nose. They found cups with broken handles, ornamental plates with the old Romanian
coat of arms, worn-out tools which they later sold to one another for several equally worthless Romanian lei made of
aluminium or copper.
The copy of the Bible in Russian which had strayed in amongst the statistics books was precious to Robert. He
read it from cover to cover with interest, refreshing his knowledge of Russian. When he became immersed in one of
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his books and moved it closer to his furrowed face or licked his fingers so he could turn the pages more easily, a
whistling came from his head, first quietly; but becoming progressively louder.
Then I knew he was walking the broad asphalt and asbestos roads, looking at the luxuriant maples of his
native Gainesville and thinking of Georgia.
I am a poor wayfaring stranger
Traveling through this world of woe,

he whistled. He did not need to purse his lips to produce the melody. Robert’s nose was deformed in such a way
that his left nostril, which was very narrow and swollen inside, created a pleasant, uniform whistle when he
exhaled evenly, and he put this to good use. By adjusting his upper lip he could almost produce the whole scale,
and he often liked to say that an organ had grown in his head. He whistled,
Yet there’s no sickness, toil or danger
In that bright land to which I go.
I’m only going over Jordan
I’m only going over home.

He was thinking of his native country which he last saw long ago, in 1969, when he was an NCO and
intelligence officer in the US Army on his way to Berlin. Actually he only saw clouds through the thick glass
porthole as the four-engined Hercules cruised over the plains of Texas, Oklahoma and Missouri; later the snowy
peaks of the Appalachians appeared. He wanted to be alert and not let sleep lean his head against the metal insides
of the plane, he wanted to be awake when they flew over the Statue of Liberty. In those days, planes took off from
military airports in the west of the country to cross the Atlantic to bases in Germany and Italy, from where they
continued on to Vietnam; all of them descending low enough for the soldiers to say farewell to the girl with the
torch and strike up The Star-Spangled Banner. Seeing the Statue of Liberty was a superstitious obligation: it
brought the good luck one needed.
But Robert was stretched out as comfortably as possible, laced up in his uniform and hemmed in by his two
neighbors, and only woke up when the lights of the United Kingdom were beneath them. Just two more hours to
Berlin and his spick-and-span boots would be treading the soil of Europe; they would march the Old Continent
guided by clear orders and an even clearer will to be a good, dutiful soldier.
Sitting on his bed and staring at the crowns of the trees beyond the leprosarium fence, Robert spoke at length
about what he felt when he first set foot on the land of his distant ancestors.
The first thing he felt was unbearable pain as he jumped exuberantly from the middle step of the gangway, lost
his balance and crashed into the wooden support structure. A board broke and a large splinter stabbed through the
thick leather of his boot and deep into his sole. He saw sparks. Cold sweat trickled from his armpits as he rushed to
return to the marching rhythm of his guard unit, not wanting anyone to notice his little accident. He marched with a
firm step, and all the time a lake of blood squelched beneath his heel. He looked into the sky over Berlin. The red
lights of military planes emerged from the low clouds and Robert imagined they were drops of his own blood that
had merged with the rain and were beginning to fall on German soil. He told me that this painful first acquaintance
with Europe somehow set his general mood for the years that followed. Whenever he went down an orderly Berlin
staircase or the last steps of an underground station, his left foot would faintly twitch; a deep and painful tremble
reminding him where he was.
It was much to his liking, therefore, that he did not have to wear boots for a long time after the accident. Instead he
wore the most comfortable of shoes: classic Dr Scholls to match his civilian suit and light raincoat. They belonged to
his new task of uncovering a Russian intelligence network, which at that time—the late sixties and early seventies
—was very effective at uncovering all kinds of information on the location and activities of American troops.
Apart from Nikolai Viadimirovich Sigidin, whose Russian accent allowed him to play peasant roles in Russian
dramas at small West Berlin theatres, Robert did not meet one single Russian in a whole year.
That was a sign of their skill, he supposed. He tried to grasp what he was actually searching for, but he did not
dare to ask more than he was told at the monthly briefings in the basement office at the military airport. He
thought asking questions would only make him seem suspicious, so he nodded intently as he wrote down the bars
and restaurants he should visit to listen for whispers in Russian. Besides, he did not want to lose his comfortable
accommodation in Hotel August, Fasanenstrasse no. 22, nor the fifteen hundred dollars monthly, of which he only
converted half into Deutschmarks. The rest was put aside for quiet times to come in Georgia; a large black Buick,
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a good motor boat and Mitchell fishing gear.
His days in Berlin began with an excellent hotel breakfast followed by morning coffee in Café Betio not far
from Winterfeldtplatz. Midday laziness led him back towards the hotel; to the quiet, extensive record shops where
he supplemented his private collection of works by well-known and more obscure European composers. At
lunchtime he would look through the finely printed texts on the record covers and afterwards retire to his room for
an hour’s nap to the sounds of his Phillips gramophone.
The afternoons brought more duties: Russian lessons, an hour of grammar and another of conversation, lonely
wandering through the twilight streets, basement night clubs and a few beers. He would remember the spring of
1969 for the long walks with Martha Goldberg and her loud laughter at Berlin’s acoustic underground stations. He did
not know why, but her laugh often reminded him of Brahms’s Hungarian Dance Number 6.
The mornings became bright and full of fragrance. He replaced his suit with a smart velvet jacket and bought
carnations from the street seller. In those days he often reflected on that simple kind of beauty which roused in him
when Martha’s silhouette came gliding along the pavement, growing steadily larger and larger; or when the lady
grocer, a real Brunhilde, wrapped up a lettuce and held it out to him in her healthy, red hands at her sunlit stall.
Things would have been perfect had it not been for the notification from his operations centre unceremoniously
thrust under his hotel-room door.
All briefings were cancelled, it said, “until further notice”; intelligence officers had to be especially careful
“while out on assignment” as there were indications that Russian agents had become increasingly active and “did not
hesitate to employ brutal methods” to acquire valuable information. A footnote typed in italics added that all staff,
given the heightened risk entailed in their work, would receive double pay for as long as this Third-Degree State of
Alert was in force.
The operations centre also mentioned in a footnote to the footnote that agents who were captured by hostile
intelligence services, with or without regard to culpability, would be considered non-existent. In other words, US
intelligence would deny that they lived and breathed and would take no steps to liberate or defend them.
Robert had been acquainted with rules and vocabulary of this kind during his training in Arizona. They were
strange maneuvers of language in uniform, he thought, but they greatly facilitated communication between people
in his line of work.
While carrying a bouquet of nine flowers, Robert W. Duncan felt a dull blow to the back of his head and a wave
of tiredness washed over him. The carnations spilled over the pavement. He saw a gray veil spangled with
thousands of sparks, and then nothing. He dreamed of pigs, a herd of dirty pigs, running round and round in circles
and baring their teeth. His body remembered a long journey through Berlin’s streets, and the pain in his ribs when
he awoke announced that more blows were to come.
Eventually, his eyelids began to glow with a blinding pink. It heralded light, a lot of light, but Robert hesitated
to open his eyes fully. When he rolled his gaze briefly in the hope of seeing a sandy beach and beautiful clear water
amidst that intense glare, a bucketful of cold water slapped his face. He heard the water still dripping and the
bucket being put down on the floor, and then several harsh words demanding that he wake up. He was in a well-lit
room without windows, sitting with loosely bound hands on a wooden stool. A column of smoke rose in the corner
to his left. The smoke began to move from left to right with a gentle stamping of shoes. He saw shoes, brown pants,
the shining buckle of a belt, a shirt with the sleeves rolled up and a large head with a Mickey Mouse mask. When
the person wanted to draw from the cigarette he would hold it with two fingers and stick it into the small opening
of the mask’s mouth, and when he exhaled white wisps went off in all directions creating a mane around the frozen
features of the face. Mickey Mouse started asking questions. When, how, where? How many, where to, what for?
Names, names, names.
Water dripped from Robert’s nose and he tried to catch the drops with the tip of his tongue. He told the interrogator
everything he knew: just a few sentences with very basic operative details. He swallowed and shrugged his shoulders,
realizing there was nothing more to tell, and his vocal cords released a hysterical laugh. The questions were replaced
by blows, the blows interrupted by his unnatural giggling, and finally silenced by a large injection of barbiturates.
Mickey Mouse melted into the darkness, and as Robert struggled to maintain the last vestiges of consciousness he felt
he was sitting in an aeroplane. The Statue of Liberty was beckoning to him with her blazing torch: she came running
across the ocean with great strides and she had something to tell him. But soon darkness fell on those images too.
This time he did not wake up with a glowing pink in his eyes; he saw a moist brown mist in which he imagined
blurred silhouettes of hairy, bearded men. A heavy smell of human excrement entered his nostrils and filled his lungs
with a sickly sweet odor. His hands were free. As he rubbed his swollen face it hurt. His right cheekbone was covered
in a painful blister, and when he tried to straighten his back something ran up his spine like the bites of a thousand red
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ants. Cascades of cold air flooded in through a window with rusty bars high up in the wall. His knees trembled from the
cold. Back under the Arizona sun he had thought about the possible risks of his work, but all he was able to imagine
were the damp cobbled streets of Berlin filled with the intermittent rattle of trams and roamed by the tall figures of
well-groomed Russian and East German agents. He was moved by the thought that he would become part of that
scene. He wanted to be in Europe: a patchwork of different languages divided by well-guarded borders, the Old
Continent, saturated with blood and history. His expectations coincided with the exotic stereotype that every
American dreams of visiting their ancestral home at least once in their life. He enjoyed that feeling.
The foul-smelling cell was worse than anything Robert could have imagined. He had wanted to be in Europe,
and now here he was. As his eyes became accustomed to the dark he saw roughly lain bricks beyond the bars on
the window, which suggested he was again in a cellar. He felt something moving up his throat, his stomach
tightened and his breathing became rapid. He began to cry.
He was woken from his sleep by a rectangular frame of light, highlighting the outlines of a doorway. He had
thought the door was on the opposite side, so he was not sure whether he just imagined the light or whether he
really saw it, yet he saw the dimensions of the cell more clearly now.
All of a sudden a rattling cough came from the right, from beneath a pile of filthy blankets. At one end a foot
stuck out, almost black, at the other end he saw greasy locks of hair and an arm lying alongside the body. The
upper arm was covered in large, bulging blisters that exuded pus and blood. The flesh was decaying.
Robert crawled on his knees to the decomposing corpse. He looked for a face among the locks of hair but
found only hardened bulges ready to turn into ghastly lesions. He pulled back the soiled blankets. The unbearable
smell of a body rotting, of a corpse giving up the last signs of life, made him sick. He did not have the strength to
even bang on the door; he was so frightened. It seemed the enemy was shamelessly betraying the rules of the
game. He felt he was sinking into unconsciousness again, and at the same time he hoped he would wake up
somewhere else. Let it be anywhere, he thought, even somewhere more terrible, but not here in this grave.
He was brought back to consciousness by the furtive turning of a key in a rusty lock. And then came the light: a
flood of light which revealed that there was no one else in the cell except for him and the zombie under the blankets.
The silhouettes of hairy men were actually large sacks filled with soil. They could kill him here, cut off his limbs and
chop the torso in half. The pieces could be put in five or six sacks and buried in just as many separate graves.
He decided he had to get through the door and began to crawl. His knees stung unbearably. His dried-out face,
misshapen by the blows, crackled like a dry leaf whenever he grimaced in pain. He made it through the door, but before
he could even raise his head he was welcomed by a black army boot in his ribs, forceful and fast. Another kick came
from the other side. The door slammed behind his back. He was glad to hear that sound; he would not have to go back
into the cell now, he imagined. Two shaven heads towered above him, men in light-green uniforms without insignia.
Their faces revealed indifference and a cynical satisfaction with Robert’s situation.
As Robert sat cross-legged on the bed and told me about his misfortunes in Berlin, he absently turned the pages
of the Bible. Sometimes I even imagined he was reading everything out of the book. His fingers left traces of sweat
on the transparent\fn{Translucent is probably meant:H} biblical paper. His words left a host of mysteries about his tale but
I didn’t dare to ask any questions. Not with the tears brimming on Robert’s eyelids, not when a page of the Third
Book of Moses was torn out in fury (he was to stick it in again neatly the next day).
Yet at that spot, just when the holy words were torn out of their millennia-old order, my friend added something
to the story that lay aborted on the floor of an unknown Berlin cellar.
Strong arms grabbed him and dragged him down a long corridor, at the end of which another door opened. His
legs struck against steps going up, and his heart pounded at the thought that this journey might soon come to an
end. At the top of the stairs he was splashed with fresh spring air, which made his head spin. He saw a new moon
hanging low above the nearby buildings in which no light shone. He had no idea where he was. Then there was
another dull blow to the back of his head.
They threw him out onto the same pavement. Maybe at exactly the same spot where the bouquet of carnations
he was taking to Martha Goldberg had spilled. There was a public telephone at the bus stop about one hundred
metres away. Several people were waiting and Robert hoped he would be able to get some coins from them for the
phone. As he approached they all drew back. An old man hastily inserted a few coins and let him dial. The
telephone swallowed the metal, and a familiar voice at the other end informed Robert icily that he would be
picked up in twenty minutes. He wanted to thank the old man, but he only raised his stick and yelled:
“Get back!”
Robert sat on the bench fingering his sores and bruises. Only now did he begin to realize what had actually
happened. He knew that his career as a well-paid intelligence officer in the US Army was over, because he was not
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allowed to talk. However insignificant it seemed, the information he knew (and which “They” now knew) was the
very heart of the work, the essence of the secret. It had to be protected at all costs. He had expected a black
Mercedes to come and take him to the dispensary and hospital at the airport, but instead it was a yellow VW van that
came, with darkened windows and advertising for detergent. The back door opened. A man in overalls waved for him
to get in.
A coarse army blanket lay on the metal floor. The door slammed. Robert recalled the Mickey Mouse mask and its
frozen smile that conveyed a grotesque and paralyzing dread. He regretted that his last journey through Berlin’s streets
was in a metal box. Through the small, barred pane of glass he only saw the heads that swayed as the van turned
bends. They arrived at the airport even quicker than he had hoped. And then: the calm, regular footfall of military
boots, a stretcher, a smiling doctor and a serious nurse, rubber gloves taking his pulse. Plain, no-nonsense procedure,
he thought.
The strength of the American military machine lay in its strict observance of procedure, so Robert had to go through
a whole series of measures prescribed for cases such as this. Rigorous medical examinations were followed by a long
interrogation which went into the most minuscule of details. Was there any writing on the walls of the cell where you
were held? How tall was the interrogator? Did he have an accent? Do you remember any scar on his neck or hands?
Were the blows delivered with the fists or some object? What brand of cigarettes did he smoke? Did you see the
packet? Did you talk with the other person confined in the cell? How many bars were there on the windows? How
many sacks of soil?
Robert was afraid of the questions. Lying in the sterile dark of the hospital room he tried to phrase his answers
in advance. The noise of the planes shook the glass, and when the four-engined Hercules landed he felt the
shudder in his chest.
He did not get out of bed that first night. After a good meal and two cans of Coca-Cola he entertained himself
by burping and counting the white tiles on the walls. He expected he would be woken at dawn by amiable
uniformed personnel and taken to a compartment of the office, where they would write down everything he said.
But Robert did not wait for them to wake him. He got up at first light, donned the hospital dressing gown,
combed his hair and sat on the bed to watch the door. After an hour he began to walk up and down, counting the
tiles on the floor. The doorknob was immobile, impassive.
Music came from the corridor. The announcer of the armed forces’ radio station gave the exact time at halfhourly intervals. It was the programme with soldiers’ music requests and news from the “Eastern Front”. Robert
wondered if Berlin was perhaps considered a Western battlefield, where a different kind of war was taking place.
Finally a sign: steps coming towards the door, the radio went silent, remained silent for several minutes, and
then went on again louder than before. The sound of steps again. The latch would creak any moment now, he
imagined, telling himself that the radio must have been turned off to allow the doctor some peace during his
morning rounds. Robert’s room was the last, at the end of the corridor, so a slight delay could be forgiven. He
peered into the keyhole, and sweat covered his hands. He heard the scrape of a key in the lock.
Only now did Robert realize that he was being held under a kind of temporary arrest; the shadow of the soldier
he had seen through the slats of the venetian blind patrolling every ten minutes during the night had been there
because of him. When he heard the screech of the ungreased metal, he decided not to ask why he was being held
under lock and key, under guard. He told himself it was all part of the normal procedure. After the interrogation,
and the filing of a precise report, everything would be all right, Robert thought. He would be given half a year’s pay
in advance and returned to Arizona the next day on the first flight. Or maybe he would be allowed to land at the
airport in New York. After several days in the Big Apple spending money he would head back to Gainesville,
Georgia.
But another surprise was in store for him.
Instead of a smiling doctor and serious nurse, three people entered the room in protective suits and the kind of gas
masks Robert had once seen during ABC protection exercises. One was carrying a tray with a large schnitzel, tomato
salad and mushroom sauce; a second tray was laden with bottles of medicines and several glass syringes filled with a
bluish liquid.
The third frogman was not carrying anything. He took the chair, placed it by the bed and sat down. Large beads of
sweat appeared on Robert’s forehead above his panic-filled face, full of questions. In the frogman’s visor Robert saw a
tiny figure with bowed shoulders that nervously clenched the edge of the bed sheet. It was himself that he saw as he
tried to discern some human expression, a mouth and a nose, behind the glass. A muffled voice that sounded like it
came from out of a plastic pit asked one of the tray-bearing colleagues to go out and turn off the radio. They interrupted
Wayfaring Stranger in the third strophe:
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Yet beauteous fields lie just before me
where God’s redeemed their

Cut. Deafening silence filled with the artificial sound of breathing through filters. The voice spoke again:
“Mr. Duncan, we have reason to believe that your health … I mean … There are indications that your health is in
grave danger.”
Robert nodded to indicate he understood. A large drop of sweat flew from his nose and landed on his hand. The
frogman continued:
“I don’t want to call the situation extremely serious, but I would say it is in your interest—and in the interest of all
of us—for you to spend several more days in quarantine for further tests. I’m sure you understand.”
Robert said nothing. He rolled up his sleeve submissively when the needle approached his upper arm. He could
not speak. His whole body shook. He felt a cold wave race through him and, several seconds later, a steady
humming in his head from the potent injection. They advised him to lie down and have a good rest. And not to
worry: after all, he was on safe ground. They were aware of the pain and torment he had been through, they said,
but he had to hold on for a little longer.
Robert wondered what “a little longer” meant; he did not suspect that it would mean years, decades of his life in
the dark hinterland of Europe. He stared at the ceiling and waited for the impulse to do something sensible: to
scream with fear and to fight at the edge of this ominous abyss. At this moment his present life, and all that was to
come, had become a little black dot caught up in the unpredictable bloodstream of fate.
After he had eaten they tried hard to convince him that he was still healthy. When he asked how many months
and days he had left, one of the frogmen shook with unnatural laughter. Robert made out fine lips and big blue
eyes behind the glass visor. They asked him about people he had met, about their hands, the color of their skin
and the appearance of their faces, and when Robert came to the part about the foul-smelling basement cell and
the body covered in blankets, the doctor slapped his leg so his colleague would begin taking notes.
Skin color, lesions, the condition of limbs and face, hair, smells, any coughing? They wrote down all the
details Robert remembered, nodding eagerly. One more injection was given and a sample of mucous membrane
taken from Robert’s nose.
The doctor brought Robert his dinner in person, offered him a cigarette and this time sat at the foot of the bed.
“The incubation period can last for years,” he said. “The rules state that you can’t go home before you’re cured, so
as not to endanger American citizens,” was the next piece of information. “The internal regulations say you can’t stay
at the base,” he told Robert. “The army will cover the costs of your treatment.”
The doctor filled in the gaps between these statements with talk of global climatic changes, of the woman who was
waiting for him in Seattle and could not go on waiting alone, of cold meals out in the field, all of which was
accompanied by the vacuous melodies of the armed forces’ radio station.
“Europe’s last leprosarium is in south-eastern Romania,” he added.
4
The morning I hid my birthday present, a Romanian passport wrapped in wax paper, then put the tin of
daffodils down on the windowsill slowly and quietly so as not to wake Robert who lay facing the wall—that
morning was the first time I thought about escaping. The plume of smoke from the factory curled above the plain
like a giant question mark until the wind and strong spring sun turned it to a gray river that flowed away to the
west.
Robert was talking in his sleep. He pressed his face into the pillow ; and when he turned over he left bright
spots of blood. It’s a known fact that almost all lepers are plagued by insomnia, even in the early stages of the
disease. No position is comfortable for the afflicted body. I think we would only find peace if we could sleep
standing up, like sleepwalkers. On pleasant days a few of us would always be sitting on the edge of the old
fountain in the leprosarium’s courtyard, exhausted by lack of sleep. We would bask in the spring sunshine and
levitate on the border of consciousness. Such problems were foreign to Robert, who was now sleeping soundly
and snoring like an elephant.
I drew a chair up to the window. From there I could see the spot in the wall where the birthday present from
Robert was hidden. I had the feeling that the outlines of the stone were clearly visible and that it was moving all
by itself. I feared it would fall out at any minute and the passport would flutter off into the sky like a black bird.
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My friend stretched and made extended waking-up noises. He leaned against the wall and told me that Paul
McCartney had killed John Lennon with one slash of a knife. He laughed and drew his index finger across his
throat.
“Can’t buy me love,” he said, and went on humming the melody.
The first page of the passport was taken up by the photograph which the Romanian soldier took in the tiny first-aid
station when I was being prepared for the leprosarium. My new name was Andrei Stanescu; beneath it was an ID
number, the Romanian coat of arms and the signature of an authorized official in Bucharest. The face showed no signs
of the disease, but the black and white photo radiated fear and confusion, and there was a strange shine in the pupils
which were looking away to the side. Back then I still bore the stamp of that other world, of years of a relatively
peaceful life which were slowly sinking into the quicksand of oblivion, entering the swamps of the future.
Whenever I recalled the cities of my childhood, muttered vulgarisms in my mother tongue or looked at the dirty
map of Europe dredged up from the fertilizer factory’s rubbish dump, I felt a pang of nostalgia that brought tears to
my eyes. Wisps of color, traces of familiar odors and voices, voices, voices. But in the last few years, memories of this
kind aroused less and less emotion. They seemed too far away to pompously step onto my mind’s stage and put on
their show. They simply hung around in my thoughts like the last herd of three dozen bison in the forests of northern
Poland: you only saw them if you looked for them.
A strong wire fence protects them; one after another they disappear into the mud, worthless heaps of sinewy meat.
They are dying out.\fn{They have been saved from extinction, their status improving from “endangered” to “vulnerable”:H}
Yet the passport had forced me to rethink everything. When I opened it I felt I was leafing through a thick
notebook full of fine print and not twenty empty pages of official blue.
I sat down on my bed. Robert got up, wished me a good morning and sat on the chair by the window. Zoltán
was milling around in the courtyard and muttering under his breath. Robert waved to him, and he replied
grumpily with the three stiff fingers of his left hand. He had large red blotches on his forehead and scalp which
made the hairless skin, furrowed by leprosy, look like the relief map of some forgotten continent.
I waited for Robert to mention the passport and ask if I had hidden it, but he just sat there quietly with his elbows
propped on the windowsill and watched Zoltán walking in circles on the dry ground around the fountain. He smelt the
daffodils and stroked the petals with the tips of his fingers.
Suddenly his put his hand to his right ear and with his other hand made a sign that I should be quiet. He was trying
to concentrate on a sound which my sense of hearing had not yet detected.
“Can you hear it?” he asked me, putting his finger to his lips again.
For a few moments I could not distinguish anything except the constant murmur of the trees and the increasingly
frequent scrape of Zoltán’s steps. Like the sound of a distant aeroplane coming closer and closer to the runway, the air
began to tremble, filled with hundreds of voices. There was singing, the rousing melody of the “Internationale” mixed
with workers’ chanting in Romanian, in which I recognized slogans like, “Down with the dictator!”, “Freedom!”, “We
want our rights!”, “Equality!”
Zoltán stopped his pacing and shambled to the fence as fast as his body would carry him. From our window we
made out banners attached to long poles, Romanian tricolor flags with a hole where the state emblem used to be and a
river of blue overalls which cast up a cloud of dust. Several farmers who were out in the fields joined the column
together with two loud tractors; dozens of protestors climbed up onto them like ants.
This improvised army now headed for the fortress that was the factory. It was all like a modern adaptation of
Robert’s tale about Sensotregiore and the bloody battle beneath its walls.
The whole demonstration stopped for a moment to cheer the reporter’s car that arrived from the Romanian national
television station, though it parked at a safe distance. The cameraman climbed up onto the roof of the beat-up vehicle
and from there filmed the events that were to follow.
The leprosarium came alive too. Everyone gathered around the second-floor windows to get a better view of
things. The road to the factory wound past fields of corn, through a birch wood, traced a broad semicircle around
some powerline poles, coming within a few hundred metres of the leprosarium fence, and then turned away again
towards the factory, passing the rubbish dump on the way. On top of the large storehouse several police helmets
shone; an officer pointed with his truncheon and deployed policemen armed with rifles at the corners.
Zoltán held on to the fence and jumped up and down. He cursed Ceauescu and joined in the hubbub, singing
several verses of the “Internationale”. As the blue river came closer to the leprosarium, Zoltán’s cries became louder
and more excited. When the workers were at the closest point to the leprosarium and Robert’s eagle eyes could make
out their dirty, unshaven faces, we all watched as Zoltán jumped the fence, tripped over the wire, then straightened his
linen robe, pulled on his hood and strode towards the workers with open arms to join in their chanting and singing.
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When the crowd came close to him it went a little quieter. Curious eyes stared at our castle of contagion, a house of the
accursed that shimmered like a mirage among all their social problems.
They saw Zoltán, and absolute silence fell. But the old man was not put off by the mass of gaping eyes, nor the illtempered agitation and ever more frequent cries. He was convinced of the friendly disposition of the tormented people
who were rising up against the tyrant.
The first stone flew from the midst of the crowd and fell several metres in front of Zoltán. Robert and I had already
jumped the fence and were hastening towards him; while he happily waved his arms and droned the same song. He
still did not want to believe that the “prisoners of starvation and wretched of the earth” needed no leprous ally
wrapped in linen rags; that for them he was an abomination from another world. More stones whistled through the air.
At first subdued, then louder and louder, there came shouts of,
“Unclean! Unclean!”
I was stunned to hear this ancient cry, now directed at us, as we grabbed Zoltán by the arms and dragged him back.
Soon we were out of the range of the stones.
Zoltán cried. He wept loudly and through his tears he muttered, “Unclean! Unclean!”, as he looked at me and
Robert in turn. He gazed at the leprosanum, the trees and the old wooden cross on the front of the building.
We sat him down by the fountain. Mstislaw came with a jug of water, put it down on the ground and disappeared
back into the black hole that was the main entrance. No one, apart from him, came out to check what was going on. I
imagined that everyone had seen from above what had happened and was now sitting in the loneliness of their
shady rooms, plucking those words out of their hearts, those words that stabbed like sabres. It was all just another
confirmation that we did not belong, a testimony to the vast desert of disease, fear, ugliness and disfigurement that
divided us—Hansen’s children—from the rest of the world; whoever tried to cross that waste would be stopped.
Yet Robert was becoming convinced that it was worth a try.
The workers’ singing moved away. We took Zoltán up to his room and laid him on his bed. The protesters had
now stopped at the giant portrait of Ceauescu and were hurling red paint and lumps of earth at it. From a distance it
looked as if the portrait on the rough wall was being riddled with bullets and blood was streaming from it. Cheers
came after every hit, and soon the face was covered with a mess of red and black blemishes. With the lumps of
clayey soil sticking to it, it was reminiscent of a leper’s face in the advanced stages of the disease.
I must say that Robert, ever the pragmatic American, viewed the events with considerably less emotion and
associations. His version of the episode with Zoltán and the protesters would turn out to be more rational; closer
to reality, perhaps, but less interesting. I guess that is how the world works, and literature too: stories are always
written and remembered by people like me, not by the Roberts, Zokáns and Mstislaws of the world.
We were still sitting in Zoltán’s room when we heard the first shot from the direction of the factory. That instant the
chanting turned into incoherent shouting. A column of police vans galloped towards the factory amid a cloud of dust.
The foot of the chimney and the factory yard was shrouded in a downy haze of tear gas, from which bewildered
workers emerged like ants. The wounded face of the dictator leered amidst the swirling smoke.
A burst of fire from the top of the storehouse brought down two workers in overalls, who had hurled stones at
the riflemen. The vans came to a halt a few hundred metres from the factory and riot police sprang out armed to
the teeth and equipped with gas masks. With steady steps they approached the remnants of the discontented
proletariat, and a gunshot resounded for every stone that hit their iron shields.
The bravest of the protesters hurled themselves against the battle-ready police cordon with cries of hatred. An
iron door would open briefly and the charging worker would disappear beneath the truncheons and boots before
he could even let out a scream. Most of the workers fled across the large field of young wheat south of the factory,
but we could see from the leprosarium windows they were heading straight towards uniforms deployed around the
long granaries at the end of the property.
The smoke soon dissipated. Ceauescu could now observe the situation unhindered. Seven or eight bodies lay
scattered about the factory yard. Those who had not managed to flee were now kneeling with rifle barrels trained
at their heads. The police officer stood on the bonnet of a jeep and announced through a megaphone that all those
who had been captured were to be considered criminals who had attempted to threaten the integrity and
constitutional order of the Socialist Republic of Romania. They had also impugned the image and achievements
of the President. Several workers tried to get up and speak, but the butts of the semi-automatic rifles were faster.
Robert also saw two policemen take the cameraman from the national television station behind the building. They
slapped the poor fellow in the face several times, took out the video cassette and smashed it against the wall. One of
the policemen patted him on the shoulder, and the cameraman inserted another tape. Everything went quiet again. The
workers were probably able to hear the humming of the camera, the slow unwinding of the celluloid which now
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captured their frightened faces. With his truncheon, the officer pointed out to the cameraman who he was now
supposed to film. The objective obediently followed and the large glass eye was held up to the bent heads of the
offenders. Robert later commented on the bitter irony of the word for a glass camera lens, “objective”, being the same
as the adjective describing a real situation or events. He was amazed at such a crass disparity and mentioned several
similar examples which I no longer remember.
Zoltán finally fell asleep. Thick clumps of blood dripped from the fingers of his hand which hung by the bed. In his
drawer we found a Bible, two ampoules of thiosemicarbazone and a syringe, and Robert injected the medicine into
Zoluln’s swollen artery. As he leaned over the old body, he smelt the awful stench which bore witness that Hansen was
delivering its final blows. The disease was now rampaging in the disintegrating tissues of the old body. Zoltán had
managed to hide its progress with his linen robe, silently bearing the pain. Next to his syringes there lay a faded
photograph; the tiny child in the bottom left-hand corner with neatly combed hair, a cheesy grin and the lights of
Budapest in the background was identified as Ingemar Zoltán on 13 May 1911.
We looked at the child’s slender arms. A wooden toy hung from one hand, while the fingers of the other
seemed contorted; perhaps the boy was preoccupied with his fingernails. Even given the state of this “child”
today, there were evident similarities: the broad forehead, big dark eyes, long legs and prominent cheekbones
were the same as the leper Zoltán’s. We put the photograph back and tiptoed out of the room, both thinking of the
child that lay like a ghost near its dying, adult reincarnation.
A group led by Matislaw waited outside the door. They asked us how Zoltán was. After convincing them that
the old boy would be alright, we all went off to lunch. They slurped their broth without speaking. They were
waiting for Robert and me to explain the tumultuous events of the morning. The cutlery rang quietly to honor the
workers who were killed.
Police sirens passed the leprosarium on the road. Our glasses trembled from the rumble of lorries full of
arrested protesters, so we did not hear the steps in the courtyard, the breaking open of the door of the ruined Baptist chapel, its loud closing and the frightened conversation of two unfortunates who had escaped the truncheons.
We split up and went off to our rooms after a lunch seasoned with Robert’s reflections on the global crisis of
humanity, the evil that affected all and the deformation of communist ideas in the countries of Eastern Europe.
Each went off absorbed in thought, admiring Robert’s eloquence. Some of his long sentences actually made sense.
Like his claim that the fate of civilization was inseparably tied up with the five percent of people gifted with the
desire and the drive to use their lives to resist the temptations put before them by the dark side of the “totality of
our existence”, as Robert called it.
I lay and stared at the ceiling. Robert was down in the courtyard reading. All the events had mussed up my mind
like the wind tangles a girl’s long hair, and I could not go to sleep. A day that began with the yellow daffodils was
becoming a spiral of anxiety that intruded into the peaceful everyday life of Europe’s last leprosarium. Although a
mild spring sun was shining and sweet smells of verdure filled the air, no one else went outside. The only sounds from
the courtyard were Robert turning his pages and the rustling of blackbirds in the bushes by the fence. Occasionally,
the sirens of a police car would come from afar like the howling of the wind and then soon turn into thousands of
glassy whispers.
The dilapidated Baptist chapel stood on a foundation of old reused bricks, so the ravages of time had easy work to
turn it into a slumped mass of building materials susceptible to spontaneous collapse. I looked at it on mornings after
windy winter nights, expecting to see it turn to dust before my eyes.
Yet it survived. It was as if the rusty, iron cross which came out of the altar and up through the boards of the roof
were a spine keeping it upright. Margareta Yosipovich had taken care of the building before she withdrew into her
hibernation without return. Zoltán remembered the splendid pale-red roses and the little lilac bush, the clear and
impeccably c.ean panes of glass in the small round windows and the smell of incense which Margareta received in Red
Cross parcels. She knew several chapters of the Bible from memory, and if you walked in the courtyard you could hear
a gentle muttering of holy words that filled you with peace. With her last strength she chained the doors together and
virtually crawled back to her room, from which she was never to emerge alive again.
That chain no longer hung in its place, and the peace of the Baptist chapel was disturbed by the panicky
whispers of the two fugitives, whose pupils dilated in fear whenever the wail of the siren filled the air. They
assumed the police were hunting for them and were determined not to give up easily.
Sitting on the edge of the fountain, Robert was the first to notice the distinct creaking of the old floorboards, a
sound that couldn’t have been caused by the wind. It came from inside, from the heart of the decennial darkness
that preserved the cherished souvenirs of Margareta’s unshakeable faith in God. He pressed The Bible against his
breast and at that moment wanted to kneel before the altar and feel that special cold that only churches possess.
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But the doors began to open before he even touched them. My friend looked on in wonder, prepared to believe
that they had actually been moved by a divine force. Two heads with mops of black hair stuck out, one above the
other, their eyes red and puffy from the tear gas. The Second Book of Kings:
And the sons of the prophets said unto Elisha, Behold now, the place where we dwell with thee is too strait for us.
Let us go, we pray thee, unto Jordan, and take thence every man a beam, and let us make us a place there, where we
may dwell. And he answered, Go ye.

Shoulders with blue overalls also appeared. I peered from among the daffodils on the windowsill and saw their
hands fearfully signal for Robert to come up, and then not to come any closer. They gesticulated with their bodies,
clenched their fists and contorted their faces, all so as to explain that they wanted to stay there in the dark.
Robert nodded to show them he understood. He offered them the Bible to read, to alleviate their fear and the
painful wait, but they did not want to take it. They needed only the dilapidated roof of the Baptist chapel; for they
believed the police would not search for them in this accursed place.
Early in the evening a patrol car with flashing lights arrived at the gate. Robert and I were sitting on our beds, once
again discussing the events of the morning. He accused the police of unseen brutality, but also thought that the
workers had been rather primitive in expressing their discontent. I maintained that mass protest was the only way to
gain attention and stand up against suffering, but he replied that it only reflected a questionable type of collective
bravery that was incapable of articulating any rational goal, let alone attain it.
A police officer called out from the gate, not daring to pass beyond the fence. He demanded that someone come
out and only stopped his hullabaloo when the two of us appeared at the entrance. He made no effort to hide his large
pistol but kept it stuck in his trousers. Its handle poked into his protruding belly.
Did we know what had happened?
A group of criminals had tried to destroy the factory. Almost all of them had been caught, but several were still
at large. Had we seen them here near the building? Or in the building? This hole seemed like an ideal hiding
place. It was much more dangerous now that the fugitives were on the loose. We would be at grave risk. And the
disease, it was contagious …
He spoke without letting his eyes meet ours as if we were evil gorgons who would turn him to stone, or even
worse: into a leper. Huh! His colleague was sitting in the car polishing his revolver on his sleeve.
I thought of the wretches in the chapel behind us who were trembling like hunted rabbits.
They were probably cowering beneath the damp floorboards, imagining what would happen if they were
arrested. Their whole life long they had heard tales about the infamous catacombs of the Securitate headquarters
in the capital; about torture methods that left the victims shitting blood for the rest of their days. That was not the
destiny they wished for.
Robert made a jerky move towards the fence and the police officer jumped back in fear, reaching for his
pistol. When I casually spat a large lump of phlegm on the ground, the fellow took another step back. His fear
encouraged us.
We realized he was not going to come anywhere near us. It was the disease that held him back. He looked at
the lights up in the windows for a few seconds and then returned to the car, growling “Damn lepers”, or something to that effect.
Robert flung back some juicy abuse in American slang full of “fucking” and incomprehensible expletives.
The wheels screeched, splattering us with mud, and the blue flashing light disappeared down the road, illumineting the fresh foliage of the bushes.
Robert and I exchanged glances and rejoiced in our victory. It had not been spiteful resistance to the arrogant
force of the law as much as the desire to be part of something that existed beyond the fence. I don’t think our
quarrelsome impulses and gestures of rebellion against a small representative of Ceauescu’s regime were essentially any different to Zoltán’s running out to meet the protesters. We all wanted human contact, even if it be
conflict, so as to break down that fence that was much taller than the one around the leprosarium. If only for a
moment.
But everything foundered on the iron curtain that Hansen, like a devoted tradesman, had been erecting around our
vile name for thousands of years. I could cope with a fat truncheon on my nose better than the habitual, “Damn
lepers”. I would have preferred the fat cop to pull his pistol and give me one big humane slug of lead.
In the eyes of our leper community we were heroes. When Cion ladled out the soup for dinner he adorned our
plates with the largest pieces of boiled potato, and as a prize we were given two tins of pineapple from the kitchen
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storeroom.
But no one mentioned the Baptist chapel and the fugitives. And why should they? Their silence was a way of
telling us that it was our business and that they did not want the men inside the leprosarium. Using my authority, I
decided I would allow the workers to sleep the night in the building, though I feared it might disquiet those sensitive
leprous souls. The presence of healthy people offended them and put them in a bad mood, and I did not want to offend
anyone, especially the freaks I had come to love over time, or even those I had learned to hate and similarly forgot to
offend.
We waited for the night to take hold and then approached the rickety door. When we entered, Robert lit a candle
which made our coarse and mutilated faces seem even more terrible. The two unfortunates lay huddled up against
each another. They slept with their mouths open, making an odd chirping sound. The chapel stank of their sweat and
the bad smell of the long gumboots left next to the altar. Above their sleeping heads rose the immaculate figure of the
Mother of God; the dampness was making her paint peel. What gentle eyes, I thought, and held up the candle.
All along the smiling mouth I noticed patches of greenish mould, giving her face a grimace like an expression of
revulsion. I followed her shoulders and arms down to where they should meet as she held her child. But in place
of the blessed body of Christ I now saw two Romanian heads.
They opened their eyes and glimpsed the last thing they wanted to see: ghostly visages of Hansen’s children lit
up by the ruddy glow of the flickering candle.
They cried out, making Robert stumble in his fright. The candle fell from my hands to become part of the
heavy darkness and, for a moment, there was only silence. Tripping over each other, the workers knocked over the
altar in their rush to get out. They bumped into me and Robert too. Every bit of body contact increased their fear,
and when they finally reached the door and kicked it open, they sat down on the ground and started taking off
their clothes.
Their eyes were full of fear as they looked around them, and their naked behinds now rolled in the sand. With
every step we took they moved back two, crab-like; then they jumped up and started to run. We followed them as
far as the fence which they cleared in one bound and then continued leaping over small bushes and puddles. We
watched the gleam of moonlight on their sweaty backs for quite some time until it was lost amongst the thin tree
trunks of the young forest.
I was filled with a kind of disappointment paired with envy. I had really thought that those fools would
condescend to talk with us and make an effort to conceal the revulsion and fear our illness provoked in them. That
they would laugh with relief when they saw through the rickety door of the chapel that it was just us coming, and
not the police. As I watched them stumble and fall, get up again and run even faster, I wished it was me who was
fleeing from bloodthirsty police dogs through the bogs and marshes of this dreary country, hiding among the
birches and breathing the damp odor of peat.
Before I went off to bed and fell into horrible nightmares filled with images from my childhood, I went to see
Zoltán again.
He was sleeping facing the wall, his arms pressed firmly against his chest. The creased and dog-eared
photograph peeked out from between his fingers. His drawer was open; it held the dark emptiness of a life that was
fading together with its memories.
When I entered our room I thought at first that Robert was kneeling and praying. He did not turn around but only
waved; holding a sharpened lead pencil in his hand. The old map of Europe was billowing across the floor. He traced
roads and rivers, marked towns, skirted mountains and big cities as if he were drawing in the route of a huge army. I
asked him what he was doing, and in reply he drew two stick figures two or three centimeters north-west of
Bucharest.
Everything seemed so close. If I put my heel on the broad Transylvanian plain and pointed my foot towards the
west, the tips of my toes would be somewhere between Bonn and Frankfurt. But if I took another step or two
forwards, my feet would again be standing firmly on the rickety floorboards.
Was it worth taking a step? What would a journey to other places bring? Robert rolled up the map without
speaking, and the rustle of its precisely marked paper drowned out all the questions I wanted to ask.
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The Cathedral of the Resurrection of Christ, Podgorica, Podgorica Municipality, Montenegro: two views
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The Monastic Cathedral Church of the Birth of the Virgin, Cetinje, Cetinje Municipality, Montenegro

The Court Church, Cetinje Monastery, Cetinje, Cetinje Municipality, Montenegro
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The Cathedral Church of St. John of Vladimir, Bar, Bar Municipality, Montenegro: two views
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The Cathedral of St. Basil of Ostrog, Nikšić, Nikšić Municipality, Montenegro: two views
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The Cathedral of St. Triphon, Kotor, Kotor Municipality, Montenegro

The Church of the Lady of the Rock, Perast, Kotor Municipality, Montenegro
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The Church of the Holy Trinity Monastery, Pljevlja, Pljevlja Municipality, Montenegro

The Church of St. Petka, nr. Bijelo Polje, Bijelo Polje Municipality, Montenegro
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The Church of St. Michael the Archangel, Herceg Novi, Herceg Novi Municipality, Montenegro

The Church of the Savina Monastery, Herceg Novi, Herceg Novi Municipality, Montenegro
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The Monastic Church of Djurdjevi Stupovi (1213), Berane Municipality, Montenegro

The Church of St. Sava, Tivat, Tivat Municipality, Montenegro
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The Church of St. John, Budva, Budva Municipality, Montenegro

The Church of the Sacred Heart of Jesus, Podgorica, Podgorica Municipality, Montenegro
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Caption: “Church Ruzica. Rožaje, [Rožaje Municipality] Montenegro”

Caption: “Šavnik, [Šavnik Municipality] Small town in Montenegro. Old Church”
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The Church of the Monastery of St. George, Dobrolovina, nr. Žabljak, Žabljak Municipality, Montenegro

The Zhdrebaonik Monastery, nr. Danilovgrad, Danilovgrad Municipality, Montenegro
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Caption: “The smaller church of Gusinje” [Gusinje Municipality, Montenegro]

Caption: “Church Sv. Prokopije, Mojkovac [Mojkovac Municipality,] Montenegro”
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The Church of the Moraca Monastery, nr. Kolašin, Kolašin Municipality, Montenegro

The Church of St. Michael the Archangel, Andrijevica, Andrijevica Municipality, Montenegro
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The church of the Zagradje Monastery, Plužine, Plužine Municipality, Montenegro

A mosque in Petnjica, Petnjica Municipality, Montenegro
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Two mosques in Plav, Plav Municipality, Montenegro

The Church of St. Anthony, Tuzi, Tuzi Urban Municipality, Montenegro
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